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Preface
Yow~ beco-Jne, J'I1,B/ tir wr~ l'11e:

--Elizabeth

As much as I fought against it, objected and held back, the process of
writing "Wheat Fields of Wild Poppies," the memoir that documents
Elizabeth's flight from life in communist Romania to the United States, has
changed me. How could I have anticipated the smell of warm bread as I
interviewed her, the late nights transcribing endless tapes, the way I could
hear her voice in my head as if it were my own?
It is very difficult to put into words my relationship with Elizabeth, partly
because the attachment has become so strong, partly because the
challenges have been great. While I admire her courage at defecting, her
determination and will to survive, her independence and even her patriotism, I
have watched her dissolve into a migraine when discussing her oppression,
and I have seen her disbelief when we, the United States, bombed her
beloved Yugoslavia. I have eaten her home-baked bread and cabbage rolls,
and I know of her recurring nightmares.
As I have tried to distance myself emotionally from Elizabeth's
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continuing drama, I am drawn into her life and although I hesitate to admit it,
her life has become a part of mine. When she told me, "You must become
me to write me," I wanted to erase those words even as I heard them, but
still, I have become Elizabeth to some extent. While we were bombing
Yugoslavia, I was heartbroken at the loss of innocent lives and sensed her
loss of trust in the United States as benevolent and perfect government.
But I did not want her migraines or her high blood pressure. And yet I
felt the intensity of her life story pull at mine. When I began to work with
Elizabeth in 1997, my youngest son, Jake, was nine years old, young enough
to still sing to, the same age that Micky was when she left Romania. And
now in the year 2000, my oldest son is almost fifteen, Micky's age when he
arrived at the L.A. airport. My son measures six foot one inch and wears size
thirteen shoes. I don't know how Elizabeth felt when she saw Micky for the
first time in five years, but when I contemplate the loss for the mother and the
son, I can't help but wonder if the freedom was worth the separation, a
question Elizabeth asks herself each day. The attachment I feel for my sons
is perhaps deeper because of my interaction with Elizabeth, because I have
contemplated many times over these three years what that sort of separation
would do to my body and to my soul.
A little over two years ago, after I'd been in hard labor for over five
hours, the doctor discovered that my baby had flipped into a breech position,
and she could no longer hear the heart beat. When the doctor said, "Get the
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anaesthesiologist, we'll have to do an emergency C-section," I not only
prayed for the safety of my baby, but I thought of Elizabeth and how her baby
too was breech and that she was not allowed a cesarean because she was
not a communist party member. Her baby died after only four days; my baby
is a healthy two year old now. Every time I read the section of the book that
describes her experience, I mourn the loss of her first-born baby.
Doris Weatherford in her book Foreign and Female depicts the lives of
immigrant women. In her preface, she remarks that on the shelves of almost
any library, "if one did not know it was biologically impossible, one could be
led to believe that men populated this country entirely by themselves" (XV).
There are very few books that relate the experience of women immigrants
because not only is the number of women who arrive alone to immigrate to
the United States small, their stories are rarely told. Rather than allowing the
voices of these women who have undertaken the enormous task of
immigration to remain silent or to be changed to fiction, a memoir such as
Elizabeth's speaks to the difficulty of adjusting to a different language and
culture while simultaneously trying to survive without the support of a family.
But it is not only the story of Elizabeth's immigration that demands to
be told. The stories she shared with me about her familial history and culture
require a genre that deliberately celebrates truth-telling. For this reason,
interwoven in Elizabeth's escape story is the story of her ancestors. Not only
is the story of her ancestors fascinating in itself, but their journey influenced
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Elizabeth's in remarkable ways and encouraged me to confront the
complexities and challenges of truth-telling inherent in the memoir genre.
In order for you to appreciate the way that Elizabeth's history, culture
and personal truths fused into memoir form make a unique contribution to
women's history, this introduction will proceed in the following manner: first, I
will examine the interplay of history and the memoir genre paying close
attention to the influence of Elizabeth's ancestors on her own story. Then I
will discuss the challenges of truth-telling inherent in a memoir and the
methodology I used to ascertain as much factual detail as possible. Last, as
an example of this methodology, I will describe my visit to Romania, a quest
for truth that led me to a deeper understanding of Elizabeth and her culture.

I. History and the Memoir: Elizabeth's Ancestors

When I interviewed Elizabeth for the first time, she took out a map and
told me in detail about her ancestors . I was there to write about her
oppression under communist Romania, and she told me about her ancestor's
oppression under Turkish rule. I was there to write about her journey to the
United States, yet she told me of her ancestor's journey from Bulgaria to
Romania. I was there to hear about her immigration to the United States,
and she told me of her ancestors settling into her home town, Star Bisnov. It
was evident that the ancestors' story was somehow the beginning of
Elizabeth's story and that her ancestors were a part of her in a way my
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ancestors would never be a part of mine. My curiosity piqued, I drew out the
parallels between the two stories into what would become the shape of
Elizabeth's memoir.
In 1977, Marcus Billson wrote a ground-breaking article that defined
the memoir as a genre. "The memoir is never a presentation of history; it is a
representation of history, sometimes an argument, always a personal
interpretation" (264) . He explains that throughout history until the nineteenth
century, memoirists considered themselves historians. Until then, the
subjectivity inherent in memoirs was an accepted means to view the past.
But more recently, when the public began to expect a scrupulous objectivity
and intense research to qualify as history, the memoir was discounted and
ignored in literary and historical circles. But Billson validates this personal
view of history as an integral part and a contributing factor of the memoir
(264).
My decision to include the ancestor story is simply to contribute a
personal view of history and to demonstrate how early stories and myths can
directly affect the outcome of one's life. Joseph Campbell, well known for his
study of mythology, says that when we carry stories in our minds,
you see its relevance to something happening in your own life. It gives
you perspective ... These bits of information from ancient times, which
have to do with the themes that have supported human life, built
civilizations, and informed religions over the millennia, have to do with
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deep inner problems inner mysteries, inner thresholds-of passage, and if
you don't know what the guide signs are along the way, you have to
work it out yourself. (4)
It seemed obvious to me that Elizabeth's guide posts were rooted in the story
of her ancestors. However, when I mentioned how her own journey
corresponded to her ancestors, she did not agree. "They were many," she
said, "and it was just me on my journey." Now after having worked with
Elizabeth for three years, I would have to say, "No, you took your ancestors
with you, for it was they who taught you that there was a way out. It was they
who gave you hope."
As a child gathered with her extended family, Elizabeth would spend
many an evening singing songs of her ancestors who suffered under Turkish
rule in Bulgaria, who left all of their possessions and traveled on foot and by
wagon through treacherous terrain until they were finally able to settle in Star
Bisnov. Although they appreciated their new freedom in Star Bisnov, life was
difficult for them, and they longed for their homeland. These stories, songs
and myths permeated Elizabeth. Not only hearing their stories, but knowing
that their blood ran through her gave Elizabeth both the courage to leave her
homeland in search of a better life and permission to long for Romania, her
homeland. Elizabeth's identity lies in her relationship to her ancestors, to the
past, to history itself. My goal as the memoirist was to portray this history
through her eyes only. It is the history she remembers that influenced her
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life.
In his essay-review of three memoirs, Joe Bonomo concludes that
"how we imagine the past is as necessary as truth itself" (590). For this
reason, I did not seek to research exact dates and facts regarding Elizabeth's
ancestors. The way that Elizabeth remembers the stories is the historical
truth for Elizabeth.
In Elizabeth's willingness to share her ancestor's destiny as well as her
own story, she is as Francis Russell Hart stated in her study of twentieth
century memoirs "seeking an intimacy with history that will give public
meaning to personal identity" (209). Interestingly, her personal identity is
directly attached to her ancestors as demonstrated by the fact that she could
not speak of herself without first relating their story to me. When Helen Buss
analyzed the memoirs of three pioneer women, she discovered that memoirs
"give history a personal, more literary face by enlivening it with her own
stories" (Buss 59). This was the natural starting point for Elizabeth's memoir
and the means of introducing herself to me.
Elizabeth once said to me, "History books are fine, I'm certain, but
what moves us are the songs, the myths and the stories of our youth." It is
not the facts and dates of history that will change the way we view our current
world or move us to improve life around us, but rather the myths and stories
that have filled our heads since we could understand the spoken word. I
wanted Elizabeth's memoir to exemplify this mode of thought, this absorption
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of those who went before her as an uncanny source of courage and strength.
Perhaps in so doing, Elizabeth is allowed to create a myth of her own just as
Buss concludes in her paper that memoirs allow women "to create their own
personal myths from difficult realities" (60).
As Elizabeth's ancestors were a powerful influence in Elizabeth's life,
so too can Elizabeth's story be an inspiration in other women's lives.
Because the memoir allows for a personal interpretation of history, we have
the opportunity to glimpse an historical moment from Elizabeth's unique
vantage point, a moment tense with oppression and crisis. Yet Elizabeth was
surrounded and supported by those who went before her. Her place in
history allows her a myth in memoir form.

II. Truth and the Memoir: Methodology
As the memoirist, my task was to discover Elizabeth's truth and to
record her story in her voice in as much authentic detail as possible. A
memoir contributes to history by taking historical situations and political
settings, adding an individual face to the sea of humanity thereby
replenishing history itself with a non-standard point of view. Historical time
lines filled with dates and famous people do not necessarily enlighten us as
to the experience of an individual living through a particular time period. For
this reason, memoirs make a contribution to history that traditional historical
analysis cannot.
Meredith Maran, a memoirist herself, attributes the recent popularity of
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the memoir to the idea that "we are starving for truth , context and community"
(23). I have found through working with Elizabeth that this is the reason we
write memoirs as well. But how much 'truth' can be expected from a memoir?
How much "truth" is necessary to attain a sense of context and community?
For it is through the giving and receiving of "true" stories that we can situate
ourselves in relationship to them, and in addition, recognize our common
goals and challenges.
When I met with Elizabeth for the second time, I brought a tape
recorder. I had reviewed my notes from a class on autobiography that
Quincy Troupe had taught at UCSD. He described the interviewing,
transcribing and writing method that he used when writing Miles Davis'
memoir. He recommended interviewing extensively with a tape recorder
running, transcribing what was said word for word, and then secluding oneself
to put it in story format in the voice of the person whose life you are putting
into words. "The most difficult task is keeping your own voice out of someone
else's memoir," he emphasized. This I found to be true almost immediately.
I wanted to tell her story from my perspective; I wanted it to be a feminist
story of independence, of courage. I wanted a modern day woman-hero.
tried to put my wants, my voice aside in order to hear her voice, her Palcene
voice telling me of her ancestors, her past, her farm, her parents, her child,
Micky. And now that the book is complete, I see myself more as an
interpreter of Elizabeth's experience rather that the silent observer and
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recorder that I had originally envisioned. Still, I hope that my perspective and
interpretation are mainly transparent to the reader.
Each Friday for four months in early 1997, I arrived at nine in the
morning, and she would lead me to her dining room table, and serve me tea.
I would turn on the tape recorder and the stories would begin. If I would
simply keep my mouth shut, she would tell the most incredible interwoven
stories. If I would try to ask a seemingly benign question, she would lose her
momentum and stumble and the story would be over. And so, I learned to
listen in a way I have never listened before, to the rhythm and the story and
the person all at once. Sometimes her words would break my heart, or give
her a migraine, but I would try to hold my distance, try to be a listener
immune to grief, in order to allow her the grief without making it greater.
Sometimes she would have me turn off the tape so she could tell me what
could absolutely not be in the book. More often than not, the smell of homebaked bread filled her house since it was her habit to bake bread as we
talked. She had no recipe. She could tell if the dough was good from the
feel, and she could tell if the bread was baked by the smell.
In the evenings, I would transcribe the tape, using a foot pedal, typing
word for word what she had said. I wanted to integrate some of her life
stories with the story of her oppression under communism and her journey.
The stories accumulated quickly, and I knew I needed structure. I wanted to
use the ancestor stories as framework, but I did not know where to begin. I
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initially started the book when she was about to leave Romania but then
realized her entire experience in Romania would be a flashback. I didn't want
that; I knew a substantial portion of the project would be short stories from
her past, and I didn't want to complicate the piece with layers of flashbacks.
The first piece I wrote was an over-dramatic version of Elizabeth
saying goodbye to Micky. It was the pivotal point in the book, I thought, that
characterized the tension between motherhood and personal survival.
Though Elizabeth's intention was to find a better life for her family, she admits
the real motivation, what literally drove her out of the country, was the threat
of prison. Without that, she would not have left.
Joe Bonomo found that one of the memoirs he reviewed insisted that
"One's life story is essentially assembled out of lies and myths; the moral
responsibility of each individual is to stare those myths down and rise to the
difficult challenge of reconstructing towards truth" (586). It was my challenge
and my pleasure to stare down Elizabeth's myths with her and to try to find a
path among her stories to enlighten her journey. But I struggled when she
told me hideous stories of abuse by her ex-husband and then would not allow
me to include them because she saw him as a threat. I tried to accept that by
not mentioning him, the silence would speak volumes. But I knew also that
much would also go unsaid.
Helen Buss sees memoir-writing as "creating a version of the self that
the writer can accept as her own" (46). In this case, the "version of self" had
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to be someone Elizabeth and I could both accept as representing the
Elizabeth I'd come to know. There were times when Elizabeth would
"confess" something that she felt she had done wrong. But then, when I
added it to the text and she saw it in print, she retracted it. This was
extremely frustrating to me and made me think of Quincy Troupe's
admonition never to show your work while you are working on it. But I felt it
was important for Elizabeth to see the progress, so at the end of each
semester, I made a bound copy of the book.
Marcus Billson describes the memoir as the "synthesis of confrontation
between the experienced past and the imagination of the memorialist" (263),
thereby giving the memoirist much latitude in deciding how much truth to
include. He doesn't expect a memoir's reliability to contain a "scientific
attitude toward historical veracity" (246), but rather "the memorialist's
obligation to his reader is to create and maintain the impact of authentic
experience" (280). By this definition, Elizabeth has every right to leave out
whatever details of her journey she may perceive as necessary to eliminate
as long as overall authenticity is maintained.
Based on my research, the mind set of the writer seems to be the only
determining factor between memoir and fiction. James Olney asks, "How
should we distinguish between the operation of memory and that of
imagination" (1 04)? I would reply that the task of the memoirist involves
using the imagination to shape memories into stories. If the memoirist were to
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fabricate stories, then there would be no distinction between memoir and
fiction. And the distinction is important especially for a woman's story. When
Bonnie Anderson and Judith Zinsser set out to write A History of Their Own, a
history of European woman throughout time, they discovered that the adage
''The best woman is silent" (xvii) as the ancient Greeks used to say
represented the prevalent mentality throughout European history. We have
few written records of those women. Today, a memoir is an opportunity for a
woman to tell her story on her own terms. I hope that Elizabeth's memoir will
make a contribution to women's history, to truth. I also hope her story opens
our eyes to another culture and the vulnerable position of women immigrants
in the United States.

Ill. Another Culture, Another Truth: Visit to Romania
The opportunity to visit Romania offered me a chance to uncover inner
truths about Elizabeth. To watch her navigate the Western culture of Austria
as well as the Eastern culture in Romania led me to understand her in a way
that would have not been possible in her dining room in San Marcos,
California. I also had the chance to meet Elizabeth's parents in the home
where she grew up. I came to understand Romania as a place where the
USA is revered, where women are strong, and where the terror of the
communist regime is still in many ways intact. These insights served as a
backdrop for the writing of Elizabeth's memoir.
When Elizabeth asked me if I would like to visit Romania, I knew that I
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would go. Even though it would be expensive, even though it would be
inconvenient, even though I would miss my family, I knew that I would go.
The visit became a tool to render the memoir more authentic. Even though I
had made it my goal to keep my own voice out of the memoir, it helped me
considerably to understand the Romania that Elizabeth was describing. As
Billson says,
the reader desires to experience and understand what it was like to
witness

and act in history; he wants to live vicariously the quality and

essence of the

memorialist's being there. The past can only be

authentically, genuinely,

narrated by someone who was there. (280)

I was fortunate to have had the opportunity to go there physically, and although I did
not live Elizabeth's harrowing experience under communism, I brushed against the
absolute power that is still in place today. I wanted Elizabeth's story to be a memoir
because the telling of her culture would bring any reader closer to understanding
his/her own culture.
The day before I stepped on the plane for Romania, however, I found I was
pregnant. "But I thought I was going to be a writer," I repeated to my husband and
to myself. I was setting out alone, on an adventure to write about someone else's
adventure, but I carried a secret passenger. This seemed awkwardly appropriate
since Elizabeth's story was about motherhood and about her separation from her
child. She once told me that if we mentioned Micky, her son, on every page of the
memoir, it would not be often enough to express the sorrow and intensity of the
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separation.
Our itinerary led us to Austria first, in a way taking her journey in reverse.
Elizabeth brought four huge suitcases bursting with gifts and basic items for her
friends and family in Romania. At the Viennese airport, Elizabeth headed for the
"Nothing to Declare" lane. The customs officer did a double take, asked to see her
passport, and then nodded and waved her on when Elizabeth said we were going to
Romania.
Rozie, one of Elizabeth's "eight girlfriends" who she grew up with in Star
Bisnov, greeted us at the Viennese airport. They could have been sisters with their
round faces and thick dark brown hair. Rozie had a story of her own. In 1987, her
husband tried to escape Romania on foot, was caught and beaten by seven border
guards until he could not move. Rozie was notified and gave the guards most
everything they owned so that they would not imprison him. After the Romanian
revolution in 1989, Rozie and her husband were able to obtain visas and work
permits to live in Austria. As long as they were both employed, they could not be
deported.
During our five day stay, we visited Maria Schutz, the town where Elizabeth
was instructed about American ways just before her departure, the United Nations
building in Vienna and Bad Kreuzen, the picturesque pension where Elizabeth spent
months waiting for her visa and the hospital in Amstetten where she met Adelia.
Throughout the trip, I noticed that whenever there was an inconvenience, such as
having to bag our own groceries in the European way, Elizabeth would say, ''This
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doesn't happen in the United States. They do it for you ... " and would turn to me for
confirmation. Much later, I realized that the unquestioned superiority of the United
States in every way is an important concept to Elizabeth because of the hardships
she endured to become a citizen of the United States.
Among the three of us (Rozie, Elizabeth and me), we spoke at least seven
different languages, but no common language. Elizabeth did not like it when Rozie
and I communicated directly in German because she could not speak or understand
German. She preferred to speak her native tongue Palcene to Rozie and translate
to English for me. There was a strange dance with languages, but it was always
important for Elizabeth to understand each word, a survivor mechanism that served
her well on her journey.
On the trip to Romania, I felt as if Elizabeth wanted to ingest me. In
Romania, decisions are joint. People are not afraid to be dependant. People
discuss their problems and count on each other to solve injustices. I found myself
constantly looking for boundaries between us, needing more space in an American
way.
Rozie's son, Ovi, drove us from Vienna to Star Bisnov, Romania. Just before
the Austrian/Hungarian border, we stopped for gas and I went to the restroom.
Already waiting in line were fifteen or so large women. By large, I mean strong as if
they worked horse drawn plows during the day (and likely they did). These women
were laughing, their voices loud. I couldn't understand their Hungarian and Austrian
jokes, but I smiled thinking how we American women would be standing silently
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shifting our weight. One of these big women stepped in front of me, cutting in line,
which was fine with me, but I felt the woman behind me become indignant. She
gave me a push and told me (in German) "You go ahead of her!" I said in a quiet
voice, "No, it's OK, it doesn't matter," but when one of the doors opened and the
woman in front of me started for it, the woman behind me pushed me in. It was as if
this woman, this stranger was protective of me and my "right" to be next. I couldn't
help but think of the strength of these women and the sense of humor melded with
some sense of honor. And I could not help but think of all the strong women
Elizabeth encountered on her journey who helped her, encouraged her and, yes,
even gave her a push here and there. Her memoir honors those women as no
fiction could.

American Dreams
After we entered Romania, I was struck by the greyness, a loss of color. The
houses were brown or grey, the building concrete blocks, even the sky was grey.
Ovi wanted to stop in and say hello to a friend. I felt nervous about being left in the
car after the border guard had threatened to turn us around because Ovi had shown
signs of disrespect. But Ovi returned exuberant after a few minutes. His friends
have won the lottery! "A lottery in Romania," I wondered.
"They will be going to the United States soon," he said. Apparently, the
United States allows a certain number of immigrants from Eastern Block countries.
Applications are processed and then chosen by the luck of the draw. And so his
friends had indeed won the lottery and Ovi was literally bouncing with joy for his
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friends.
I couldn't help but shudder just a bit. The United States was still seen as the
promised land, but could it live up to such an expectation, especially since I knew
the hardships Elizabeth had faced?
"They will have a sponsor," Ovi explained, a family who would help them get
settled.
Within a few minutes, on an old rundown house, I saw a huge sign painted
bright white, blue and red "American Dreams." The sign covered the entire front of
this house, and it was startling, really startling against the grey surroundings. I have
never considered myself patriotic. I have never had to be. To visit a country where
the United States is viewed as the safe haven, the absolute best place to be from or
to be going, was astonishing.
Elizabeth's Home
We arrived in Star Bisnov at 11 :30 PM. Her house was on a dirt road layered
with incredible pot holes. I expected the car's engine to fall out at any moment, but
because Ovi drove with one wheel up on the sidewalk, we managed the entire
block. I was surprised by the walls along the road. There were no visible houses;
they were shielded by a six or seven foot high, one foot thick, wall. Elizabeth's
house had a green gate, and when it opened, Elizabeth's parents, brother and
sister-in-law were there to welcome us.
There inside the walls of Elizabeth's home was a great courtyard, filled with
tractors and other farm equipment. There were two picnic tables and benches and
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what appeared to be an outdoor kitchen. There was a shed where they kept meat
hanging and an outhouse right next to the giant hog. (Elizabeth's mother said the
hog would give birth within a week.) I was led to the front room, the room that used
to belong to Elizabeth's parents. Elizabeth explained to me that as a couple gets
older, they move from the front of the house to the back of the house, but could not
provide a reason for this tradition.

Indeed, each room led to another. The only

door was in the back of the house and to get to my room, you had to walk through
all of the other rooms. Perhaps in their culture, privacy is something you learn to
give up as you grow older.
The walls were two feet thick and the smell was musty. The twin bed was
short, but the comforter was a foot thick and the enormous pillow was almost as soft
as the mattress. On my second day there, I asked if a window could be opened, but
it had been sealed shut with several coats of paint. Only with the strength of
Elizabeth's mother did the window budge a bit and let some cool air in. But still the
air was strangely thick.
That night I ventured to take a bath. I let the water run into the quite modern
looking bathtub. Not only did the water have a vinegar-type smell, but it was
yellowish-brown. Not wanting to offend my guests (or my unborn baby), I let the tub
fill up a bit, sat on the edge and splashed the water.
Elizabeth's family was quite prosperous in Star Bisnov. They had even
bought a brandy-making machine from a government auction and allowed the
neighbors to bring their plums, and they would make the brandy for them. Their
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garden and animals were clean and well kept. Elizabeth's parents who were nearing
seventy had weathered round faces but those same electric eyes and smiles as
Elizabeth and Rozie. Their fingers were twice the size of mine.
I gave Elizabeth's mother some coffee, a wooden box with soap and another
fancy soap. I wanted to bring something and had heard these items were scarce.
She seemed happy when I gave them to her, but when I stepped out into the
courtyard, she, her husband and her grandson were sitting lined up on a bench each
quietly holding one of the items. I sucked in my breath and stepped back into the
house, too embarrassed to react to what looked like a mystic attraction for a
wrapped gift from the West. I wondered what they would do with the wrappings
since there were no trash cans in the home. I was astonished to find that there was
nothing to throw away: no paper towels, nothing wrapped in plastic, no containers to
throw away, no need for trash cans. Any waste was organic and was simply put into
the mulch pile.
The church was the center of town as it was the center of the culture. I was
fortunate enough to meet the priest who had been at that church throughout the
communist period. At first, he did not want to be recorded, but when he found out
we were interested in the ancestors, he allowed me to tape his voice and Elizabeth's
translations as we talked. The church rectory had a solemn and sacred air about it,
but the priest himself seemed to have a twinkle of God's love in his eye even as he
told us of the trials of being a priest under communism.
After experiencing Elizabeth's home town, I couldn't help but wonder at the
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culture shock she must have had upon immigrating to the United States, not to
mention the initial shock of landing in Las Vegas. But I also understood more of
Elizabeth's strengths coming from a small town where neighbors greeted each other
and where families had often known each other for generations.

Women in Romania
As we walked the streets of Star Bisnov, women would come to Elizabeth.
They all seemed to know her. First they would compliment her on how fat she had
become. To be thin in Romania meant that you were either poor or sick, two
undesirable conditions. To be strong, to be fat and to be able to work was highly
prized in this neighborhood. Each woman would then begin a sad saga. They
spoke in their native tongue, and Elizabeth would translate for me later, but the
nature of the conversation was obvious. One woman lost her son last year when he
dove into a shallow part of a lake. Another had lost her daughter during gall bladder
surgery. We passed a shack with the roof half gone. Elizabeth told me the woman
who lived there was an alcoholic whose husband had died. She was selling the tiles
on her roof just to buy herself food and drink.
When we visited Elizabeth's aunt, she apologized that she had to keep
working as we talked because the rats had discovered her pile of corn. She spun
the wheel of a large metal contraption that took corn off cobs. I tried to spin the
wheel and could barely move it. Elizabeth's aunt was sixty-five, but who would have
known? She pushed the wheel as she talked and sweated and smiled. This
physical strength that these women had, did it give them emotional and inner
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strength as well? She had divorced an alcoholic husband. "He used to sleep with a
knife under his pillow," she said. "I wanted God to say when my time was up, not
my husband."
We visited Elizabeth's cousin. She was a beautiful woman of forty-nine who
lived with her alcoholic husband. He slept all day and drank all night. She ran the
farm as well as worked full-time as a nurse. "Going to work at the hospital is like a
vacation," she said, "in comparison to the work on the farm."
"Women pour their heart aches out as you shake their powerful hands," is
how I described the experience of meeting these women. Growing up, Elizabeth
was undoubtedly the recipient of their stories and their strength.

Romanian Environment and Political Situation
The air was heavy and at first I thought it must have been organic, but one
evening, I was reading a guide book called Romania: the Rough Guide that
documents the lack of environmental laws under communism along with the high
rate of birth defects and infant mortality (330-331 ). Suddenly, I realized how
inescapable environment is. The air that I breathed was heavy, heavy with what?
The guide book indicated lead and other toxins. The water was yellow-brown , why?
And if I lived here, I would know no other. That night I dreamt I was stepping off a
staircase into freedom, that I was no longer in Romania. And as I stepped, I floated
to the ground, so very light and so very free. When I woke up the next morning in
the musty room in Star Bisnov, Romania, I asked to go home.
On the way to the Timisuara airport, we passed a park. Elizabeth's sister-in-
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law explained to me that this is where the police buried the revolutionary
demonstrators of 1989. Hundreds of them were buried, electric wire binding their
ankles and wrists. Even though communism had apparently ended with this bloody
revolution, many of the same people who were leaders under communism are still in
high places under the current regime.

It was then that I understood the "American

Dreams" sign on that run-down house. America, for the people and by the people,
was their dream.
My American passport felt good in my hand as I entered the airport guarded
by young men with machine guns. But abruptly that security subsided as one
woman searched my bags, thoroughly and another woman patted down my body. It
was their manner that was foreign, the look of detachment as if I were not human at
all, simply an inanimate annoyance. I breathed a sigh of relief when the search
ended.
The passport control lines seemed to be moving slowly, but I got in the line
that was the fastest advancing. I handed the officer my passport, but instead of
stamping it and handing it to me, he waved a small white paper at me with a deep
scowl and Romanian words. I reached to take what I thought must be some sort of
incriminating evidence I'd left in my passport, but he pulled the paper away, and
continued to speak Romanian at me.
"I 'm sorry, I don't understand," I said.
He reached for his phone, dialing various numbers, but then , as if the phone
was not working, he stormed out of his booth. He took my passport with him, and I
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remembered how Elizabeth had described the helpless feeling of having the
passport taken. Without it, who would know me? I realized I had no way to contact
Elizabeth since her parents had no telephone.
The officer returned with a younger man, who at first I thought would be
pleasant enough. The handsome face turned into something I guess I have only
seen in Nazi movies, never in person. He put his face next to mine and said loudly,
"You were given a piece of paper when you entered Romania. You must give it
back now."
I didn't remember any piece of paper. "I entered by car," I said.
"It doesn't matter. You received paper," he shouted. Others were going
ahead of me; it was clear that I would not be allowed to leave without this "paper."
I opened my fanny pack because I could not think of what to do. It was as if
an angel had placed a one by two inch paper stamped and official in my pack. I
pulled it out with awe. It was at that moment I understood why Elizabeth always
referred to helpful angels. A host of them must be kept busy in communist
countries.
In the waiting room were more soldiers with machine guns. Outside, a
hundred or more of them marched in formation as a helicopter landed. Everyone in
the waiting room who was not smoking lit up a cigarette. Our flight was delayed, but
when it eventually touched down in Vienna, I understood a fraction of Elizabeth's joy
when she realized she had successfully crossed the Romanian border.
Upon returning from Romania, I felt exhausted and that I needed some space
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from Elizabeth. I certainly had plenty of material to write several memoirs, not one.
I became overwhelmed with the amount of data I had collected. I brought back
many tapes from the trip that needed to be transcribed and had many more from
before the trip. We no longer met regularly on Fridays. By the time I transcribed all
the tapes, I had over one hundred single spaced pages, as well as twenty or so
hand written pages from Elizabeth, and the original hundred page account of the
journey.
During the three years that I have worked with Elizabeth to shape her stories
into book form, I have come to understand the importance of recording her memoir
with the depth and voice of her unique experience as accurate in historical detail as
her memory and conscience would permit. I knew a memoir had to be about a truth,
and Elizabeth taught me it had to be about history. Elizabeth's memoir brings new
insight into certain historical moments from a woman's perspective as well as
glimpses of Romanian culture and highlights the challenges of immigration.
It is my hope that other women will also identify with Elizabeth and that her
memoir will be an inspiration to many women who must make difficult decisions
daily in their own personal journeys. It is my hope that her memoir will provide an
example of courage, a "myth" of her own, that will serve as a gift of courage to other
women. I hope it will open the eyes of others, as it has mine, to the ghastly
treatment of refugees who come every year to the United States with dreams of
personal freedom and financial security. I hope too that the story will serve as a
example of the devastating choices women make every day in regards to their
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children's well being and that we will not take lightly the task of balancing our own
lives with those who depend on us. And lastly I hope it will serve as a reminder of
the reality of tyrannical governments, that we will not take the freedoms that we
Americans share lightly. So much of the world pins their hopes on us.
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Accused
It was a week before Easter when the knock came at the door.
Mr. Vlad stood there older, pale. "They've been arrested," he said.
"And now the Securitate are after me."
"Do you need a place to hide?" I asked.
"No," he said. "You need to come with me to your Yugoslavian friends.
Otherwise you and I are going to prison."
"Prison?" I stopped breathing.
"Remember, it was you who gave me the money."
I grabbed my coat, and told Sylviana I had to go. As we drove through
the familiar streets of Timisoara, Mr. Vlad said nothing, but tapped his finger
on the steering wheel.
It was almost midnight when I spoke softly into the crackling intercom.
The gate of the walled complex opened. As I climbed the steps, I felt Mr.
Vlad's hot eyes follow me.
Axa and Olga opened the door, their robes tied and eyes wide. Olga
embraced me and led me into the bathroom where she turned on the faucet
full blast.
They sat on the edge of the tub; I sat on the toilet lid.
"Mr. Vlad is accusing me," I said.
"Tell me," Axa said. "Did anyone see you give him the money?"
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"No. I did as you told me. I was alone."
"Well, that is to your advantage. Does your boss have children?"
"He has one son."
Axa drew in a breath, knelt down, took my hands into his and said, "My
dear lady, your boss pressured you. You had no choice. And now he
accuses you when he could just as easily say any nameless student made
the exchange. He wants to take advantage of your connection to us, but we
cannot allow that." Axa shook his head. "And so, once again you have no
choice. You must be prepared to swear on a stack of sixteen Bibles, 'I did
not do it'." He held his hand out as though his palm rested on sacred text.
"Otherwise your life as you know it is gone. Do you know the consequences
of handling American dollars?"
"No," I said.
"Eiisabeta, it's five years minimum, five years in prison. How would
you survive?" He stood up and moved to his place next to his wife.
"If this man involves you after you did him this favor, don't feel sorry for
him. Better his son be without him than your Micky be without you. As long
as you do what we tell you, you have a chance. Do you understand?" he
asked. "Remember that to admit guilt is to ruin your life and the lives of your
family. Be brave, Elisabeta, and think of your Micky." He looked down at the
floor, then at his wife. "I'm sorry, but there is nothing more we can do for you.
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We trust you, but we do not trust your boss. I know it sounds cruel, but you
are on your own." He turned off the water and for a moment, I heard only
the water running down the pipe.
As he walked me to the door, he said in a whisper, "Remember,
sixteen Bibles." He shook my hand and gently touched my shoulder.
Olga hugged me and whispered, "I wish we could do more."
I returned to Mr. Vlad's car, lowered my eyes and said what I'd been
told to say, "The people who opened the door were the housekeepers; my
friends were not home." I was surprised how easily the lie slipped through my
lips. Mr. Vlad's face hardened, and he tapped the steering wheel with the
pen in his hand. I had never seen him afraid. For the entire thirty minute trip
home, I tried to muster the courage to ask him not to involve me, but in the
temple of the workplace, your boss is your god and that kind of courage, I
could not find within me.
My brother and sister-in-law waited for me. My desperation became
theirs immediately as we searched for answers. I woke up my neighbors,
knowing the husband was a police officer. His advice was the same, "The
only way out is to deny it. You did not give him American dollars. Ever. Stick
with that. I don't want to scare you any more than you already are."
I sat up, the facts, the advice, my heritage spinning about me, pushing
me off the cliff of every day normalcy into the long free fall of uncertainty.
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I walked into Micky's room where the dreams of a seven year old boy
floated easily. I touched his cheek. When I kissed his forehead, he rolled
over, opened his mouth and sighed.
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Micky
Micky was born a big boy, 8 lbs 7 oz. in April '74, but, since I didn't
have enough breast milk, the doctors gave me two cans of Prodieton French
formula. When I finished the first can, I went to get more, but the doctors
informed me that the supply of formula for the entire year was already used
up, and there would be no more available until the following year.
I paid a nurse to get back into the maternity area of the hospital.
asked the mothers, "What would you like in exchange for your milk? Would
you like money or cow's milk or sausage? What would you like in exchange
for milk for my baby?" I would shop for mother's milk, bed to bed. Some
mothers would have milk and some wouldn't. Some didn't want to sell. With
luck, I would leave with a full bottle. I would dilute it to make it last longer.
When Micky was two months old, I heard I could dilute cow's milk with
rice and water. Boil rice and stir it and add milk and boil it some more. Boil,
stir, add, stir. At first he did not tolerate it, spit it out and cried and cried. Boil,
boil, stir, stir. I had no milk, and there was no formula. A crying and hungry
baby and nothing to feed him: this is the fear mothers don't talk about.
When Micky was three and a half months old, I fed him his first cereal.
I watched and counted each bite. He didn't like his food, so I would hold an
empty spoon in one hand, and while he looked at the shiny empty spoon, I'd
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slide the baby spoonful of creamy wheat into his mouth, and he would
swallow. One.
Micky was seven years old now, but it was much the same. I'd hold
him on my lap and help him with his math. While he was contemplating a
multiplication problem, I'd slide a spoonful of food into his mouth. He'd
swallow. Two.
Micky's school had a cafeteria. I got to know the cook and the woman
who served the lunches. I slipped them both Kent cigarettes every now and
then. 'Watch over him, please," I would say. 'Watch that he eats."
For dinner, potatoes were the one thing Micky would eat. I'd bake
them, boil them, mash them, fry them. I'd put him on my lap and get out his
language homework, point to it, ignoring the bite poised on the fork. He'd
part his lips, I'd slip in the fork, he'd swallow. Three. Four. Five.
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I usually got up at five thirty and was to work by seven. That morning
was different; I could not bring myself to perform the routine. I put my shoes
on. I took them off. I washed my face, put on makeup, washed my face
again. How would I face anyone? The clock read nine o'clock. Sylviana,
Micky's live-in piano instructor, had already taken Micky to school. I decided
to call in sick.
My friend Lucci answered. "Something is going on," she said. "Mr.
Vlad is not at work. And now, many of us, including you have been
summoned to the Communist Party Bureau at one o'clock. I was about to
call you."
"Oh, I'm afraid I know what's happening. Can you meet me downtown
at the hairdresser's in one hour?"
"Of course, I'll be there," Lucci said.
I'd met Lucci at the university some years before. Since graduation,
we had worked side by side at the same company. We both loved fashion
and even though her face was round with brown eyes and mine more oval
with blue eyes, we dressed similarly and some people took us for sisters.
She'd seen me through trials I didn't even want to contemplate, but nothing
like the threat of prison. When we arrived at the hairdresser's, it was pouring
rain. I put down my umbrella and stepped under hers. There is no replacing
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a friend like Lucci.
Thinking we might be watched, we took a side street, spoke in hushed
tones. She reminded me of the dozens of times Mr. Vlad had sent her to look
for freezers at the local dollar store. We searched for a way out, any idea
that might save me.
As soon as I got home, I rushed to the medicine cabinet. Extraveral
pills had been prescribed for my irregular heart beat. And if ever I needed
that pill, it was now.
At one o'clock, I passed through the Communist Bureau gate to join
my colleagues from the structural design department. A small man with a
hard face blocked my path. He opened his overcoat to show me his badge,
"My name is Officer Cocos lon. Securitate. From this moment, you are
under arrest," he said. "Accompany me to the personnel department." Then
he turned to my colleagues, "You may all return to work now."
It was still raining and cold . I had no umbrella as the officer led me to
his car. I looked at his license plate. TM indicated Timisoara. A license plate
numbered between one and three hundred indicated that the owner worked
for the Securitate or was a high-level communist. The closer to one hundred,
the more powerful. Cocos lon's plate read TM0112.
"Do you know what this is about?" he asked.
I thought to speak, yet no sound came.
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"Yes," I said.
"Then why don't you answer?"
"I don't know?"
He opened the car door for me. I stepped in, sat down, and looked at
my fingertips.
Before he turned the key, he shouted, "Are you trying to say you don't
know what this is all about? Let me put it this way: do you know Mr. Vlad?"
"Yes, I know him. He's my boss," I said.
At this, he started the car, rewed the engine, turned to look at me, "I
have news for you . He is accusing you of giving him three hundred and fifty
American dollars. Is that true? And where did you get the money? We're
not paid in American dollars in this country."
Sixteen Bibles, that's alii saw. I closed my eyes, saw the Bibles
stacked up to my outstretched hand, "No, I don't know anything about it."
"Listen , Madam, don't play games with me. It's not going to work. Do
you understand? You have a choice. Either you tell the truth or your
sentence will be doubled."
Cocos lon parked by the building most dreaded: The Securitate
Headquarters. He led me to a small room filled with cigarettes, liquor, coffee,
and hundreds of bags of Vegetta, a popular Yugoslavian food seasoning. I
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When Cocos lon returned, the questions began again. This time
Cocos lon had pen in hand and was writing my responses. "No. I don't know
anything about it." I could swear it on sixteen Bibles, sixteen Bibles. On the
paper he handed me, I drew my name, concentrating on the shape of the
letters. I looked up to see Cocos lon reading a document. He looked in his
forties, maybe ten years older than I. I took a shallow breath.
The door opened. It was Cocos lon's boss apparently. They
whispered. I breathed.
The boss said, "I'm going to get a cup of coffee. I'll be right back."
When Officer lon came close to me, his stale breath on my face, I felt
myself pull back. He looked me in the eyes which I lowered and he
whispered, "You have been so brave, and I would advise you to continue to
deny any knowledge of this affair, to my boss or anyone else. Otherwise you
will face serious consequences. Just keep saying 'no'."
I stared at the desk. What was happening here?
The door clicked open again and Cocos lon's boss sat down. "Hmm.
Elisabeta Volshkov ... What is your maiden name?"
"Nakov," I said.
"Nakov? ... Do you know Peter Nakov, the driving instructor?" he asked.
"Yes, he's my brother," I said.

license from Peter Nakov.

To get a driver's license in

Romania was indeed a prize since driving school lasted three months full
time and culminated in a 1500 question exam. To pass the first time was
highly unusual.
He turned to Cocos lon whose features looked just a little deflated.
"She looks innocent to me. Still, the orders say to search her apartment."
To me, Cocos lon's boss said, "Tomorrow morning, be at the
Securitate Headquarters in Arad at nine in the morning. Be on time. Our
instructions were to find you and send you there immediately. Since it's
already late in the afternoon, and we still have to search your home, we will
let you have one more night with your family. It's a shame we can't take care
of this problem here in Timisoara. I was so pleased about that driver's
license. I could help you out here, but the freezer was purchased illegally in
Arad. And there's nothing I can do in Arad. Unfortunately, for you , the
minimum punishment for a crime of this sort is five years in prison."
The tone of that word "prison" reverberated through me, the cold echo
of metal locks on metal frames.
I'd heard prison described once in detail. It was my brother's
childhood friend George. It was George who didn't want to become a
Pioneer of the Young Communist Generation. It was George who didn't want

and the pins. George said the system stunk.
George was not quite twenty when he tried the border near Star
Bisnov and was caught. He was beaten and taken to a small room with no
windows, only a bright lightbulb that burned day and night for two weeks. In
the mornings, he was given dry cornmeal and a cup of water. He thought he
would not survive from day to day but because of his good behavior, he was
sentenced to only a year, only one year in prison.
In my bed, I heard George's account of his prison stay. I heard it in my
mind as clearly as the day he'd told me many years before.
My year in prison meant a ten by fifteen foot room with bunks for
twenty men. The mattress was rough, the blanket sand paper. It was winter,
a Siberian-cold winter when I arrived. The pot in the corner let out an odor
that could not be forgotten; not even in sleep could dreams cover the smell.
It was emptied on Sunday, the day we were issued clean underwear. The
pants and jacket were never changed unless they fell off.
On Sunday, we did not work. But the other days, we were awakened
at 3:30 for a breakfast of dry cornmeal. We were then summoned to the vats
at 4:00, the vats where the willow boiled, the willow that would become
baskets. Four hundred pounds of willow was each man's daily quota. For
lunch, the guards served us warm water with bones, called it soup, and
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laughed.
backs. The wet heat would first bum through our thin jacket, but before we
would reach the warehouse, the willows would already have begun to stiffen
and our backs to freeze. We would lower the willow to the table, peal back
the wet willow skin to reveal the whiteness inside, then carry the white
willows to the pile by the vats.
This I did for four months. There were those who tried to escape, shot
dead, no questions asked. There were those who fell sick. They were not
treated by a doctor but were left to die in their bunks, unless they were
contagious. If an inmate had a contagious disease, he'd be taken to a
doctor, but prison doctors did not treat ailments. They performed
experiments: deliberately painful and often deadly experiments. No one
wanted to fall sick.
Hungarians, Germans, Serbs and Bulgarians suffered the most. In
fact, there was a man from Star Bisnov who had been there years before me.
Since he was of Bulgarian descent, the prison guards would provoke him and
ask him, "So what do you think about our government now?" He would say,
"You are all bastards and no matter what you do to me, you won't change my
mind." I don't know what was done to him.
I was released after four months. Ceausescu had a habit of releasing
political prisoners when he celebrated a holiday. For me, it was his birthday.
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They broke me,
as they say. I am a broken man, but I am free. Perhaps that man from Star
Bisnov is still calling those prison guards what they are: bastards. I don't
know who is the more free among us.
I sat up in bed. I would not survive five years in prison. I would not
survive prison. And I fell into a sleep that felt like condemnation itself.
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From the Timisoara newspaper ... l982 ...
11
•••••

yesterday when Comrade Nicolae Ceausescu, the

president of Socialist Republic of Romania, General
Secretary of the Communist Party of Romania
honored the city of Timisoara with his presence. All
the people from Timisoara county came to welcome
him and to show him the record breaking production
of wheat, com, and milk. With his extraordinary
knowledge, he participated in a business meeting with
directors of the agricultural department of Timis
county. They listened intently to his advice for the
next season. Unanimously they agreed to follow all
his instructions so Romania will become renown for
it's glorious life, rich agricultural department,
advanced technology in all areas of industry. Indeed,
our country has never before seen such a glorious
standard of living. This has been recognized not only
by our citizens but also in the neighboring countries
and around the world. With Comrade Nicolae
Ceausescu, our beloved president, Romania has
achieved the best standard of living beyond any
imagination. Not only in Europe but in the entire
world ....

11
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Search
I sat crouched in my living room corner with Micky and Sylviana.
Cocos lon and his subordinate looked in each cupboard, on each shelf and
under every cushion. They took note of the picture of Tito, the Yugoslavian
demi-god, and the print of "Kosovska Devojka," the Yugoslavian painting
depicting a young woman from Kosova giving water to men dying on a
battlefield. They saw the stacks of "Politaka," "llustrovana Politaka" and
"Excspress Politaka."
"Paintings and newspapers from Yugoslavia?" Cocos lon asked,
raising an eyebrow at me.
"What are they doing?" Micky asked. "What are they looking for?"
"Shhh Micky, don't talk now," I responded.
Cocos Ion approached me. "Eiisabeta, I want to see the drawer
where you keep your panties."
Panties? Had I heard right? I removed my arm from around Micky
and moved him closer to Sylviana. I led Cocos Ion to my bedroom, opened
the drawer. Perhaps this was part of the search procedure; perhaps people
hide things in their underwear drawer, I thought. I left the bedroom and
returned to Micky.
Cocos lon was back in the living room. "Comrade Sylviana, you are
witness to this search. Sign here."
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She glanced my way. I grabbed a pen from my desk, held it out to her,
and she signed the document. Cocos Ion pulled it from under my pen and
opened the door. They took only the newspapers, but left me feeling like a
stranger in my own home, yet still in my home. Still with Micky.
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Interrogation: Day 1
Tuesday, April 1982
Arad, Romania

As my brother, Peter, drove me to the Securitate Headquarters in
Arad, he tried to reassure me, but he knew and I knew he had no cards to
play.
"Over two bags of fertilizer," I reminded Peter. "The entire
neighborhood interrogated for months because someone made a bargain
with a truck driver. Two bags of fertilizer."
"Let's not talk about that now," Peter said.
But I wondered if they would ask me to ride the horse.
I was sixteen when the investigation began. No fertilizer was
available to farmers for their own backyards so one of our neighbors
made a deal to buy two bags from a truck driver on his way to government
land and divide the cost and fertilizer among our neighbors.
One neighbor became jealous that he had not been included and
reported the crime to the police. And so the investigation began.
To encourage my father to speak, he was taken to a small room.
An officer told him to "Jump on the horse." There was a horse painted on
the wall. "Ride that horse," the officer repeated.
When my father replied the obvious, "I can't jump on that horse.
It's painted on the wall," he was beatEm with a stick until he made attempts
to jump on the horse.
Soon the officer who worked in the adjoining office would complain
about the noise. The reply would come, 'This crazy man wants to jump
on the horse. He doesn 't see that the horse is painted. 11 This officer
would begin clubbing my father while shouting, ':Are you stupid? Can't
you see the horse is painted?"
This ritual was repeated to my father and to all the men of the
neighborhood once a month for three years.
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Mother too was interrogated, and her words rang in my ears,
"When it's my turn, are they going to ask me to jump on the horse?"

"I'll be waiting here for you, sister. I'm not moving from this spot until I
see you again," Peter said, as he pulled up to the curb.
I walked toward the Securitate headquarters.
In the hallway, my boss held his head in his hands, his elbows on
knees. His rust colored leather jacket had rings under the arms. How was it
possible to sweat that much, I wondered as we were led into the interrogation
room. There were no horses painted on the wall, but secret service officers
in dark uniforms and civilian police in business suits lined the room. Five
officials sat at a long conference table facing my boss and I as we stood side
by side. Directly behind the conference table, I noticed the huge picture of
Ceausescu in his perfectly pressed foreign-made suit, our esteemed leader.
lowered my eyes.
One officer read the accusations out loud, "Mr. Vlad, you stand
accused of using co-workers to purchase an illegal product from the dollar
store. Mr. Vlad, are you aware of the consequences?"
He nodded.
"Where did you get American dollars?"
"She gave them to me," Mr. Vlad said, pointing at me.
"Do you understand that what you did is illegal?"
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"Yes," he said, his forehead visibly sweating.
"Do you understand that the consequences are very serious, that the
law is against you in this situation?"
"Yes," he said.
Then all eyes were on me. "Do you know the man next to you?"
"Yes," I said.
"Who is he?"
"Mr. Vlad."
"Is Mr. Vlad your boss?"
"Yes."
"Did you give this man three hundred fifty American dollars?"
Sixteen Bibles. I closed my eyes, opened them and said, "No."
I sensed my boss' entire body pause as if not comprehending. But
then as if injected with rage, his chest and face began to swell and he
exploded, "She's lying. She's lying. Don't listen to her!" He hadn't expected
such behavior from a subordinate. His rage translated to my guilt, washed
over me, but I saw my son's face above Ceausescu's suit.
"Do you understand what we asked or do you have trouble hearing,
Madam Volshkov? Tell us exactly how it happened. Where did you get
American dollars?" one of the officers demanded, jaw clenched.
"I did not do it," I said. My finger tips trembled.
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"Then why are you afraid?" another officer asked. 'What are you
hiding?" He leaned forward and squashed his cigarette butt on the wooden
desk.
"I'm hiding nothing," I said. Does God give courage to lie? Does
protecting friends cover any sins? Is self defense allowed?
"Tell me this," he said, as he stood up, walked around the conference
table and stood very close to me, his face mere inches from mine. "What did
you do with the ten thousand lei that your boss gave you?"
I did not expect this question. "I still have it," I said.
"Tell us where."
"In my apartment."
"Where in your apartment?"
"In the bookcase, behind the small door on the right; it's in a box."
Cocos lon had not noticed the door during his search.
"Are you certain? If we go there now, can we get the money?"
"Yes."
"Can you give us the key to your apartment so we can go right now
and get the money?"
"Yes," I said, reaching into my purse. "Here are the keys." But they
did not take the keys.
"So what was this money for? Was it for dollars? You took this money
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to exchange into dollars?"
"No."
"What then, what was it for?"
"Well, one year ago, Mr. Vlad bought a freezer from my friends in
Bucharest and he wanted another one from my friends in Timisoara."
To Mr. Vlad, the officer said, 'Where is that freezer? Why in hell would
you need two freezers?"
"I sold it," said Mr. Vlad.
"So you have a business buying and selling freezers." The officer
slammed his fist into the table. "Buying and selling is government business,
are you not aware? Take this man away."
The interrogator turned towards me. I was afraid to swallow.
"And so, tell us exactly how you know the Yugoslavian consulate and
his wife."
I explained that I'd been introduced to them by Rada, a Yugoslavian
diplomat's wife I had met by chance. This did not satisfy the interrogator and
as his agitation grew, I expected him to strike me or worse, but he did not.
Perhaps my connection to the Yugoslavian officials somehow protected me;
I'd heard the moans and screams from other interrogation rooms.
No rest, no water, no food, no bathroom, and oddly, I had no need of
those. I felt separate from my body, a disembodied form seeing Bibles and
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Micky while saying, "No, I did not do it." All Day. Saying it. Writing it.
Signing it.
Eight o'clock in the evening came, and they let me out, told me to
return at eight in the morning. I walked to the almost vacant street, empty.
But my brother was where I'd left him eleven hours before. His license plate
was TM9874. He was nothing to them.
"Oh Sis," he said. "I've prayed for you all day." He hugged me.
"If we had the money ... if we knew the proper people," he was saying,
but I couldn't follow. I simply stared out the window, a thick blanket of
numbness covering me.
Micky met me at the door, and as I bent to pull him to me, I willed my
senses to participate.
Maria, Peter's wife, offered me cabbage rolls and rice, and when I
couldn't eat that, she made me pasta, and when I couldn't eat that she was
beside herself.
"Let me play for you," Micky said, but the notes jumbled as he played
them.
"What's wrong, Mommy? Do I not play well?" he asked, his eyes wide.
"Micky," I said, concentrating. "You play like Mozart. It's something
else that should be over soon ... " I heard my voice trail off.
"Mommy," he said. "When I grow up, I will stand up for you. I will
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protect you." He puffed up his little chest. ''They'll be afraid of me."
His words jarred me back to the reality of our joint smallness, and I
held him close, inhaled his little boy smell.
Perhaps torture is not so painful, I thought. Perhaps the body is
vacated and the soul simply watches and waits. At the very least, is there not
a limit to the amount of pain one body can feel at one time? Perhaps the
pain cannot begin until the suffering is through.
The next morning, I sat up in bed sweating cold. I prepared myself for
another day, perhaps my last.
I wanted to tell Axa and Olga what was happening. I wanted to draw
strength from them. But to call them or visit them was out of the question.
was being monitored, no doubt. And they were in the process of moving
back to Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
Two more days of intense interrogation and threats followed. Still they
did not touch me. I wondered if it were my connection to Axa and Olga that
somehow deterred them.
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Interrogation: Day 4
Friday, April 1982
Arad, Romania

A rainy and cold day, my brother had to work so I took the train to Arad
where the weather fared no better. No taxis in sight, I boarded the bus. Each
time it squealed to a halt set me behind schedule. Time running out, I
stepped off the bus and ran the remaining six blocks to the Securitate
Headquarters.
My hooded gaberdine coat soaked through to my turtleneck and brown
pants. My skin damp, the guard looked through me and took my 10.
I was led to an empty room, no place to sit. I waited for some minutes.
As I scanned the walls for painted horses, an officer burst open the door,
drenched me with questions.
"What are your connections to the Yugoslavian government?"
"How did you exchange the money?"
"Do you know it is a crime to hold American dollars?"
Then I was led to another empty room. I reached for the Extraveral
pills I kept in my coat pocket, to calm my nerves, to sooth my erratic heart
beat, but they had dissolved. I scooped some of the white powder under my
fingernail, raised it to my lips, and sucked hard. I waited in that room for
hours.
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Such was my fourth day of interrogation. Numb and disconnected, I
was led room to room to wait. Sometimes for minutes, sometimes for hours, I
would wait for a man to burst through the door, pelt me with questions,
explain that to lie was to double my sentence and then lead me to another
room. Each time I wondered if this would be the room where they would
shave my head, trade my soaked gaberdines for wide striped grey and white
prison garb and handcuffs.
When they let me out, my brother was waiting for me. It was dark and
still raining.
"My God," he said. "You are still wet from this morning. Did they hurt
you? How long will this go on? What are we going to do?"
Do? I thought about the word. Do? What can a captive do?
As we entered the city limits of Timisoara, lights flashed behind us. It
was Cocos len who approached our car in full uniform. Peter rolled down his
window.
"I want your sister to come with me," said the officer. "I'll bring her
home later. Don't panic; I promise I'll bring her home."
I'd been in this car before when he took me from the personnel office
to the Securitate Headquarters, but was it the same car? Nat King Cole was
singing "Unforgettable" over the speakers while a bottle of Courvoisier brandy
lounged by an open package of Kent cigarettes on the console between us.
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"What happened to you?" he asked. "Look at your clothes."
I said nothing.
"From the moment I set my eyes on you, I've liked you," he said. "I've
been worried about you. How did it go today?"
What kind of ploy is this, I wondered. Just another form of
interrogation, another empty room, or is this another type of terror?
Cocos Ion was a rather short man, maybe an inch taller than I and thin
for a man. His eyes had a glossy haze to them, as if he might have been
kind in another life, but his jaw was set in a hard way, and I remembered how
it had pulsed with anger just a few days before.
He handed me the bottle. "Have some, it's good for you." He spoke in
a soft husky voice. And in my state of mind, I might have been tempted if I
didn't know from experience that alcohol in any amount gives me nothing but
a violent headache.
"I don't drink," I said.
"What happened at the interrogation today? Did you admit to
anything?" he asked, taking a swig of brandy directly from the bottle.
"I did not commit any crime," I said again putting myself in the mode of
the day: Sixteen Bibles.
"That's a good girl, and as long as you hold on to that statement, you
are going to be OK. Leave the rest to me. Don't admit to anything. How
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many investigators are on the case? Do you know their names?"
"About five, some in uniforms, some civilian. I don't know their
names."
"Can you describe them to me?"
With much effort, I recalled the shapes and faces of those I'd wanted
to forget. He didn't seem to know them.
"Crouch down now," he said, putting his hand on my back. He didn't
want me to be seen. Through my damp coat, I felt my back arch away from
the shape of his hand.
"You can sit up now," he said. "Your eyes are stunning. You know
that, don't you? Please don't be afraid of me; I'm not going to hurt you. If
anyone tries to take advantage of you, please get in touch with me
immediately." At a red light, he touched my cheek with his fingertips. "Here
is my telephone number." He handed me a card. "Remember, we can be
very good friends; it's all up to you. I can help you," he said, as he pulled up
to my apartment building.
I got out of the car, still feeling the dark press of his hand to my back,
his fingertips to my cheek.
When I opened the door of my apartment, I saw Anton, my husband.
From the car of one captor to the home of another. I hadn't seen him in over
a week. Rather than addressing me, he spoke to my brother, "Well, there
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she is. Back from shielding others from the punishment they deserve. She's
always cared more for others than her own family. She got herself into this.
Now let's watch her get herself out."
Then he turned on me, still wet, and still stunned. "What did I tell you
would happen when you try to do illegal favors for your boss? And now trying
to protect your friends? Who do you think you are anyway? I've known you
since you were fifteen years old. I've never seen you in such a mess. Look
at you. You really think they will believe you and not your boss?"
"Anton, please, listen to me. I don't want to go to prison. Remember
your cousin, your second cousin in the secret police, couldn't he do
something for me?" I asked.
"Oh no, you got yourself into this and you're going to have to get
yourself out. I'll ask no favors of anyone."
I walked past him to Micky's room. I kissed his forehead as he slept.
will protect you, I thought. I will do what I must to protect you.
In my own bed, even though I knew Anton would sleep in the living
room, my thoughts returned to him. How could he be so detached? And why
did I marry him in the first place?
I was twenty, an engineering student at the University. My time of the
month came and went. I was tired, lightheaded. I knew I was pregnant.
Anton said we would go tell Mother together.
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It was winter, biting cold, snow on the ground. She was one of the
women in the Timisoara Square huddled in a blanket calling out her wares.
The snow crunched as we approached her.
"NaNa Marishka, we have a problem," he said.
'What sort of problem?" She raised her eyebrows.
"Well, I don't know how to tell you." He hesitated. I held my breath. "I
guess Lizunka should tell you."
All air left me.
"What is it, Lizunka? What is it? What is the problem?" She waited.
"Don't you tell me something has happened to you ... " She waited. "It's not
what I fear..." She looked at Anton. 'Tell me it's not."
He breathed out and said, "It is."
Mother put her hand on her throat and let out a sound, a sounc;f I had
never heard. It was not a sound that ought to have come from a human
throat. She put her head down as if she were mortally wounded. The sound
had so distracted me that I didn't react at first, but Anton did. He was
wrapping her blanket close to her. I ran. I bolted for the train station. The
only comfort I could imagine would be found in throwing myself in front of a
train that does not stop in Timisoara.
We spent the night in the train station.
In the morning, Anton convinced me to return to the Plaza. In my
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blurred sense of what was and would be, in the fog of my exhaustion, I went.
Mother said "Abortion," though I didn't know she knew the word. I'd heard the
word whispered in the girl's dormitory.
But Anton did not want an abortion. Abortions were secret illegal
mutilations performed in dark rooms by old ladies. Anton did not want that for
me.
My body had betrayed me. I had not asked for a baby; I had not given
permission for anyone to invade my body. Not Anton, and certainly not a
baby.
Anton and my mother arranged for a wedding date of April 24h, 1970.
No one asked me what I wanted. I did not see that as unusual. If they would
have asked me, I would not have known.
Six hundred people came to our wedding. My father, as all brides'
fathers do, gave the traditional toast to me, "From the day of your birth until
now, I have been your father. From this day forward, your father is Anton's
father. Respect him and obey him. Your mother is Anton's mother. Respect
her and obey her."
Tears from the married women in attendance are not to celebrate the
joy of the happy couple. The tears know the brides' pain of the moment and
the pain to come. Even though a brides' parents were not beyond reproach,
they were known. A groom as well as the groom's parents were the
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unknown.
Now I was to be a guest in my parents' home. All my possessions
were moved to Anton's parents' house. All my childhood, I'd prepared for this
moment. The formalities were complete. Ownership of my body, and the tiny
body of an unformed child, in effect, had changed.
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Interrogation: Day 5
Saturday, April 1982
Arad, Romania

This day began as the other four: absently getting dressed, washing
face, and out the door. I left quietly and avoided Anton .
On the way, I told Peter of Cocos lon's advances. He only shook his
head.
At the Securitate headquarters, I was taken to a noisy, busy waiting
room. My boss was there too. My eyes saw and my ears heard much I
wanted to erase: one woman screamed, "Don't take away my son!" Another
officer yelled obscenities at a young girl, and one gypsy, full of himself with a
broad rimmed hat and bushy black mustache, came close to me and
whispered, "So you've been bad too ... " and started to walk away. Then as if
he remembered something, he returned to me and said under his breath,
"You know something? No matter what happens, we always end up wrong
and they always end up right."
After many hours, my boss and I were taken to an interrogation room
where an officer made us stand side by side, forcing me to contradict my
boss as he stood only inches from me.
After thirty minutes of interrogation, the officer said.to me, "Leave the
room." Ten minutes later, my boss came out, glared at me and left the
building. The officer led me into a room where four men alternately shuffled
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papers and stared at me.
Then one officer spoke, "The case will remain open. You are allowed
to return to work. The investigation will continue at a later time. You will be
notified by telegram, sometime during the next twelve months. We don't
know exactly when. You can go now."
I sat there not comprehending.
"You can go now," he said again.
I walked out. Free for now.
My brother was surprised I'd gotten out so early in the day. It was only
eleven AM.
"I can go home," I said.
Peter's eyes opened wide. "Let's go, Big Sister. Let's go."
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Home for Easter
Star Bisnov, Romania
April1982

From Arad to Timisoara, I kept my eye on the rear-view mirror. No
flashing lights, no Cocos lon, we pulled up to my apartment building and
picked up Maria, Micky and Anton. Micky couldn't wait to be home in Star
Bisnov for the Easter celebrations.
The sign read Oudestii-Vechi as the communists had renamed our
town. But to us, Star Bisnov was home. In our town, not much could stand in
the way of tradition so we headed for Anton's parents' house. As soon as I
could, I mentioned that I would like to see my parents to which my mother-inlaw responded with the usual, "Why not wait until tomorrow?" But I couldn't
wait. Though I saw her look of disapproval, I headed out the door and walked
the familiar four blocks past the walled yards of our neighbors' homes. Every
home was a fortress, self-sufficient with vegetable gardens and chickens,
pigs and turkeys, yet so vulnerable. There on the bench outside our green
gate sat Mother, waiting just in case I came.
"Lizunka, is that you?" rang the familiar voice. She heard my footsteps
before she recognized me. Her eyes were not as good as her hearing.
"Yes, Mother, it's me," I called back as she stood and emitted that
broad smile that welcomed me, her only daughter.
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She led me through the big green gate into our yard, looking me over.
"What happened? What did they do to you? For heaven's sakes, how many
times have I told you to fly with your own flock? We knew something was
wrong. I have been praying day and night for you." She led me into the
warm kitchen where in a box, a batch of baby turkeys kept warm by the wood
burning stove.
"Tuesday afternoon," Mother said. "Both local policemen came to ask
questions about you. Your father and I were so afraid even though they told
us not to worry. They said that you were being promoted. Of course then we
really worried since you're certainly no communist party member and with our
ancestry to top it off, you're hardly eligible for a promotion."
Peter was pleased to see I had escaped so soon from my in-laws'
grasp.
"Peter," Mother said, "Go tell Lizunka's in-laws that she will be
spending the night here with us. I will take care of her." Tradition sometimes
ran in my favor after all. In time of sickness, a wife could return home to her
own parents. I had found this tradition beneficial many times and had even
pondered if perhaps some of my physical ailments haven't been prompted by
the promise of Mother's tender care.
While Peter went to get Micky, Mother presented me with an Easter
dress. Oh, to be a child again with a new dress. I thought of the years when
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I had one and only one church dress, the long rust-colored itchy-wool dress,
the one with two sets of sleeves. When the weather changed, Mother would
rush to her sewing box, change the sleeves to match the call of the
thermometer.
But I was no child and this was no regular Easter celebration. Regular
Easter celebrations began on Holy Wednesday when all church icons and
statues were covered with dark cloths. And the peal of the Viennese bells
that ring year round was replaced with the dull thud of the Karakata, a type of
wooden drum. The drums thud three times a day until the joyous bells of
Easter Sunday ring. This Holy Wednesday had been my second day of
interrogation.
Thursday while I'd been in various interrogation rooms in Arad, Mother
along with all the other able-bodied women of Star Bisnov began preparation
of the Easter cookies, Easter bread (with a coin hidden to be discovered by a
lucky one), Easter cakes and scores of colored Easter eggs. No less than
two full days in the kitchen were required for the Easter event. As a little girl,
Holy Thursday had been one of my favorite holidays. We would dress up in
our traditional sequined dresses and visit our neighbors, relatives and friends.
In exchange for singing festive Easter songs, they would put a few brightly
colored Easter eggs in the basket we carried. It seemed like such a fair
exchange.
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On Good Friday while the girls and women in Star Bisnov covered their
heads with dark babushkas and the full sized statue of Christ was laid out on
a platform, I was running through the rain to my fourth day of interrogation.
While all those who could walk came to visit the prone Christ lying on His
cross on the marble floor, I was standing in a small room with no chair. And
later in the evening, when the six teenage boys who had guarded Christ's
body with their rifles held tight on their shoulders gave up their weary watch,
Cocos lon had just flashed his car lights at me.
No, this was no ordinary Easter for me. Though Mother had prepared
all the traditional fare: cabbage rolls, baked ham, baked sausage, turkey,
tortes, cakes, and colored eggs, she did not participate in the "Kanka" event.
In order to partake of first meal after the fasting of Lent, she would have
taken a basket brimming with Easter goodies to the center of town . On the
sidewalk, she would have knelt beside all the other women of the town and
waited for the priest to bless her basket as he blessed each and every food
basket representing each family of Star Bisnov. This year, for the first time,
my sister-in-law took our basket.
Instead, Mother stayed with me. There was little joy in our Easter
celebration. We did not attend the Saturday evening resurrection midnight
mass when the boys who have guarded the statue of Christ lift Him up and
carry Him to the altar while the members of the congregation, each carrying a
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candle, walk slowly around the church three times singing songs of the
resurrection. When the Viennese church bells ring in full force, a sound that
can be heard throughout the town, "Christ has risen" is on the lips of every
believer.
For my family, however, other words were on our lips as those bells
rang out.
"How could you deny what you have done, Lizunka," my father said.
"It's against your nature. It's not you. It's going to destroy you, literally
destroy you."
"Father, I thought I had no choice. If I admitted to the crime, I'd be
sent to prison. I thought I should listen to Axa and Olga. They know so
much ... and they have been kind to me ... "
"I understand that, Lizunka, but I also know you've already told the
Securitate the truth without saying it. They know you did it. It is so obvious.
All it takes is one look at you; the truth has a voice of its own."
"Yes Father, but there's more. The man who arrested me told me I
should deny all charges as well."
My father looked at Mother as if he knew something I didn't.
"Oh no, Lizunka," Mother said. "This is no good at all. I'm telling you
right now I don't like this. This is one terrible game this man is playing with
you."
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My parents were right. The Securitate knew I was lying.
"So why don't they arrest me and put me in prison?" I asked.
"Lizunka, it's clear they want to watch you. They want to see what else
you are involved in. If you would exchange money, what else would you do?
And they want to know how deeply are you involved with the Yugoslavian
government."
"Yes, Father."
"Please, my child, don't trust anyone. Don't speak of this to anyone.
Not only are you at risk, but your mother and I, well, we've worked hard for
what we have. Something like this could destroy everything we own." He
looked down at his hands. "Then again, we're all in God's hands. We must
trust in His will." As his fingers slowly began to intertwine, Mother who had
been listening as she peeled potatoes, turned on my father.
"We have to find a way to help Lizunka. I don't care if we end up
sleeping on the street. We have to help her. You know that with the right
connection and enough money, you can buy yourself a mother and a father in
this country. I'd rather die than not help her, just die ... "
"Calm down, woman," my father said. "Lizunka is right here. She's not
in prison, and we will do something when the time comes. For now, let's trust
God and watch carefully. For only God knows what will happen next."
Then he looked straight at me and said, "Lizunka, don't torture yourself
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like this. Micky needs you and things like this work out. You did what your
boss told you to do. Stop blaming yourself." Then he added as he looked off
into the distance, "You know, if freezers were only available, this would never
have happened." But I knew my father was even more worried than I.
Father knew about the threat of prison. I almost lost him to prison six
years before.

When I heard my father was in jail, I packed my bags to go. He was in
the heart of Transylvania, in the city of Cluj. It would be a day and a half
journey, but I had to go.
He won't be able to suryive the conditions, I thought. Why won't this
train get me there faster? Sure he looked as strong as a Russian tractor, but
I knew better. He had only one lung, the other one had been rendered
useless from his tangle with TB.

And he worried a lot; he was delicate in a

way that fathers are to their daughters. He wouldn't survive a prison stay.
I made an appointment with Lieutenant Erkady. I signed the register
and waited three hours. As I was led down the hall, I saw my father, shoe
laces missing, clothes wrinkled and hanging, unshaven. I knelt by him, took
his hands, but he pushed me away as if he were ashamed. I went into
Lieutenant Erkady's office, explained what a good father I had, what a hard
worker, how fragile his health was. I begged and I cried, and I told him he
was here only because of one gold necklace that somebody liked.
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My father had taken the gold necklace with him soon after we received
the letter from my brother's friends. This letter warned us that if we did not do
something soon, my brother would not survive the cruelty of the Sargent in
charge of my brother's troop. Because of our Bulgarian ancestry and our
foreign accent when we spoke Romanian, my brother had been chosen to be
the recipient of the Sargent's ill will. And so my father had set out with a gold
necklace. He hoped the gold would appease the Sargent. Unfortunately, the
Sargent would not see him. It was in the railroad station on his way home
that a man caught a glimpse of the necklace and offered to buy it. At first, my
father resisted, but the man persisted. The man, however, was a police
officer, and arrested my father promptly. To sell gold was illegal.
Lieutenant Erkady tore up my father's papers. At my insistence, he
kept the gold necklace, put it in his top drawer and asked me to wait in the
hall. He called my father into his office, and I watched the closed door for
fifteen minutes. Father opened the door, came out, and walked to me, "I'm a
free man," he said. "I'm a free man." We returned to the train station
together and he kept repeating, "How did you do it? What did you say?"
followed by, "I'm a free man."
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Back to Work
April1983
Timisoara, Romania

I was a structural engineer working in a castle, several hundreds of
years old. The paint was peeling off the walls allowing the color of other
decades to peek through. The wood floors creaked with each step. High
ceilings, eighteen foot high, made it cold in the winter, so cold that we
sometimes wore gloves. There were ceramic heaters in each room, but there
was no wood available. There were radiators under the windows, but they
were never warm.
In our design department of sixty people, only six of us were not
communist party members. Although there was pressure to become a
member, it was not impossible to abstain. Still, our coworkers attended party
meetings once a week and sometimes they understood what we did not.
Mr. Vlad ignored me as much as possible. I would have liked to
escape ever seeing the man, but to transfer to another position or another
company would have required his signature. And transfers were extremely
rare. The eyes of my colleagues were on me, yet no one, other than Lucci,
dared ask me about the case.
It was on my second day back at work that Cocos lon first appeared
beside my desk.
"Could you please step outside for a moment?" he asked.
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I picked my.self up, followed him into the courtyard.
"I'll be expecting you at five o'clock this afternoon at the Timisoara
Hotel. Room #540. You had better be there," he said. He nodded and
squinted just a little. Then he was gone.
I returned to my desk. So it isn't over.
Five o'clock came as I walked into the lobby of the Timisoara Hotel.
expected the security guard to check my I. D. and ask the standard questions,
"Who are you here to see?" "For what purpose?" but instead, I didn't even
have a chance to produce my I. D. when the security guard motioned with his
thumb toward the stairs behind him, "Go on up." I hesitated and he repeated
the gesture.
I found my way to room #540 and knocked on the door. Cocos lon
opened the door and smiled. "I'm so glad you've come. You are a very good
girl."
He pulled me in and closed the door. "Was anyone following you?"
He asked.
"No," I said.
He walked to the small round table, placed his coat carefully over the
chair to avoid wrinkles, revealing the two guns he carried on his shoulder
holster. I'd never seen guns up close before, and they appeared to me as
cold iron terror. He then removed these carefully as well and placed them on
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the table. He turned to me.
"You are being watched," he said. "You must be very careful. It is
because of me you weren't arrested again today," he said, reached over and
caressed his guns. "I know you need me, and I want to protect you. You are
lovely. I wanted you when I saw you." He paused, and I felt his eyes travel
my body. "And, well, since you have nowhere to go, I want you to be good to
me."
I looked at the guns. I looked at his shoes, keeping my eyes lowered
as I'd been taught, and I became aware of my own body in a frightening way.
"Please, please, don't ask this of me," I said as slowly as possible. But those
were his guns. My role offered no escape. No escape other than silent
prayers, no choice but what looked like quiet submission.
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Many More Times
May 1982
Timisoara, Romania

I didn't think for a moment my dues were paid. Three days later,
Cocos lon returned again, much as he had before, appearing as an
apparition at my desk. "Please follow me outside."
Once in the courtyard, he said, "Have you noticed the two men
watching your apartment? Be careful. Meet me at 213 West Haven Apt 58,
at 6 tonight." And then his image dissolved like some bad ghost.
During our first encounters, he would tell me how beautiful I was, and
more than once he said, "You are so lovely. What a shame I have a wife and
two kids. I'd rather have you. Yes, you for me for my life ... " But soon
enough his tone changed. "Have you seen that pretty woman at the bank?
It's mine." Or "You know that new clerk at the grocery store? That's mine."
Either mode, either tone, it did not matter to me. It was body torture, though I
kept trying to convince myself it was better than the gulag.
Always, always, he would place his guns on the table. Always, always
he would remind me, "Don't you open up your mouth and tell
anybody ... Anybody. Those who really know me are those who have
disobeyed my orders. They never get a second chance." He didn't call me
by name, first or last. He merely issued orders, "You must come here. Now
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you must..." .
I did not tell anybody, not Lucci, not Peter, no one. I held the terror
within me. And I began to see the bed as my grave.
Every time I mentioned to Anton that I desperately needed his help, his
response was the same. "You can get out of this yourself. I'll ask no favors of
anyone."
Cocos Ion tried many times to make me confess to my moneychanging crime, but I refused. Yet my body began to show signs of misuse,
of distress. I lost more weight, developed a darkness under my eyes. My
uterus began to bleed more than usual, and more often than usual. When I
would tell him I was bleeding, he would make me show him. He was afraid of
my blood, a strong man with guns and power. He would see my blood, and
he'd be afraid. I'd get dressed and he'd say, "That's not right. You have to
get that fixed." And then, he'd tell me to go. It was as if the inner part of me
that defined me as a woman bled in agony perhaps to punish him, perhaps a
sign of my own grief.
I turned inward, became less aware of my surroundings. I looked
inside myself and saw my own blood. I too was afraid and remembered
darkly the first time I'd bled, my body forbidden.
T~ br-~decor~et
~gM'"~~
fvo-m;~four

'to-~
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I was twelve, digging up potatoes in our backyard. NaNa Anka, a
girlfriend's mother, was in her backyard and called to me "Lizunka, how are
you? Did your headache go away?"
I stood up, wiped the dirt from hy hands and walked closer to the
fence. "NaNa Anka, I found out something wonderful today. Something is
going to happen to me soon and my headaches will all go away."
"Really? What sort of thing?"
"I don't know. Some sort of bleeding, that's what my girlfriend told
me."
NaNa Anka 's face went a bit pale, and she said she had to get dinner
going.
The next day, I heard Mother slam the gate behind her. It was raining
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so she'd no doubt been indoors at the collective headquarters working garlic
and onion with the other women of the neighborhood.
"Lizunka, where are you?!" I knew that voice. She found me in the
garden, grabbed the long braid attached by my left ear and pulled me into the
house. Her face was dark when she said, "How dare you speak of what you
are not even supposed to know?"
She slapped my face hard. "How dare you?" She slapped me again
and again holding my braid until/ saw my blood on her hand. But before she
let go of my braid, she pulled my ear up to her mouth and whispered with a
staccato I did not recognize, "You just wait until your father gets home. You
just wait. At the dinner table, you will tell him exactly what you know about
what you are not to know. You will tell him."
I ran to the garden.

At the dinner table, I sat, looking at the boiled potatoes on my plate.
Twelve years old, I was nothing. The part of me between my ribs was
trembling. I didn't know that part of me ever shook.
Mother had hardly sat down when she said, "Tell him," without looking
at me.
The shaking intensified from my midpoint out through my ribs to my
skin. I think my dress itself quivered. I could not lift my eyes from my
potatoes nor could I voluntarily move a muscle in my body.
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"Well," my father said, "If she doesn't want to talk, you'd better beat her
until you get her to say whatever it is that you need." He ate his potatoes.
My father never bothered to beat me, but Mother, she had power over
me. I thought perhaps my body was hers after all and that by some mistake I
inhabited what did not belong to me.
And what happened next, I cannot say. I honestly do not remember.
But a year later, when the bleeding began and my migraines did not
subside, I tried to hide, but Mother knew. She must have seen something in
the outhouse because she gave me cotton without saying a word. And if I
ran out of cotton, I would say, "Mother, I'm out of cotton," and she would
provide cotton, but nothing more.
My parents and my friends were concerned for me. They knew I was
being threatened. They did not know the shamefulness of the particular kind
of torture I was enduring. They saw me grow thinner and less responsive and
older, but they did not understand why.
And so I lived a dual life in a way, pretending. My insides suffered
from the pretense, as well as from repeated forced bodily intrusion. The fear
I gathered from my encounters remained locked within the channels of my
womanness. A body does not lie, can not pretend. A body suffers more
when the words are not spoken. If I could have confided, perhaps I would not
have suffered so, though still I would have suffered.
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At work, Mr. Vlad treated me as an enemy, evading me whenever
possible.
Micky developed an eery ritual. He would follow me around the
apartment. "How are you doing, Mommy?"
I would say, "I'm fine, Micky. Don't worry," give him a hug and leave
him to play the piano in his room.
But in a few minutes, he would join me in the kitchen and say, "How
are you doing, Mommy?"
I wanted my son to be strong, to play the piano, to play with his
friends. I didn't want him following me, worried eyes, worried voice.
In desperation, I hunted down Anton's cousin who I knew held a
prominent government position. But he claimed to have been recently
demoted based only on his ethnic origins - Paltensk - and could not help me
in the least.
For seven months, Cocos Ion would appear every three or four days,
disappear for several weeks and then reappear. He would always have news
of my case. "They're going to use a lie detector test on you tomorrow if I
don't step in," he'd say, or "Have you noticed the man following you every day
from work?" Then he would state a time and place for me to meet him. And
to what extent he was fabricating my need for his protection, I could not
know.
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Bucharest on Business:
November '82

I'd been assigned to travel many times before, but not once since my
arrest. As a structural engineer, it was my job to modify the building plans
from Bucharest to fit the soil and water conditions of individual sites. Often
the plans had to be changed significantly, and I would be sent to Bucharest
to explain needed adaptations, obtain permission to modify the plans and the
money necessary to implement the changes.
These business trips allowed me a chance to visit my Yugoslavian
friends, Rada and Isabella. On Saturday, they offered to take me out to
lunch. When I gave Isabella the goose feathers Mother and her friends had
so diligently collected in Star Bisnov, she beamed wedding night bliss. Soon
to be married, it was traditional for the bride to furnish the pillows and linens
for their new home. Then she presented me several bags of lemons. Since
there were none available in Timisoara and Micky loved lemonade, she knew
this was a treat for me.
They took me to the Diplomat's Club for lunch, a place Romanians are
not allowed. It was only because Rada was speaking to me in SerboCroation that the guard apparently took me for a foreigner. Inside the
complex, I'd never seen such excess: tennis courts, swimming pools,
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restaurants of every sort and even dollar stores. No Romanian was spoken
here.
On Monday morning, I was back at work in Bucharest, talking money
and cement. After work, I returned to the hotel desk to request the key.
"Room #314, please," I said.
The desk clerk looked up and said, "Oh, so you're the important one.
Some woman has been trying to contact you all day long. The phone has
literally been ringing off the hook for you."
"Hm, who was it?"
"Don't know. She refused to leave her name. Here's your key."
As I walked to the staircase, the telephone rang its characteristic Sling
Bling ... Biing Sling. I started climbing the stairs. "Hey, Madam," the desk
clerk called . "It's her; it's for you."
"This is Elisabeta Volshkov," I said. "Who's calling please?"
"I have a mission to complete," the voice stated flatly. "Listen carefully.
Meet me in front of Hotel Nord in ten minutes. I have something very
important to tell you. I've been waiting for you all day long and cannot afford
to wait any longer."
"I don't understand," I said.
"You heard me. The sooner you get here the better."
"But who are you?" I asked.
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"I can only say it's in your very best interest to meet me. It's a
message from Timisoara."
"Is it my family? Are they all right?"
"Don't ask any further questions. You will find out when you get here."
"How will I recognize you?"
"I'm wearing a Canadian trench coat and have red hair."
"OK, I'm wearing a navy blue ... "
"Don't waste any more time. Just come here immediately."
I bolted up the two flights of stairs, dropped my briefcase, ran down the
stairs, past the desk clerk, out on the sidewalk.
I knew exactly where Hotel Nord was. I even stayed there one time on
business. What could this woman have wanted?

Lord, please let it not be

Micky. My parents? Oh, God, no. Who could this woman be? I didn't
recognize her voice, just an educated Romanian voice, not familiar at all .
Ten minutes. She said ten minutes. In eight minutes, I was under the blue
and white striped canopy of Hotel Nord. I didn't see her.
I waited and I watched. Every car, every pedestrian . I craned my
neck. Canadian trench coat? What is a Canadian trench coat? All the
brunettes seemed to have reddish tints, and the few blonds that approached
could have been strawberry blond. Very few women were alone.
I wondered how long to wait. It was November. It was cold. Two
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hours had passed. It was getting dark. If there was an urgent message from
Timisoara, I had to know it.
After four hours of waiting, cold, afraid, and very much alone, I walked
back to my hotel. The traffic, the trolleys, the train station blurred. She hadn't
come.
I walked into the reception. The desk clerk asked me, "Did you meet
her? Who was it?" he asked. He paused for my answer. "You should have
brought her here. I'd like to meet her."
To work in a hotel, you had to be a member of the communist party
and to some extent participate in Securitate operations. "Is there anything
wrong, madam?" And his tone did not calm my nerves.
I answered a quiet "Nothing."
He responded with a noisy, "Well, here's your key, Room #314."
I took my key. Plodding up the stairs, I decided I must call home right
away. I'll just drop my coat off in my ... my room. I opened the door. Room
#314.
Immediately, I knew something was not right. The smell was all
wrong, a musty man smell and nothing was as I'd left it. My briefcase was
open; my clothes were misplaced. What had happened? I backed out of my
room. My things were no longer my things.
In the lobby, I found a phone out of the desk clerk's earshot. I called
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home.
"Sylviana, is everything OK?"
"Sure, Mrs. Volshkov, Micky is sound asleep. Do you want me to wake
him?"
"Oh , no, it's OK. Thanks, Sylviana. Bye."
I called Isabella.
Isabella was there within minutes. We went past the desk clerk and
out onto the bustling and noisy sidewalk.
"Oh, Lizunka, you can't stay here. Come with me, I know a hotel
where you can stay safely. I can't have you stay with me tonight since our
guest rooms are already full."
In her car, she was shaking her head. "Do you think someone saw
you at the diplomat's club yesterday? My God, can't we socialize with you if
we please? What do they think you're going to tell us? Something we don't
already know about Romania? Are they afraid you might shatter our grand
illusion of the beauty and fairness of the Romanian government? As if we
can't see the sad faces, as if we don't know about the lines for bread, for
toilet paper. . . As if we don't know ... "
"Isabella, I am so grateful you are here with me." She thought my
room was searched because I was at the diplomat's club.
"Lizzy, I'm here for you. I just wish you didn't have to worry so much.
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You don't know who to trust after a while, do you? We went on a vacation
one time, left loads of Securitate supposedly watching, protecting our place.
We were robbed. And by whom? the Securitate, of course. They rob
constantly from those they are to protect."
I let her speak. It felt good for someone to rage out loud about what
was numbed inside me.
"And why would they search your room? What the hell are they
looking for? They follow me everywhere, Lizzy. Here I am, just doing my
Yugoslavian job of arranging for our diplomats to visit Bucharest, and they
know where I ate three weeks ago. They know when I took my last pee. I am
so sick of it I could scream."
She checked her rear view mirror as she pulled up in front of a hotel
she called "Closed Circuit."
"Lizunka, not one word of Romanian here. Just don't say anything. I'll
take care of you," she said. She didn't want me to speak Romanian because
this hotel was reserved for foreigners and high-ranking communists. To
speak Romanian was to identify myself as 'out of place', suspicious.
She led me to the front desk, asked for someone she apparently
knew. After slipping him a carton of Kent cigarettes, she made
arrangements for my room, gave me the key, a hug and left.
It was a cozy place, nicer than where I'd been. However, I knew these
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types of hotels were intelligence hubs. No doubt the telephones were
tapped, the rooms bugged. I'd even heard that Securitate posing as waiters
could turn on microphones hidden in ceramic ash trays on foreigner's dinner
tables. Isabella had apparently decided that with all this activity, I would be
safe here. There were many foreigners, business men mostly, and also
many Securitate.
I went to my room #117, locked the door, and decided I would simply
stay in my room. After a long hot shower, I put on my bathrobe. When I
heard a knock at the door followed by a voice speaking Romanian, "There is
some food out here for you." I ignored him, standing very still, hoping he'd
leave. Instead, he continued his rapping until I opened the door.
"Oh, madam, I brought you a baked potato," he said in Romanian.
looked at him and closed the door, remembering what Isabella had said.
The next morning, I went downstairs for breakfast. I pointed at coffee
and a roll on the menu and was happy to see it arrive. Real coffee was not
easy to find.
However, I was somewhat appalled with my view of the hotel deli.
knew the Securitate had access to food we did not. But I could see from my
vantage point: rows and rows of sausage. The deli clerks were smiling,
laughing, loading up bags of sausage for the foreigners and for the
Securitate. There had been no sausage in our stores for months; the Circuit
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was indeed Closed.
I finished my coffee and headed up to pack my bags. In Yugoslavia,
no doubt, there was sausage for everyone. In Yugoslavia, people were free .
They could travel all over the globe. In Yugoslavia, Micky could grow up not
having to look over his shoulder. In Yugoslavia, we could go to church when
we pleased. To Yugoslavia, the "little America" of our dreams, how could I
get there? The desk clerk followed me to the stairs.
"Madam, I need to see your 10 or your passport."
Passport? If only I had a passport ... Romanians were not allowed a
passport unless they had been granted permission to travel internationally.
And then, the minute they returned to their home town, they were to report to
the local police department in order to exchange the passport back for their
10.
And so I handed him my 10.
"Thank you, Madam. I've known Isabella for quite some time. You
have no worries."
I went back to my room. No worries, no worries indeed. What if that
were a message from my parents? They have no phone; I have no way to
contact them from here. Or perhaps that was just a diversion so someone
could ransack my room. What do they want from me? I packed my bags so I
could leave immediately after work.
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At work, I was able to make the necessary contacts and get the
document signed; my boss would be pleased.
At the airport, a man approached me. Dressed in a long dark brown
leather coat, matching hat, matching gloves, he could have stepped out of a
Paris fashion magazine.
"I have important information for you," he said. "Sit next to me in the
plane." He was tall, blue-eyed and cold.
We were in the waiting room for passengers on my flight and the
glass-sliding doors would open soon so that we could board one of the two
shuttle buses heading for the plane. I walked towards a vacant orange
plastic chair. He followed and sat by me. I got up and sat directly in front of
the glass doors. Again, he followed and sat by me. Other passengers
noticed. He was by no means inconspicuous.
Finally, the door opened. I waited to see which shuttle he would opt
for. He watched me. I slipped between two people, found a seat next to an
older man, a decent looking man.
"What is it, Madam? I saw that man following you. Do you know
him?"
"No, I've never seen him before in my life," I said.
"What an imbecile he is. What could he possibly want? If he
approaches you again, I would like to deal with him. Are you afraid of
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anything?"
His question prompted me to turn and look at this man. His oval face
with his kind features reminded me of my grandfather. I said, "Yes. I am
afraid."
"Excuse me for insisting, Madam, but if you don't know him, why would
you be afraid? You are not alone here. He can't do anything to you," he
said. Yes, this man was correct. A stranger would not dare harm me in
public. I took a deep breath and tried to believe it.
Once on the plane, I took a seat next to a window and my new-found
protector sat next to me. The man in leather sat behind me.
"Take this document," came the voice from behind me. He tried to
pass me a leather-bound packet of papers. "You must do as I say."
"No. I don't want it," I said, gleaning some courage from my neighbor.
As soon as the plane was in the air, the packet was once again
pressed between the seats.
"What is your problem?" demanded my new acquaintance. He stood
up, turned around, put his knee up on his chair and leaned forward, "Is this
the way you approach a woman who has never seen you before? Behave
yourself or I will call the police." He sat down, folded his hands. After a
minute, he reached into his suit pocket and turned to me.
"I am Peter Dragu. Here is my business card." His business card read
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"Historian and Writer, Timisoara, Romania".
"You are an historian?" I asked.
"Yes, I teach history at the University and write history books. In fact, I
have my latest right here." He took a book from his briefcase, opened and
autographed it for me with a confident hand.
Some people, when you sit next to them, radiate peace. And with the
leather clothed man behind me, peace from any direction was welcome.
"What are you afraid of, my lady?" Mr. Dragu asked. "I hate to see
anyone afraid. Two years ago, my wife and I had a baby, a baby who literally
changed my whole perspective on life. We had been married for eighteen
years, no hope for children, and now here I am fifty two years old with a two
year old son. God has richly blessed me." He showed me the picture of his
family: a wife he loved, himself and the little blond son he adored.
He touched the little boy's photo face and smiled. This surprised me;
the men in my life were authority figures. Their emotions were kept from me
and perhaps from themselves as well.
"I know a lot about life," he said. "You can tell me whatever it is on
your conscience. You look pretty naive to me and very scared. If I can be of
any help, I would like to be."
Once again the packet of papers was being tapped on my shoulder.
Mr. Dragu turned around, "Leave her alone right now because if you don't,
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you will be sorry. It's too bad you don't know who I am. This is the last time
I'm warning you to stop this harassment."
Mr. Dragu turned to me. "You can tell me about it, if you so choose,"
he said.
A powerful urge came over me to unburden myself as a child to a
trusted parent or as a parishioner to the priest behind the curtain. I told him
my secret: about the money exchange, about my boss, even about Axa and
Olga, and the red-haired woman. I did not tell him about Cocos lon, the
unspeakable.
Mr. Dragu listened intently. "This is an emergency situation," he said.
"You have to do something fast. Nobody can live like this. No wonder you
are scared. The man behind you must be connected with your case. Ignore
him."
We sat in silence. The hour long flight was almost over. "My wife will
be at the airport. We'd be happy to give you a ride home."
I gratefully accepted, unsure of how long or how far the man behind
me would go, unsure that public transportation alone would be enough
protection.
As I stepped off the plane, the flight attendant tried to hand me the
packet. Mr. Dragu addressed her, "Madam, this document does not belong
to this woman. You may keep it or return it to the man who gave it to you.
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Step aside please."
Mrs. Dragu smiled at her husband and did not appear alarmed or even
annoyed to see me in tow.
"Yes, of course we'll give you a ride home," she said. She drove while
Mr. Dragu kept a lookout for the man in the leather hat.
"I am familiar with all the tactics used by the Secret Police in our
country," he said, still looking at his rear view mirror. "I was one of them for
twenty eight years."
My heart paused. He was one of them? Oh, my God, I have just
confessed. Right There. My defenses down.
"I got so fed up, I wanted to retire, but they wouldn't let me," he said.
"After many requests, I was finally allowed to follow my passion and become
a historian."
I glanced down at the book on my lap: "History of Romania since
World War II." Oh. How naive can I be. The only history being printed these
days was nothing but communist propaganda. It was the only history
allowed.
"Mrs. Volshkov, I think I have ways to help you. Come to my office
tomorrow at ten in the morning."
"Listen to my husband," Mrs. Dragu said. "He is very knowledgeable
and has great experience. You can trust him. But he does travel a lot so let
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me give you our home phone number; you can call me anytime."
When the car pulled up in front of my apartment, Mr. Dragu opened
the door for me. The man with the leather hat was nowhere to be seen.
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Tuesday, November 1982
Timisoara, Romania

The receptionist led me into Mr. Dragu's office. Bookshelves lined the
walls and I longed to read the titles, touch the leather, but Mr. Dragu was
speaking, "So sorry to have kept you waiting. When I return from a trip, I
always seem to be extra busy. I'm about to make a very important call for
you."
"Thank you. I appreciate it," I said.
"Remember this: you'll have to be honest. You'll have to tell him
exactly how it happened, just like you told me. You can't hold back. You
know at this point you have absolutely nothing to lose and everything to gain."
I nodded.
"Not everyone in the Secret Police is bad. Trust me. Some have good
hearts, including this man I will send you to see. All right?"
I nodded my head simply because he was nodding his head. He is
sending me to the Secret Police.
Into the phone, he spoke in soft tones, as if in another language.
overheard my name. I overheard "seven tonight." He hung up and smiled.
"All right, at seven o'clock this evening, be at Mr. Bogdan's office in the
Secret Police department. I wish you all the very best." He stood up,
extended his hand. His was warm and secure, mine clammy, blood barely
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circulating.
Six PM, I looked in the mirror. With darkness under my eyes and
doubt in my pupils, my face looked out of order, as if my features were not
quite focused. My eyebrows were usually more curved; my lips, usually
darker. Where's my lipstick? Better. I had to go. Nothing to lose, like Mr.
Dragu said. I looked into my pupils and repeated that thought, "Nothing to
lose." My hand dropped the lipstick with a clatter into the sink. It rolled back
and forth, back and forth until it settled by the plug. To go to the Secret
Police on my own, why would I?
I left the lipstick in the sink, grabbed my purse. Micky was practicing
the piano. "Bye Micky, I love you always, "I kissed his head without
disturbing his dancing fingers.
"Bye Sylviana, I'll be back soon," I said.
Seven PM, it was the end of November and already dark. It had been
eight months since Cocos lon had brought me here, to the Securitate
headquarters, to be questioned after he arrested me. I couldn't fathom what
life had been before that. It was as if life as I knew it began that day, a life of
terror, of never ending uncertainty.
"I have a seven o'clock appointment with Mr. Bogdan," I told the guard.
The guard raised his eyebrows, flicked his cigarette and said, "Are you
certain of that, Madam?"
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"Oh yes, I'm certain."
"In that case, his office is at the other end of the building, Civilian
Secret Police."
7:05, I walked quickly.
"I have an appointment with Mr. Bogdan."
"Your 10 please ... yes, you are expected ... pass through that door on
your right."
Through the glass door, the metal door, another glass door, the guard
led me to a small room. There was only one table, a small round table with a
crimson velvet tablecloth that dropped to the floor.
There were two chairs. I sat in one, my back very straight. I waited. I
touched my fingers together. What's under the table? A band of cobras? A
pit of lions? A little man squatting there? At the vety least, I know there's a
microphone.
Seven thirty, a man dressed in a dark suit appeared. "Whatever your
reason for the appointment might be, you are asked to keep it brief," he said.
"Mr. Bogdan's schedule is very tight. His time is precious. You are allowed a
maximum of ten minutes. Make a summary in your mind of what's important
and leave the rest out. Is that clear?" He looked me straight in the eye. "Do
you have any questions?"
"No," I lied. What was Mr. Bogdan's exact position? And what was
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under the table?
Seven forty, I can't take it anymore. I walked back through the double
glass doors, the metal door, more double glass doors and back to the guard.
"I cannot wait anymore. Please give me back my ID. It'd be better if I come
another time."
"Sorry, Madam, I cannot let you leave. You have to see the boss first.
He should come down any moment. Return to the waiting room now." He
squinted, took another drag, turned away from me.
Now I had no choice. I returned to the small room, to the small table
with the crimson velvet tablecloth. I sat tall in the chair, pressed my index
finger into the velvet. Waiting, I could see my fingerprint in velvet.
Eight o'clock, "Nice to meet you, Madam. My name is Bogdan. My
friend Dragu told me about you." He looked me over like a new piece of
silverware. "Did he tell you we grew up together?" I shook my head no.
"What is it you came to see me about, Madam?" Mr. Bogdan looked to be in
his fifties, medium height, strong build. He wore glasses, gold rimmed and
sophisticated.
"I'm afraid I have nothing to tell you, Mr. Bogdan," I said. "I made a
mistake coming here. I'm sorry. I would like to go home."
He reached under the table, as if to touch a button through the velvet.
The young man in a dark suit immediately appeared. Mr. Bogdan's smile
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dropped to a mask of authority, "Two cups of coffee and cigarettes, please."
The young man closed his eyes, nodded in respect, closed the door behind
him.
Mr. Bogdan looked straight into my eyes, "I gave up devouring people
long ago. Don't be afraid of me."
I blinked, looked down. "I am afraid. I can't talk. I have nothing to
say."
Our Turkish coffees arrived on a silver tray with tiny silver spoons. He
offered me a Kent cigarette.
"No thank you."
He sighed. "It might be better for us to go to the conference room," he
said, picking up his coffee and mine.
I followed him to a large room. He pulled out a chair for me, walked
around to the other side, sat down.
"You can talk here, believe me," he said. "Tell me about Micky, your
son. Does he like his music school?"
"Fine," I said. "He likes his school. Thank you."
"And your husband Anton? Still commuting to Dudestii-Vechi?" he
asked.
"Yes." Why hide from this man? He knows my life as I do.
"Tell me about this freezer episode," he said.
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I needed air. There was not enough air in the room. I explained the
entire event in the fashion I'd explained to Mr. Dragu, except this time, my
voice shook. This time, I knew I was going to have to suffer the
consequences. Mr. Bogdan did not look at his watch though I knew my 10
minutes were long gone.
"Yes, I know Axa and Olga. They are my friends too. Good people.
We used to go fishing together. I am so glad you brought this matter to my
attention," he said . "Three hundred fifty American dollars is nothing in
comparison with what we deal with on a daily basis. But you know, some
officers will do anything for a star on the lapel."
I nodded.
"Not all of us are strong. Like you, there are those who must follow the
truth."
"Oh?" To follow the truth was weakness exemplified to this man.
"Whatever profits man, that is the truth today." He paused.
"Obviously, this is not the case with you. Your problem is not the
harassment, but rather your guilty feelings.
"The necessary arrangements are going to be made and you will have
nothing to fear anymore. Mr. Dragu told me about your panic. He feels sorry
for you, and I can see why. Nobody is going to harass you anymore. If they
do, call me. Directly. Here is my number. You may go now." He extended
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his hand. "And don't worry. Everything will be taken care of. Go home. You
are a free woman."
As I floated down the stairs, out the double glass doors, the metal
door, the other double glass doors, I remembered when my father was told,
"You are a free man," it was true. They never again bothered him about that
golden necklace.
I went home and called Mr. Dragu. He asked how the meeting went,
and I thanked him for the referral. When I asked him what exactly was Mr.
Bogdan's position, he told me that he was the director of the Timis
Securitate. The director of Securitate for the entire Western Romania had
said I would no longer be harassed.
I pulled out my ID just to feel it in my hand. It was as if I'd been to my
first confession. I'd been forgiven. I'd paid my dues for all my sins and now I
was free to join the other sinless spirits in the world. My guilt was lifted. I
was no longer a prisoner in Cocos lon's hands or anyone else's. For eight
months, God was deaf to my prayers, but He answered them all this night.
Micky was getting ready for bed. I could look once again at him
without the haze of guilt, of remorse, of sin. I could look at him through love.
"Mommy, you promised you'd tell me my favorite stories. How about
tonight?" Micky said.
"Yes, Micky, as many stories for as long as you can stay awake."
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I snuggled in next to ·him in his little bed.
"Once upon a time there was truth which was as bright and as clear as
God Himself. And lies, there were, dark, dark as the darkest monster.
And there was a little girl who longed for truth but told a lie. The
monster snuck up and got her and took her to his secret dark castle. He
closed the gates BAM and the little girl had no friends to play with."
"Then what happened Mommy?" Micky asked.
"Well, the little girl had to tell the truth to someone. She had to find a
friend. So she prayed really really hard and God sent her a friend."
"Then the moment the little girl told her friend the truth, the monster
could hold her no more and the gates of the dark castle swung open and the
light of the truth was bright and warm all around. She and her friend skipped
off to play and neither one of them ever told a lie again. And they lived
happily ever after."
"Mommy, sometimes I get afraid."
"Afraid of what, Micky?
"Monsters."
"Oh, well, if you do not lie, the monster can't get you."
"Other monsters, though, they could get me."
"Well, in that case, we will take care of those monsters when we go to
Grandma's house next weekend."
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"How, Mommy, what will we do?"
"For every monster that you fear, we'll pick a dry branch from a tree in
her yard. We'll build a big fire and you can throw each monster in the fire."
"Will the monsters die?"
"Oh yes, you'll see their power burn up before your very eyes."
"OK. Lord's Prayer, Mommy."
"Close your eyes. Our Father who art in heaven, hallowed be thy
name, thy kingdom come, thy will be done, on earth as it is in heaven. Give
us this day our daily bread and forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors
and lead us not into temptation but deliver us from evil. And for thine is the
Kingdom, the power and the glory forever. God be with us and all the angels
be around us to protect us from all that is not right. Now and Always. Amen."
And I kissed Micky on the forehead and hugged him close.
And I slept and I dreamed as I hadn't in over eight months. I dreamed
of wheat fields of wild poppies.
We were small. We watched for the
poppies as the farmers watched for their
wheat. And when the wheat was almost ready,
the poppies bloomed. Fields of red, fields of
purple, magically called from the earth as
fairies to the salt mine. The fields where our
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parents toiled became our play land.
"Who shall be the bride today?"
"Little Rozi," I said. We needed a little
bride for the little groom, my brother, Peter.
And he was a handsome groom. We
placed with ceremony a crown of red poppies
on his head. And she, a gorgeous bride. We
intertwined the poppies in Rozi's hair, looped
one around each ear for elegant earrings.
Peter would smile in his lopsided way, take his
place by the bride. The rest of us filed in, a
true and royal procession behind the poppy
bride and the poppy groom. There never was
a more solemn moment. We chanted their
vows with them, threw poppies all over them
and ...

Then my alarm rang.
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And on the Third Day
Friday, November 1982
Timisoara, Romania

Wednesday and Thursday passed with a lightness I'd forgotten. My
mind was sharp, my conscience clear. I laughed and smiled as if an evil
curse had been broken and I was free.
Friday, Mr. Vlad approached my desk. "Eiisabeta Volshkov," he said.
"Did you also receive a telegram?"
"No," I said, blinking. "What kind of telegram?"
"The kind that reopens our case," he said as he pressed his lips
together. "Do you have any idea why?"
"No. I haven't received anything."
I left work as soon as I could. My mailbox held my telegram. "YOU
HAVE BEEN SUMMONED TO THE SECURITATE HEADQUARTERS IN
ARAD, 8 AM MONDAY MORNING."
Mr. Dragu. My first thought was to call Mr. Dragu. I tried his home
phone.
"No, Madam Volshkov, he's not here. He's in Bucharest," Mrs. Dragu
said. "Here, let me give you the number."
"No, Madam, Mr. Dragu is not here," the receptionist in Bucharest
said.
"When do you expect him?" I asked.
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"I'm sorry, we cannot release that information," she said with finality.
I called Mrs. Dragu again. "Mrs. Dragu, I cannot locate your husband.
I desperately need his advice. They've reopened my case. I have to appear
on Monday. I don't even know if I should plead guilty or innocent. I'm so
afraid. Please help me."
"I wish I could help you, dear Madam, but I can't. Just follow your best
instinct. And call my husband at the number I gave you. He should be there
soon. Good luck."

"Mr. Bogdan please. This is Elisabeta Volshkov."
"I'm sorry he's not in."
"This is a very important matter. When do you expect him in?"
"I'm sorry, we're not allowed to release that information."
I called Mr. Dragu again, then Mr. Bogdan. No response. No one
could hear me. I was calling out into a vacuum. Even my prayers felt false.
I'd been duped. Betrayed. I'd confessed and now the case was
reopened. And my protectors have abandoned me. Should I plead
innocent? Would they double my sentence for lying? Should I plead guilty?
And proceed immediately to the goulag? I wore my stupidity and vulnerability
like neon signs pressed into my flesh. Who can I trust? What should I say?
For two days I tried Mr. Dragu's number and then Mr. Bogdan's.
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Eight o'clock Monday morning, I found myself in the same cold,
intimidating corridor, the same corridor where I'd stood eight months before.
Mr. Vlad was there. I still did not know what to say.
We were led into a small room this time. Only two officials were
seated, their papers before them. They were calm, not agitated as before.
Mr. Vlad handed the officials an envelope. I recognized the envelope from
Construct Com, but I'd never seen a seal like that except perhaps on TV
when a king sent correspondence to his queen. The seal was red metallic
with blue and gold threads dangling imperiously. The officials too were
impressed. nso this is your letter of recommendation. Thank you, Comrade. n
By using Comrade, they were addressing him as an equal.
My boss and I stood side by side. He was not sweating this time. My
body was cold and in agony as if my bones were broken and just my skin was
holding me up.
"Do you Madam Elisabeta Volshkov swear to tell the truth?"
nYes I do," but I was unsure which truth I would tell: the truth I'd
confessed or the truth that lay on sixteen Bibles.
"Eiisabeta Nakov Volshkov, on April 13th 1982, you claimed that you
had no involvement in this incident, that you did not exchange 10,000 lei for
350 American dollars. Is that true?"
I nodded my head.
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"Today, November 16, 1982, is your last chance to change your plea.
Think very hard and answer: are you guilty or not? We remind you that if
you tell the truth, nothing will happen to you, but to lie is to double your
sentence."
I looked at the officials. If I could read their minds ... My hands were
cold, my body shivered involuntarily. I glanced at my boss. He thought I
would crack, but I thought of Micky.
"Not guilty," my lips spoke. It took all my energy. I gambled, but it was
a gamble either way.
"We now require a written statement. Write your name, your
birthplace and declare any involvement with this case. Sign it and wait."
They addressed my boss in a calm and almost respectful way.
"Comrade Vlad, on April 13th 1982, you stated this woman gave you 350
American dollars in exchange for 10,000 lei. Do you stand by this?"
"Yes," he said. It was as if only I were on trial, as if that seal had done
its work.
"Write your statement: name, birthplace and your involvement with this
case."
We were each directed to separate tables to write our version of the
freezer incident. Mine was simple.
"Eiisabeta Nakov Volshkov
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Dudestii-Vechi #1700
I declare I have no involvement in this case.
November 16th, 1982."
I signed my name and stared at my statement. "Eiisabeta", that was my
Romanian name. My given name Lizunka was not allowed on my birth
certificate. "Dudestii-Vechi", that was what the communists had renamed my
home town, Star Bisnov, when they took it over after World War II. My entire
statement was a falsehood, all but the date. I stared at the date, wondering if
I'd got that right.
My boss' version took considerably longer to write.
The officials read both of our statements. Mr. Vlad glared at me while
they read mine.
"I have witnesses," Mr. Vlad said.
"Who are these witnesses?"
"Lucci Popa and llie Stefan."
"Where are these people?"
"At my company in Timisoara."
"We would need these witnesses today."
"Would you allow me to go and get them?"
"How long would it take?"
"One hour drive each way, ten minutes at the office. Maximum two
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and a half hours."
The officials whispered. "It is agreed," one of them said. "I will
accompany you to retrieve your witnesses. You will have no time alone with
them. We will question the witnesses here in this room in two and a half
hours. Madam Volshkov will remain here."
Two and a half hours to wait. Again. Hell will be a waiting room.
Lucci was my friend. She had checked to see if there were freezers in
the dollar store in Timisoara. If only there would have been a freezer in
Timisoara, Axa and Olga would have bought it and sold it legally to my boss.
If there would have been a freezer in Timisoara, I would not have been
pushed to exchange the money and my co-workers would not have been sent
to Arad's dollar store to make the purchase. Lucci was my friend, but who
knows, under this pressure, would she betray me?
I waited.
And Mr. Stefan, he too was pressured into looking for a freezer. He
too knew my role in this crime. He was about to retire, fragile. What will he
say? I wondered.
I waited.
Lucci walked in first followed by Mr. Stefan and Mr. Vlad.
"Comrade Popa, raise your right hand. Do you swear to tell the truth
and nothing but the truth?"
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"Yes. I do," Lucci said.
"Comrade Popa, what is your involvement with this case?"
"I know nothing of this case, Comrade."
Mr. Vlad clasped his hands on the arms of his chair, pushed himself
up. "Permission to speak."
"Permission granted."
"Madame Popa, you were the one who went to the Dollar store to
check for freezers. You reported there were no freezers available in
Timisoara, did you not?"
"No, Comrade. I did not," Lucci said.
"Well," said one of the officers. "It will be a simple matter to check with
the sales clerks at the Dollar Store. Are you prepared for that?"
"Yes," she said.
"You may sit down," the official said, pointing to a chair at the back of
the room.
"Comrade Stefan, raise your right hand. Do you swear to tell the
truth?"
"Yes. I do."
"Comrade Stefan, what is your involvement with this case?"
"I know nothing of this matter, Comrade."
"Were you not aware that your boss Mr. Vlad was searching for a
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freezer?"
"No, Comrade."
Mr. Vlad held his head in his hand, shaking it side to side. He seemed
not to be worried about himself, but rather incredulous that his own
subordinates would defy him.
The officials whispered, shuffling papers noisily. One of them spoke,
"Madam Volshkov and Comrade Vlad, you are released. You are absolved
of all charges. And Madame Volshkov, if you still have the 10,000 lei your
boss gave you, it is yours to keep. He says the money is not his because you
exchanged it for three hundred and fifty American dollars. This case is closed
for now."
And when would the case be reopened? I was on my own now.
have no Mr. Dragu, no Mr. Bogdan to protect me, not even Cocos ton.
Absolved of all charges. For now. Temporary forgiveness is no forgiveness.
They said the case was closed. But for how long?
And from the sticks of uncertainty, of knowing and not knowing, of the
lies and treason, a migraine slowly began to build.
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The Migraine
The Year of 1983
Timisoara, Romania

No one knows why some people are subject to
migraines or what it is that triggers them.

It had been two weeks since my case had reopened and closed on the
same day. Cocos lon was at my desk.
"Follow me to the courtyard," he said.
I followed.
"Meet me at 432 Gara St. #645, tonight 5 PM. I'll be upstairs waiting.
Check your back. Check the halls."
I nodded and returned to my desk.
At 4:30, Mr. Vlad came by my office. "Comrade Volshkov, finish up
the material list for the pig farm today. I need them 8 AM sharp tomorrow in
my office.
"But Mr. Vlad, that will require many more hours. Would noon be all
right?"
"No. Eight AM sharp."
Once again, required to work late and required on Gara Street.
"Lucci, if Mr. Vlad asks for me, tell him I'm sick, but I'm taking my work
home and it will be on his desk 8 AM."
"Do you want me to go with you, Lizzy?"
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"No thanks, I'm OK," I said.
I bundled up my work, headed out to Gara Street. It was dark and the
cold numbed my face. I wished for my entire body to go numb. The
apartment building was ten stories high, a drab concrete block. I'd been
there before. I looked behind me. No one.
I walked into the building. There were no lights in the hallway, only
shadows. The elevator was in the center of the tower, the apartments
forming a square surrounding the elevator. I exited on the sixth floor, and did
as Cocos lon had instructed me. I walked the square, looking for anyone in
the hallway.
The door to #645 was cracked as usual and Cocos lon reached out,
pulled me inside, shook me. He was strong for his frame.

"Did you walk all

the way around? Was anyone there?"
"Yes. No one."
"You have no idea what happened today. I can end up in trouble. I
think they're catching on to me," he said. "Oh, what I do to protect you." He
looked me up and down. "Show me what's mine," he said, his voice husky.
I sat down to take off my boots.

I said what I thought he no doubt

already knew, "I've confessed, you know, I've confessed."
His jaw dropped open; his fists clamped shut. "What? What are you
talking about? To whom did you confess?"
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"To the director of the Timis Securitate, to Mr. Bogdan."
"Mr. Bogdan does not see private citizens," he said, eyeing me.
When I explained that a Mr. Dragu had arranged the meeting, he
paced the room without a sound. I held on to the top of my boot, trying to
guess what was about to happen.
He turned on me and said, "Are you out of your mind? Do you know
what can happen to you now? All this time, you didn't have the guts to
confess to me, yet you tell the highest authority in the region? Did you know
he has a direct phone line to Ceausescu? Well." He frowned, clenched his
jaw and pulled me up by the shoulders. "Well, what else did you tell that
man? Did you tell him about us? Tell me, speak to me, say it, did you?" he
asked, his face next to mine.
"No," I said.
He looked as if to see through me. "You better not. And you think that
by confessing, you are free of guilt? Ah sister, have you a lot to learn." He
released my shoulders and pushed me back into the chair. "You think they'll
let you free? Well, this is the beginning of the worst part of your life. I won't
be here to protect you. You're on your own. Only now are you going to learn
what Secret Service is all about. You don't have the slightest idea. I feel
sorry for you," he said and he blew air out his mouth. "I trusted you ... yes,
perhaps I even felt something for you, ha, me... I can have any woman I
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choose." He was pacing again and suddenly stopped, turned to me, "How
dare you do this to me? I told you to deny your involvement for your own
good and now you will learn why. Get out of here."
I pulled my boot back on, grabbed my briefcase, closed the door
behind me. And out of habit, I circled the elevator, walking the dark hallway.
I stepped into the elevator. "Take me home," I whispered.
Migraines begin slow: a light headedness,
a disconnect. It doesn't
hurt at first.
But you know what's coming.

The moon was full as I walked home. To tell the full moon your wishes
was to make them come true. I watched the clouds float over the moon. I
wished to leave Romania.
Micky met me at the door. "How are you doing, Mommy?" he asked.
Many were defecting. Doctors, lawyers, farmers, teachers, they were
taking risks. They were cutting out. Disconnecting. Their stories sometimes
were in the paper. "Ex-Comrade Syblin was apprehended yesterday trying to
cross the Romanian-Yugoslavian border. He is now undergoing
psychological tests at Timisoara Hospital, under close surveillance as well as
being treated for severe dog bites." The only people who seemed satisfied
were the law enforcement and the secret police personnel.
Was anyone following me? I was constantly looking behind me,
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twisting my neck, at the cars parked on the street, at the cars driving by.
Hadn't I seen that man before? or that one? I locked my door, three locks; I
held Micky close, smelled his hair.
"How are you doing, Mommy?" he asked.
I would check my mailbox for telegrams. None that day, and I'd take
an Extraverral pill.
My case was closed for now. But it could be reopened at any time.
Cocos lon was not at my desk or in my bed for now. But what was to come?
I see spots floating in the air,
black clouds that float across my vision.
My head numb,
no real pain,
but I have no concentration.
My focus, a distortion.

Rada had said doors would open if I would only focus on what it was I
wanted. I wanted out. And so I began to concentrate on finding a plan, a
way out.
Yugoslavia was known as "little America." During the summers from
when I was nine until I was thirteen, I worked with my aunt on government
vineyards located along the border. I met two Yugoslavian girls there, Milica
and Luibica, whose parents' farms were directly on the other side of the
border strip. The border consisted of a strip of fine soil thirty feet wide,
freshly raked so the guards could tell if anyone dared to cross from Romania
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to Yugoslavia. We girls spent hours talking, singing and throwing fruit to each
other. The guards allowed us to play as long as we stayed away from each
other, the border strip between us. Sometimes a grape would land on the
strip, and we had to resist the urge to run and pick it up. The guards in the
towers had machine guns, after all.
If I could get to Yugoslavia, then Micky and Anton could join me. The
United Nations had arranged that for anyone who defected from a communist
country and immigrated successfully to another country, their immediate
family members were allowed to follow. Of course, I would rather take Micky
with me, but the Romanian government never allowed more than one
passport per family. And even if it did, Anton would never allow Micky to go
with me.
In 1969, an agreement had been reached that allowed those within 30
km of either side of the border to trade goods. More than goods were
exchanged, however. Ideas such as personal freedom, human rights,
concepts large and fuzzy floated over the border and rained down on our dry
ground. I was not allowed to cross the border because of my university
education, but my parents were allowed special permits. And they were both
quite enterprising. In the town square of Kikinda, Yugoslavia, Mother sold
cotton underwear, cotton undershirts and ceramics; in the winter, long
underwear, heavy sweatshirts. She had to bribe the salespeople in Romania
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as well as the border patrol on her way to Yugoslavia; still it was a lucrative
trade. She guarded her Yugoslavian coins and was able to purchase
blankets, rugs, even a gas stove and a freezer, items that were simply not
available in Romania. Of course, she would have to share her purchases
with the border guards on the way home.
But the border, how could I cross the border? There were guard dogs
whose jaws would tear you apart. There were trip wires that sent off flares.
There was no end to the possibilities of being caught, beaten and imprisoned.
We were prisoners of our own homeland. The Danube River was the natural
border between Romania and Yugoslavia. But patrol boats were everywhere
and from the guard towers, it was easy to spot a trespasser.
I wished Micky and I could take wings and fly gently over the imaginary
line separating my country from freedom.
Hospitals had limited supplies, limited food. Doctors had to be bribed
to look at a patient. When I was taken to the hospital, they put me in a single
bed with a sick woman I'd never seen before.
If I could get a passport to Bulgaria, I could make my way to Istanbul,
apply for political asylum and then request immigration to Yugoslavia.
Normally, it was not difficult to get a passport with a visa to any Eastern Block
country. When my passport application was denied, I went to the Communist
Representative at Construct Co.
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"Yes, excuse me, Comrade Sirbu, I would like to know why my
passport request was denied."
"Ah, Elisabeta Volshkov. I'm so glad you came by to see me. Have a
seat," he said. "Now, I am aware of the freezer incident. Comrade Vlad has
spoken of it many times. We cannot allow you a visa to Bulgaria for security
purposes. By the way, if you wouldn't have contacted me, I would have had
to contact you because it's time you could do something for me. I will
accompany you on your walk home today. You may go for now."
At five o'clock, Comrade Sirbu appeared at my desk. When we left the
office together, my co-workers took second glances.
"Well," he said. "This is how it works. Any time two or three of your
co-workers are chatting together, you try and hear what they are saying.
Anytime you hear someone say anything against our government or our
esteemed president, make a note of it. And then, simply hand the notes to
me."
"Comrade Sirbu, I beg of you, hear me out," I said. "You must know
that because of my health, I am at home more than I am at work. I have
incredible migraine headaches, stomach pain, nauseousness.

I'm a

package of agony. At night I have terrible chills. I roll in bed without sleep.
I've been to the emergency room more times than I can count. Look at me.
am so thin and so sick that I could not be of any help to you."
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"But do you hear anything ever?''
"No. You know I'm not a communist party member. I've never been
involved in politics, never had any interest."
"Well, that's for the better. You're going to have to keep your ears
open now. You didn't hear because you didn't want to hear. But if you want
to hear, you're going to hear. And you will report to me."
He suddenly turned a corner and was gone. They want me to work for
them. Perhaps they will threaten to reopen my case if I do not do what they
want.
I heard my father's voice echoing, "No matter what, Lizunka, never be
a part of this communist party. Never betray your neighbors. Even if we
have to sell the house to find someone to get you out of jail, you must never
do that. I won't have it. Not in my family, not my children."
On Radio Free Europe, I'd heard there were truck drivers who were
willing to hide passengers in their trucks for large sums of money. But how
could I find one?
On my way to work, I would pass those who had been standing in line
all night, waiting to see what supplies would be delivered. Maybe it'd be toilet
paper or flour or butter. When the doors opened at 7 AM, two people from
my office would run down the four flights of stairs, find out what is available,
and if there was anything worth waiting for, one would wait in line while the
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other one would return up the four flights of stairs to take orders from the coworkers, and back out to the person waiting in line. This person would wait
for several hours at least, hoping there would be something left. But many
times, they would only sell so much per person. Many coworkers would leave
work in this case and stand in line for survival goods. It was a lucky day
when you had something to take home in your bag.
Families that included retired folks were lucky. Grandparents in small
towns like Star Bisnov took care of the house and the animals while the
parents worked in the collective and children were in school. Grandparents in
the city spent most of their time standing in line. Food was rationed. There
were coupons for flour, oil, butter, sugar and meat (even though meat was
almost never available). If you had a coupon for flour, you could wait two
hours at a store that had flour to sell. But if they ran out, you went home with
your coupon. I was the most fortunate of all. My father would go to the mill in
Star Bisnov, give them cigarettes or brandy and he would have a sack of
flour. He would buy sugar and oil in Yugoslavia. It was of better quality
there. So on the weekends, I'd arrive home with empty bags and return to
Timisoara with a week's supplies. I gave my coupons to my city girlfriends.
My parents had their own animals and a garden so I never went hungry, but I
saw many who did. The stores were empty at noon. Shopkeepers sat in
their empty stores until closing time. Whenever there were people standing
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in line, others would join without even asking what was to be delivered at the
grocery store.
Curled in fetal position,
the migraine has set in.
Squeezing blood from the back of the neck
to the center of the forehead just above the nose.
Eyes closed, light would blind.
Nauseousness builds in the head,
spreads through the body
down to the stomach
that lurches.

One day, my neighbor, Manu, the policeman I'd consulted that night
my boss had taken me to Axa and Olga's home, knocked on my door.
"Comrade Volshkov, do you have a few moments?"
"Yes. Come in."
"I have an interesting proposition, one that will profit both you and I.
What if you ask your Yugoslavian diplomat friends to do a little money
exchange, just, say $5000."
I swallowed with difficulty.
"Now don't feel sorry for them. Remember your undershirt is always
closer to you than a friend." He paused and I wondered what he meant.
"Here's how it works: you convince your friends to give you $5000 in
exchange for Romanian lei. I will give you a stack of lei, some real, some just
newspaper. You ask them to meet you at an appointed spot. Just after they
hand you the $5000 and before you hand them the lei, I will drive up in a
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police car. They will be afraid, start to run and I'll pull you inside the car
safely and be $5000 richer. Look, it's very safe. We do it all the time with the
Italians."
Since he was a member of Securitate, he would have a police uniform
and access to a police car.
"No," I said. "I can't do that."
"Well, think about it. Maybe we'll meet again next week. Remember
what I said about your undershirt; it's always closer to you than a friend."
They want me to work for them. How far will they press? What more
can they squeeze from me?

Ever since I had been arrested, my uterus would from time to time
bleed mysteriously and excessively. I would find myself in the waiting room
at the women's hospital in Timisuara forced to watch husbands and fathers
plead for the life of their loved ones. Women were dying during childbirth or
from infection or from self inflicted wounds. I listened to the stories as the
grief of that waiting room engulfed me. For a diagnosis, a carton of Kent
cigarettes would be required. For surgery, a carton of cigarettes and a bottle
of whisky might provide the patient a smiling doctor. But these were dollar
store products worth a month's salary.
Ceausescu, our esteemed president, wanted to increase the
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Romanian population. He thought this would promote a healthy and
productive image if, on paper, the numbers were rising. A population
flourishes under the bounty of its leader. And so each woman was expected
to produce at least five children. Any means of birth control, let alone
abortion, was strictly banned.
Ceausescu declared that each woman was required to undergo an
exam every two months to determine her pregnancy status. If she were
found to be pregnant, her pregnancy would be noted, and she would be
expected to produce a child. He deemed this necessary because even
though abortions were already illegal, it was estimated that half of all
pregnancies were being aborted at that time. Mothers did not wish to bring
children into the world where shortages of all basic needs were the norm.
Not only that, during the winter of '84, one out of three babies born in
hospitals died because of improper care and exposure. There was a
shortage of electricity; heating and light were never taken for granted, not
even in the hospitals. In fact, the plugs on the incubators where tiny infants
breathed were sometimes pulled in order to save electricity.
It's impossible to know how many women bled to death from self
induced abortions of babies they knew would either starve to death or be
taken away by the government. An official would come to the home of a
newborn. He would say, "You cannot afford to feed this child. We will take
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it." Nobody knew where these infants and children went.
The truth is: a woman would consider the baby's future, decide it was
worth whatever pain, whatever risk she must undergo to end a child's future
suffering. She would induce bleeding. And often the bleeding would not
stop. If her husband or friend took her to the hospital, instead of being
treated by capable gynecologists, the Securitate would be there.
"Tell the truth, did you provoke your bleeding?"
Thinking of her small children at home and the certainty of the goulag,
she would say "No," and fade into unconsciousness. Many women shared
this fate.
Life was getting worse. I want to leave Romania. Please, God, I want
to leave Romania.
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Passport to Yugoslavia
November 1983
Timisoara, Romania

A full year had passed since the officers had declared my case closed
for the time being. I spent every free moment thinking about a way to get out
of Romania.
As soon as fall set in, the Yugoslavian TV and radio began to talk
constantly about the upcoming winter Olympics in Sarajevo. Since my family
lived so close to the border, we were able to watch the televised preparation
for such an occasion.
I had heard that there were three requirements for a Romanian citizen
to attend these games: an invitation from a family in Yugoslavia, permission
from the employer and five dollars in the bank. This last requirement was
one of those curiosities that was simply accepted in a communist country.
Since Romanian citizens were not allowed to touch dollars, a foreigner would
have to deposit the five dollars into the fund at the bank. This amount would
be credited to the amount of the train fare from Timisoara to Belgrade,
Yugoslavia.
Perhaps the Romanian government would allow at least some of us to
attend the historic games. I went to the Yugoslavian Consulate, hoping to
discover what it would take to obtain an invitation.
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"Excuse me," I said to an official sitting at a desk. "I would so much
like to attend the Olympic Games. I hope this doesn't sound too bold, but do
you know how I might receive an invitation?"
As I spoke, I recognized the man who happened behind the desk. Axa
and Olga had introduced him to me as a driver of Yugoslavian delegations.
He looked up, smiled at me. "I'll get you one. I live in Sarajevo. I'll write you
an invitation." He stepped over to a counter, pulled out a pen from his chest
pocket, grabbed a piece of letterhead and wrote the following:
"I, Zak Leoniwich, do hereby invite Elisabeta Volshkov to visit
Sarajevo for the Winter Olympics. I am a resident of Sarajevo, Yugoslavia,
and would be honored by her visit." And then he signed his name and
printed his address.
"Thank you so much. You have no idea how much this means to me."
He did not expect me to actually stay with him and his family. Everyone knew
these types of government demands were mere formalities, not social
contracts. "I hate to bother you any further, but along with the invitation, five
American dollars must be deposited in the bank for the train ticket. I would
be more than happy to pay that amount to you in lei."
Zak agreed. "Let's head over to the bank right now. I just happen to
have five American dollars right here and I won't even rip you off on the
exchange rate of the day." Inflation was almost at one hundred percent a
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year at this point, so naturally foreigners preferred to keep dollars in their
pockets.
We walked to the National Bank of Romania. I was intimidated. Only
foreigners go to this bank. He filled out the necessary paperwork, shook my
hand, and wished me well.
Now that the first two requirements had been met, I had only to
request permission from work. I was not surprised when my letter was
returned to me with the word "Refused" scrawled next to the signature of the
communist representative of our company.
Lucci happened by my desk. "You know, Lizzy, you ought to ask Mr.
Toma ,"she said, referring to the Vice President of the company. "He's such
a Napoleon to everyone except you. I think he has a crush on you." Mr.
Toma was a short, tough man, but for me, he always had a smile.
"Excuse me, Comrade Director?" I asked at his office door.
"Comrade Volshkov, come right in," he said.
"Comrade Director, I would love to go the Winter Olympics in Sarajevo,
but permission from our company has been denied."
"Yes," he said. "I know that. We discuss each application individually.
Leave it here with me, and I'll see what I can do. It's so nice to see you."
The next day, my letter was again on my desk, this time with the word
"Approved" printed neatly next to Mr. Toma 's signature. His signature
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overrode the communist representative's signature.
And so, now with my release from work, an invitation from Yugoslavia
and $5 in the bank, I filled out the application for a passport. Still, my hopes
were not high even as I stood in line at the passport office to hand my papers
to the official in charge and prepared to wait at least six to eight weeks for a
reply.
My health continued to deteriorate as I waited. Migraines, stomach
pain, anxiety attacks, dread were commonplace. When I woke up one
morning too weak to get out of bed, the sheets covered in my own blood, the
doctors began to talk of exploratory surgery. My uterus had been bleeding
abnormally ever since Cocos lon had arrested me.
On December 13th, 1983, I was admitted to the Timis County Hospital,
the newest and most sophisticated in the city. Tests, tubes, biopsies and
surgeries, I was in the hospital for 27 days. When the best doctors in the city
found nothing, they attributed all symptoms to emotional trauma. I
recognized members of the Securitate talking to my doctors. What could
they want of me now? The doctors released me in much worse physical
condition than they had admitted me.
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Recovery
January 1984
Timisoara, Romania

Each day I made my way to the lobby, to the mailboxes, narrow and
long. Each day, I was relieved to see no telegram from the police.
I'd been home from the hospital for two weeks when I saw the brown
envelope from passport control. The stamp "APPROVED" was clear on my
application. There must be some mistake, I thought; everyone I knew who
had applied, had been refused. Anton & Micky came with me to the passport
office, the same building as the police office, where we waited in line for a
little over two hours. When I handed them my approved application, they
asked me to go to another window where I was told to go and pay a fee of
350 lei to an office across the street and bring them the receipt. I brought the
receipt back and was told to give them my 10 and wait outside.
One civilian officer who I had not seen before, came and handed me a
green colored passport. "This is your passport. You have a 30 day visa to
stay in Yugoslavia. If I were you, I would leave immediately. What is valid
today may not be valid tomorrow. You need a train ticket. Go to the national
office of tourism downtown. They are the only ones authorized to give tickets
for international travel to Romanian citizens. Hurry; it will close in one hour."
It was Saturday. The soonest I could leave would be Monday. I could
not allow this window of opportunity to pass.
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Anton had some work to do and he did not seem convinced that I
would get a train ticket. Micky and I rushed to the National Office of Tourism.
There the travel agent surveyed my passport and said, "You will need to bring
me the proof of five dollars from the bank. I cannot give you a ticket without
that proof. Hurry; the bank closes in forty five minutes."
Micky tugged on my sleeve and whispered, "Mommy, ask the lady if I
can stay to wait for you here. If I am inside, she can not close the office. She
will have to wait for you."
"Oh yes, Micky, let's do that," I said, pleased with his innovation. The
travel agent agreed.
I ran to the bank, breathless, and weak. The line moved ever so
slowly as usual. I arrived back at the National Office of Tourism exhausted
and five minutes late. Although the travel agent was irritated, she handed me
a round trip train ticket to Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
Even with this ticket in my hand, I still did not dare to hope that I would
actually cross the border. I'd heard too many stories of those with valid
passports and visas being held at the border, denied the permission to exit
Romania.
"Mommy, what are you packing for?" Micky asked. Even though he
had helped me acquire my train ticket, he was not able to grasp the truth.
I told him that his routine would be virtually unchanged. Uncle Peter
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and Aunt Maria would move in with him and Sylviana during the week. On
the weekends, he would return to Star Bisnov with his father and both pairs of
grandparents. It would be six weeks or at the most six months til we would
be together in Yugoslavia, I told him. He already knew Serbo-Croatian, loved
their music, and especially their candy and their chewing gum since none was
available in Romania
I reminded him of the time three years before when we had been on
vacation at an Alpine resort. It was our first vacation and we were fortunate
that my friend Isabella had made us reservations at a vety nice hotel. The air
was crisp, the scenety stunning, but what ruined it for me was the dollar store
in the lobby. Micky wanted candy and I had to explain to him that we were
not allowed in that store because we are Romanians and the police officer
standing guard would not let us in.

"Oh, you're going to the land of chocolate," Micky said, and chewed
his fingernail, a habit he'd begun while I was in the hospital.
"Yes, you and your father will join me soon," I said. "Now, go gather
whatever you want to take to Grandma's house. Your uncle will be here
soon."
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Home
February 18, 1984
Star Bisnov, Romania

As we approached Star Bisnov, I wondered how I could contemplate
leaving my home base. And if I had the courage to leave behind all that I
grew up with, all that I took for granted, would it be wise? To defect would
mean to give up the option to return. It would mean living my life out across
the border from my home.
Where did this communist government come from and why wouldn't it
leave me alone? I remembered the stories of the year communism knocked
on Star Bisnov's door, the very year I was born.
In 1950, the authorities came door to door demanding signatures on
documents. The signature allowed all one's property including farm
equipment and live stock to suddenly belong to the government and it
secured the promise to work for the collective. Half of the households
complied, the men of the other half (about 1000) were taken to prison to be
tortured into signing the document.
My grandfather loved his horses. He told the authorities "You can kill
me, but don't take my horses." He was beaten five days in a row. Still he
said, "No, you can take what you want from me, but I will never let you have
my horses... " In the end, they let him keep his horses. He was the only one
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in town who owned any livestock. He owned his horses.
On June 21, 1951, the newsman pounded his drum as he always did
on Sundays. But this was no ordinary news, "No one is to leave town. No
one is to go out of their house. No one. Until further notice." The town
people were stunned; it was the season of harvest; it was crucial to work in
the fields. But for five days, the whole towri stayed indoors. On the night of
the fifth day, soldiers descended on the town. They knocked on each of our
doors, demanding historical documents, books, and photographs and they
piled them in a heap and lit a fire. Our heritage, our culture, our past, aflame.
But that was not their only task that night.
To the homes of the most respected leaders of our town, to the biggest
homes, the soldiers demanded that the entire family come immediately with
them to the train station. "Take whatever you can carry. Don't worry about
your home or your animals. Come with us now." Eighty homes, eighty
families were herded to the train station: men, women, pregnant women, the
bent and broken, babies, children and toddlers, all herded to the train not
knowing what was about to happen. The communists hated the wealthy, but
also feared them.
We did not learn for years what became of them. Their animals cried
and we were not allowed to feed them. The houses were robbed by the
authorities; their homes were used for "administration." They themselves
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could not have known exactly where they were when the train stopped in a
region called Baragan, a dry dusty deserted place, no shelter, no water, no
life. They were given a minimal amount of food to survive, but they did not all
survive. Many of the elderly, the babies, and those who required more than
almost nothing, perished. Five years later, in 1956, the government loaded
up what was left of those families onto trains and they were returned to their
homes in Star Bisnov, but their homes were only bare walls and empty
barnyards.

Anton could not believe his eyes. "They gave you a passport and you
have your train ticket too."
"Yes, I leave Monday."
"Do you really think they'll let you leave?"
"I don't know. It's worth a try. Promise me, though, if I do get to
Yugoslavia, if I do get political asylum, you and Micky will join me right away.
The whole process won't take more than three months, six months at the
most. We won't be far from home and our lives will be free."
"Yeah. Well, if you pull this off, we'll join you. But I know you. You'll
never leave. You can't stand to be separated from your family for more than
a week. You're a fool to even think you can stand on your own . But who
doesn't want out of here."
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To my parents, I was less bold. I could not tell them outright. They
would hold on to me as they hold to their traditions.
I showed them my passport. "Not many have received an opportunity
like this, to see the Winter Olympics in Yugoslavia. Am I not blessed?"
"Lizunka," Mother said. "Be sensible. You've lost so much weight.
Now is not the time to go sightseeing off on a foreign adventure. Why not
wait? If they gave you permission now, they'll give it to you later."
"Now, Marish," my father said. "You know how long she's been waiting
for a chance to get beyond our borders. We can't keep her penned up in our
backyard with the chickens."
"Yes, and who knows, maybe she won't come back," Peter threw in.
"If she is that crazy," Mother said and turned to me, "If you think you
have something like that in your head, at least don't talk to your brother about
it. Don't poison his mind too. I'll never forgive you for it. You know as well as
I do, harassment is not a strong enough reason to even consider leaving your
family. There is no reason strong enough. Dying with honor is better than
leaving your family. Ever. You know that."
"Yes, Mother," I said.
"And you have talked to the doctors as well as I have. They found
nothing wrong with you other than stress. They ordered peace and quiet for
you." Her face turned almost suddenly from outrage to genuine concern.
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"Lizunka, it would bring us so much pleasure if you would stay here with us
and allow me to care for you."
"Mother, look, I have the train ticket. It's an opportunity I may never
have again. I won't be gone long. My visa is for thirty days. Allow me this."
My father hugged me in a way that told me he understood I might
indeed be gone longer than thirty days. But Mother, no, she would not have
allowed me to go.
The hardest part of all, the part I've been trying not to think about, the
part I could no longer put off, how would I say goodbye to Micky?
Even six weeks would be long, too long really, for a child as fragile as
Micky and for a mother as obsessed as I.
To leave him now was to abandon an unborn child in a way, a child
still dependent on me for his very existence. How could I leave him?
Yet not to leave meant to continually put myself at risk, to put his
source of nourishment, of life, at risk.
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Goodbye Micky
February 19th, 1984
Timisoara, Romania

It was early Monday morning when I heard Micky calling me from his
bed. I ran into his room and kneeled by his bed.
"Oh, Mommy," he said. "I thought a big monster came and took you
away and you died and I won't see you again. Don't go away, Mommy."
"No, Micky, there's no monster. It's a bad dream Micky. See, I'm right
here." He was sweaty and cold. "Your Mommy loves you so much, she'd
never ... " but I couldn't say what I wanted to say. I wanted to say, "I'll never
leave you," yet my bags were packed.
I brought Micky a cup of lemonade, his favorite drink, and sat on his
bed with him as he drank. That golden hair, those eye lashes, those little boy
hands wrapped around the cup, I must remember them, exactly how they are,
just in case I get past the border. He handed me the cup, laid back down as
if safe and care-free. It wasn't long before he was asleep, arms curled
around his pillow.
I turned, saw my brother in the doorway. "Let's go Big Sister, let's go,"
he said. "We are going to miss the train."
I kneeled down by Micky, kissed his cheek. "Sleep tight, my Micky.
Only sweet dreams, only sweet dreams," I whispered.
"Peter," I said. "At least our ancestors took their children with them."
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"The ancestors? Oh sister, may your journey be far less perilous."
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Pet-fit" Tw&

Hey you train
with rapid wheels
Why take me away
to a far and foreign land?
Hey you train
Why take me where I know no one
and no one I know
will follow?
Hey you train
Why take me?
-A favorite childhood song
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The Border:
Romania to Yugoslavia
February 20, 1984

I grabbed my bags, two medium suitcases packed with what looked
like enough for a two week vacation.
On the way to the train station, it was dark outside and cold and the
shadows reminded me of all that I was leaving behind. My son. But there
were also my friends in the shadows: the eight girlfriends Anka, Tushka,
Marishka ... I grew up with. We passed the university. I smiled as I thought of
the boys in my class, the ones whose looks and words tempted me from my
husband who

~as

not my husband yet. We passed the police headquarters.

Prison. I would be of no use to

anyo~~

in prison .

"Peter, you'll take good care of Micky, won't you? You and Maria, I
know you will." I didn't really believe I would cross the border. This was a
mere exercise in futility, I thought. Still, there was the possibility I would wake
up the next day in a foreign land, in a land without my son .
"Don't worry, Sis. Your son is our son while you're gone."
"He's such a picky eater."
"He won't starve while you're gone."
"I know. I know." And then I could not think of anything to say. He
was my little brother.
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As we pulled into the train station, I reminded Peter not to show his
emotions. "Peerie, without me, you are going to have to be braver." He
nodded his head, but looked away.
He parked the car, brought my luggage into the train station. We could
not speak of what circulated in our minds, our parents, our home, our
childhoods fused together. No one could know what we knew of each other.
And so we waited in silence. Police in uniform and Securitate in their
suits milled among those struggling to look insignificant, making themselves
small, those waiting for the train.
The train approached, right on schedule.
If I don't take this train, I may end up in prison.
Five years in prison away from Micky? No. I will take my chance on
this train . I have my visa . There's no reason for them to stop me at the
border.. .at the border. I have my passport. They will let me pass. Nothing
illegal here, just crossing the border... the border. If I stay here, I risk prison.
If I go, I risk nothing more. I will see Micky soon. Anton promised he would
bring him to me. I'll go to Yugoslavia, settle in and I will see my boy in six
weeks time, six months at the very most. I've seen it happen. Yes, I will go.
I must go.
Peter helped me with my luggage, hugged me, looked intently at me
and without a word, he stepped from the train when it began to move. I
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waved from the window of my compartment, "Ciao, Peerie ."
Peter walked alongside the train. I watched my brother. Though he
had a family of his own, and I had mine, we still managed to see each other
almost every day, my little brother. I had taken care of him since I was eight
and he a mischievous four. It was I who cooked his dinner, I who looked after
his boyhood fun, I who helped him with his homework, I who was punished
for his bad grades. This won't be easy for him, I told myself.
I turned back to my seat and noticed a familiar-looking couple in the
compartment.
"That's right. I remember you . We used to work together. How have
you been?" the man asked.
"Oh, just fine. My name is Elisabeta Volshkov and you're ... "
"Ingrid and Franz Schwarz. So nice to see you again."
It had been six or seven years since they had legally immigrated to
Germany. They were of German descent and had taken advantage of a
program established by the Ceausescu regime to allow emigration of German
and Jewish nationals in exchange for substantial sums of money. In one
Yugoslavian newspaper, I'd read that some speculated that Ceausescu
considered Germans and Jews to be two of his most valuable exports.
Ingrid and Franz were still talking, saying they came to Timisoara once
a year to visit their parents. As we approached the border, Ingrid said "I'm
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getting very nervous. No other border in Europe gives me this feeling. We
travel extensively and no other country treats us as poorly, as though we are
criminals."
They related the frustration they endured while trying desperately to
jump through the many hoops the Romanian government set up to keep
them from emigrating despite all the money that was paid. I listened intently,
every word strengthening my resolve, every syllable declaring my decision
justified.
Though it seemed I had been in that compartment for at least two
days, I knew it was only an hour's trip from Timisoara, Romania to Belgrade,
Yugoslavia. And; sure enough,· the train began to slow. As the words of the
man and the woman began to fade, I gripped my passport.
The train stopped, dogs barking and policemen yelling. There was a
commotion in the corridor, someone being pushed, someone yelling loudly.
The couple looked at each other. The man turned to me and said "It's time to
pray because you never know what they will come up with." These were
German citizens. Each of them had a German passport. They still faced the
terror of Romanian border officials.
The door was abruptly pushed open and three Romanian border
guards in steel grey suits came in and asked for passports. Their eyes were
cold and dark as if they could as easily kill us as stamp our passports. I held
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out mine, but they took the couple's passports first and asked them to open
their luggage. The man offered the guards a carton of Kent cigarettes, which
they took immediately. Still, they continued to look at the couple as if they
were escaped convicts. They stamped their passports. The couple left the
compartment and waited in the corridor.
It was my turn. I wasn't about to give them any gifts that might raise
their suspicions. I again held out my passport, took a long look at it there
hanging ever so vulnerable suspended in the air. While two of the men
inspected it, the third man asked me to open my luggage. He spread the
contents over the compartment bench . My dresses, my pants, my socks, my
underwear. When the officer finished inspecting the luggage, he and the
other two left with my passport. Please don't leave with my passport.
I sat still in my seat, my senses acute, hearing police dogs in the
corridors and smelling the stench of power and the sweat of the weak. Two
officers stepped in my compartment. I saw one was a handsome man, blue
eyes and dark hair, a well defined chin, even a dimple, but when he turned to
me, looked me squarely in the face, I saw his youth and his beauty gone and
he fairly shouted at me, "Where exactly are you going?"
My breathing was shallow; I felt my arm pits and my palms
simultaneously grow wet and I answered, "To the Olympics ."
And the questions continued, "Why?" as if I were a gnat disturbing his
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sleep. -."How long are you staying?" and I answered, "thirty days." And his
anger fed and sustained itself as he continued the questions.
"How much money are you taking?"
"Are you married?"
"How many children do you have?"
"Show us all your personal documents."
"Take everything out of your purse, and place it here on the bench. Do
you have anything -hidden anywhere?"
"Show us your return ticket."
While he hounded me with questions, The other officer took notes.
I knew I couldn't carry much money. They wouldn't find more than a
few weeks worth of expenses on me. People always .took additional personal
belongings they could sell along the way. I didn't have many of those either,
only the gold earrings, ring and the necklace I wore under my sweater.
Please give me back my passport. These officers once again left with my
passport.
As I sat like a stone in the compartment, I could hear a woman crying
in the corridor. She was pleading with an officer who was apparently leading
her off the train, "Please, I beg of you, let me go to Yugoslavia. There is
medicine for my son. My son, he's only fifteen years old; he has leukemia
and Yugoslavia has medicine. I have the visa; my passport is in order.
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Please, officer, I will return to

.Romania~

of course, sir, please do not take me

off this train ... " and her voice faded as she walked down the corridor, but
through the window, I could see her as they led her off the train.
Two different officers came and searched the entire compartment,
removing even the bench seats. They left
The couple returned to the compartment shaking their heads in
disbelief. Then we heard soldiers walking on the roof of the railroad car.
Another border guard came into the compartment and again asked
me to open my luggage. He looked only briefly through my things and
without saying anything , handed the passport, my life, back to me, and left.
Complete silence. I could not move. I could hear my heart pounding, could
feel my scarf pulsating around my neck, could not, did not dare speak. The
couple too sat in utter silence. You could have heard a fly walk.
Then the train lurched forward, but only moved a few hundred yards.
It stopped again. The couple relaxed, not I. I thought the end had come, that
the guards were going to return once again and this time ask me to get off the
train.
"It's over. We are in Yugoslavia," Franz said. I didn't believe him.
The door of the compartment opened. When an officer dressed in a
blue-grey uniform said in Serbo-Croatian, "Dobro jutro," I thought I hadn't
heard right. But he said it again, a Yugoslavian "Good Morning." He asked
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to see our passports, looked through them briefly, and without any questions,
stamped them saying, "Welcome to Yugoslavia. In a few minutes we will be
arriving in Belgrade." I heard my own breath, being drawn in . I felt myself
return to my body. I was still alive. I stared at the Yugoslavian entry stamp.
There it was , a major lifetime goal accomplished ... and yet, this meant, I
wouldn't see Micky for many weeks to come.
As the train started up again, I stared at the landscape. Though to
others, this Yugoslavian snow-covered ground may have looked the same as
the Romanian snow-covered ground, it was not the same. This snow
covered ground would support life, my life. The other ground could support
me no more. I saw my own tears reflected back at me through the window
and the snow.
Ingrid came, sat by me and took my hand, the one not clutching my
passport. She looked straight into my eyes. "If I were you, I would never go
back. Do whatever you can, but don't go back. This is how they treat their
own people and that's the respect they show for their own passport. It is
shameful. Don't ever go back."
No, I may never go back, I thought.
Now the worst is over, I thought. Now I have only to fill the necessary
paperwork and Micky will join me. It'll be a six month separation at most. But
even that stretched before me like a long dark road at.
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The Land of Chocolate and Spinning Tops
February 20, 1984
Belgrade, Yugoslavia -

Stepping from the train, I practically free floated to the ground . And
the ground did not give way. Here I would rebuild my life, close to my
homeland yet not within reach of Romanian Securitate or border guards.
Without wasting any time, I climbed into the first available taxi.
"United Nations office, please," I said in Serbo-Croatian.
The driver chatted on about the weather, about the traffic as if I were
from Belgrade. I smiled . There were no lines for food . The people looked
happy. Soon enough, perhaps, i would be Yugoslavian.
The U.N. office did not look neariy as important or inviting as I had
pictured. In fact, the dark stairway that led to a dark hallway did not seem the
fitting endpoint of a day filled with such anguish and adventure. Nonetheless
I approached the window with determination.
"My name is Elisabeta Volshkov. I'm from Romania and I would like to
apply for political asylum," I said.
The receptionist routinely handed me an application. "Please
complete this paperwork and return it here with your passport. You'll have to
wait in the hallway."
Young men filled the hallway excitedly speaking Romanian. They had
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risked their lives by either crossing the border on foot or by swimming the
Danube River. If a border patrol had spotted them, they would have been
either shot on sight or severely beaten and thrown into prison. I too wanted to
join in their excitement; I too had escaped communist Romania.
It was several hours before I heard the woman at the window call
"Eiisabeta Volshkov." She led me to a small room where three United
Nations representatives greeted me tentatively.
"Are you a communist party member?" one of them asked.
"No," I replied.
"Have you or anyone in your family ever been a communist member?"
"No."
"We know all about the situation in Romania . Can you tell us of any
personal persecutions you might have suffered?" another one asked .
"I don't feel safe there anymore. I have committed a crime, a severe
one according to the Romanian law. I exchanged Romanian lei into
American dollars at my boss' request. He wanted to buy a freezer from the
dollar store. I had foreign friends who gave me the dollars after a long
insistence from my boss.
"I denied having committed the offense to the investigators, but I was
under a close surveillance for eight months. I confessed to the highest
authority in the region. The case reopened and closed without any charges.
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Yet I was contacted to give secret information about -my friends and
colleagues to the civilian secret police.
"I was also told that if I don't comply, the case could reopen, and that
would mean prison, long term prison for me. This has·cost me my health; my
life has deteriorated into dust. I can't, I can't live like that any longer... I have
my family, my boy .. ." but then my voice cracked and it was a struggle to say,
"For the past two years, survival has been my only goal."
They shifted in their seats, looked at their papers. One of them spoke,
"We will make sure you are taken care of one way or the other. You people
from Romania bring us terrifying stories, one worse than the other. One of
the·boys in the hallway, for instance, tells us he escaped with his father,
leaving the mother with three other children at home. They swam the
Danube river at night. ·Desperate people, that's what all of you are."
"However," he continued, "we must regretfully inform you that since
you entered the country legally, with a visa, we cannot grant you the political
asylum you seek. To be eligible, you must enter the country illegally." They
paused. And I tried to understand. They would not give me political asylum
because I had a visa to enter Yugoslavia. Oh, dear God, why had I not
known this? The other official was speaking, "The alternative for you would
be to go to Austria where all political refugees are processed and apply for
immigration to Yugoslavia from there, and we will help you do that."
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"Austria?" I asked. "I know nothing of Austria. I don't even speak the
language. Isn't there something more you could do for me here?" I asked.
"Well; you could make an appointment with the Office Manager if you
wish . See what he has to say; you have nothing to lose. It will take several
days, but we will provide you with meals and accommodations while you wait.
But be careful, do not speak to any Romanians. It's not unheard of for
Romanian Securitate to be up to their tricks here and in the hotel."
The Astoria Hotel was small and dark, yet the clerk was pleasant
enough and even smiled when she handed me a key to a clean and private
room. She admired my watch and even offered to buy it, but I told her it was
a gift and I would prefer not to sell it.
There was a phone in my room. I had memorized Olga's phone
number before I left Romania. Olga was home. When I told her I was in
town, she said she'd be there right away.
Rada had introduced me to Olga what seemed now so long ago and in
another world. I'd done informal translation for Olga in Timisoara and she in
return had offered me not only her friendship, but treasures from the West:
good coffee (as opposed to undrinkable coffee substitutes), the infamous
door-opening Kent cigarettes, and Yugoslavian newspapers which I devoured
in secret. Our Romanian newspapers told a censored story, but Yugoslavian
newspapers held other truths. Sometimes there would even be an article
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about Ceausescu himself.
The knock at the door came. We kissed each other's cheeks and
embraced. She told me my looks had changed and she seemed worried
about me.
"Tell me, Elisabeta, how did you get out of Romania and how long will
you stay?"
"I don't understand it really. They gave me a passport," I said. "Look,
and a visa to Yugoslavia. I requested permission to go to the Olympic games
and here it is."
"This is amazing. I can't wait to tell Axa. He will be so pleased," she
said.
"You know, it was Zak, the young man who drove for you sometimes in
Belgrade. He wrote me the invitation."
"That Zak, I heard he wrote several invitations. Good for him. Can
you come and stay at our house tonight? I hate to see you here in this little
old hotel."
"No, I'm not allowed to go anywhere overnight except on the
weekends. We have to be at the UN's disposal around the clock during the
work week."
She nodded, understanding that I would not be returning to Romania.
"Oh well, in that case, you are formally invited to dinner at our house
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tomorrow afternoon .. I'll come pick you up at five o'clock."
"Thank you, Olga. You know, I was just thinking about our good
friend, Rada. Is she in town now?"
"Oh Elisabeta, you couldn't have heard. She and her husband were in
a terrible car accident in the south of Italy. To avoid hitting a boulder in the
middle of the mountain road, they swerved into the other lane and another
car hit them head on. They're still in the hospital in Italy."
"No. Will they be OK?"
"They both have brain damage, from what I've heard. I'm sorry.
Elisabeta, she would be so proud of you."
"It's only because ofher that I'm here. -.And you, of course."
"Oh, look at the time. We have a dinner engagement with some
French diplomats this evening. I must be going. But I will see you tomorrow
at five o'clock. Don't forget." And she smiled.
As I sat on the bed, bent my head to my hands, I thought of Rada.
We'd met on my first airplane trip in 1977. It was she who brought me into
the world of diplomats, of intrigue. It began with a business trip from
Timisoara to Bucharest. The plane was over-booked so I was seated in first
class, an honor usually reserved for high-ranking officials.

I was a country

girl, distressed by the thought of leaving the ground.
"Please try this medicine. I'm sure it will help you," came a voice
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behind me. The woman was speaking Serbo,..Croatian. When l accepted her
gift and responded to her in her own language, she moved to the seat right
next to me.
"My name is Rada," she said, offering her manicured hand. That
moment marked the beginning of a unique friendship.

Rada was the wife of

a Yugoslavian government official on a four year assignment to Bucharest.
As much as I enjoyed talking with her, the·infinite blue kept drawing my

attention out the window. Instead of the drizzly day in Timisoara, I floated
among the clouds, the mountainous white clouds. I was right in the middle of
the sky, the one I'd always looked to for dreams, for comfort, the one that
held the powerful moon and her countless sister stars.
"You look like you are in seventh heaven, Elisabeta. I'm so glad you're
feeling better. "
"Thank you, Rada. I don't know what your medication is, but I'm
grateful. It has calmed me.

I'd always wanted to fly, but had no idea it would

be like this. "
Rada showed me an article about Ceausescu, the Romanian dictator
at the time. The article was in English. "I wish I could read this," I said. "I'm
not that interested in politics, but nothing would please me more than to be
able to read Hamlet in its original form. Oh well, I'll never have that
opportunity. "
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"Never say never," she said and shrugged as if it were a common
expression, but I'd never heard it before and didn't know what it meant. "Just
let your dreams fly, Lizunka, as you are this very minute. Anything you want,
you can accomplish. If you focus, doors will open. You will enjoy Hamlet in
its original language if this is what you truly desire. I'm telling you this from
experience. It's happened to me. It's happened to others. I truly believe it."
It was no surprise to hear Rada communicate with the stewards in fluid

French; it only added to her distinctive appearance of an upper class
aristocrat, a refinement that reflects wealth and a certain good taste. Rada
grew up in Yugoslavia, in a city close to Star Bisnov where I came from, yet
Rada 's dreams were seemingly limitless while my dreams, because of a line
.

')

drawn after World War II, were blocked, bonded to my town, my family, and
the communism that settled in after World War II.
During my many years of formal education, I had never heard anyone,
not a student, not an elementary teacher nor a university professor say ,
"What you can dream of you can actually accomplish. It is all up to you. You
can shape your destiny if you so desire." I pondered this.
And now in particular, as I sat on my bed in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, I
wondered if it was true, if indeed I had a say in my own destiny. And I missed
Rada. I thought about my crime, the price I'd paid for it, and searched for a
clue among the details, hoping for a peek at my destiny.
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Olga's Visit
February 21, 1984
Belgrade, Yugoslavia

All day I waited for five o'clock. How odd to have no one to care for
but myself. No Micky to dress and feed, no morning trip to Construct Com,
nothing, just waiting. At 5 o'clock sharp, I was dressed my best, looking
forward to dinner in an established home. Olga and I had become quite good
friends in Timisoara. I did unofficial translating for her; in exchange she
offered Serbian conversation as well as western gifts.
As I opened the door to greet my friend, she cleared her throat and
looked down.
"Come in, Olga. What's wrong?"
"Eiisabeta, you are a true friend. You know that." She touched her
eyebrow as if to adjust what might be out of place. "Let's sit down." We took
our places at the small wooden table, facing each other.
"I talked to Axa last night. I thought he'd be so pleased about your
escape and he was. But then he became quite serious and he said it wasn't
advisable for us to be seen with you."
"Not to be seen with me?"
"Because of our position."
"I don't understand, Olga."
"Well, you know Axa fought in World War II. He's one of the most
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active communist party members in the country. · And, here you are,· seeking
political asylum from Romania, a refugee of the U.N .. You have become in
fact an enemy of the Communist Party. Can you see the dilemma we're in?"
"Oh," I said.
"And it is all so odd. You were in such trouble in Romania. You have
been charged with a crime. You have been followed, investigated and
terrorized. Why would they let you go?"
"I don't know, Olga. I tell you, I don't know. Maybe they made a
mistake. Maybe the border patrol slipped up. Or maybe they wanted to look
good to the Yugoslavian consulate and give me a passport. Maybe they
meant to stop me at the border,"
"Or maybe they let you out because you are working for them."
"What? You couldn't possible believe that..."
"No and I don't. I wouldn't be sitting here talking to you openly if I did.
It's Axa. It's just how it looks. The Securitate knew of your ties to
Yugoslavian consulate. They terrorized you into believing you owed them
your life and then they gave you a mission to complete in Yugoslavia, where
you now pose yourself as a political refugee."
"Olga, I can't believe you're saying this."
"I want you to know why I can't see you anymore."
"But I thought Yugoslavia was free. I thought I was leaving that brand
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of communism behind. I thought you were my friend . I thought I would settle
here and bring my family. What have I been thinking?"
"Look. I am so sorry. I am so sorry. I'll go now."
"Olga, I can't believe this is happening."
"Axa says I must go. I'm sorry."
And she left.
I sat down on the bed, stung. Olga thinks I'm some sort of spy?
I walked downstairs to the desk clerk. "Are you still interested in my
watch?"
"Oh yes," she said . "Would 200 American dollars be enough?"
"That much? Yes . You know, I would like to sell it."
"Good. I'll have the money tomorrow," she said.
"Is there a maid on duty?" I asked.
"Yes, I'll send her up to your room, if you'd like."
"Thank you."
In my room, I placed two blouses, a scarf, pants, underwear and two
heavy sweaters in a drawer. I opened my two suitcases. I opened my door.
"Hello," I said. "Would you like to buy any of my Romanian things?"
She opened her eyes wide. Mother knew what Yugoslavians prized
from Romania: cotton underwear, undershirts and pajamas. She'd packed in
a few extras in the corners of my suitcases.
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"I'll be right back," she said.
She returned with seven or eight cleaning women. They all came into
my small room, pulling out all of my belongings, chattering and laughing. I
could no longer see my suitcases or what anyone had taken. But they did
give me money as they walked out my door. On my bed were two empty
suitcases.
"Would you sell the suitcases?" asked the only woman left in my room .
They were heavy and leather.
"Yes," I said.
I took what she offered me. I put my money inside my sweater in the
drawer, sat down on the empty bed .and stared at the floor.

"I will go to Kikinda for the weekend," I said out loud to no one.
Kikinda is where I want to settle, after all. As often as I'd heard the stories of
Kikinda where my father's mother was born before the lines of communism
were drawn, I'd never been there.
My grandmother's name was Lizunka. She died when she was 39 so I
never had a chance to meet her, but some of her friends still come to visit my
parents and say I remind them of Lizunka, my grandmother. I have her Bible.
It was a gift to me from my father. She wrote in it what was important, what it

was that would last forever. Her handwriting says she was married
November 261h, 1923. Her first boy Oviani born in 1925, April121h . She did
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not write that he died, young. Then her daughter, Marishka, born August

1h,

1928. She did not write that she died also, young. Then my father's name
Damian May 191h, 1930 followed by Dotsa in 1932 and Ratsa in 1935. But
there was more to her story than what her handwriting reflects.
Lizunka was born in Kikinda, Yugoslavia. Her parents had moved
there from Star Bisnov to earn their fortune and indeed they had. They were
proud of their horses, their carriages and their home. Lizunka was a quiet
girl. She loved books and she loved the stories her father would tell.
Her father was the mythic Giant Raphael. He was 7'2", strong and
handsome. They say that during WWI, less strong and less courageous men
hid behind him. We have his sword in our attic. But when he was not at war,
he was a salesman who traveled all the way to Spain and Italy buying and
selling. This man spoke twelve languages. Even today, if anyone in our
town boasts of their language capabilities, they are bound to hear, "So, you
speak three or four languages, you'll never be like the Giant Raphael. He
spoke twelve fluently." His only disappointment was three daughters and no
sons.
At home, Lizunka helped her mother Maria take care of the farm and
the home. She had learned to make a circle out of small pieces of wood and
ashes, how to put just a little gasoline on it and light it. This would heat up the
brick stove in the corner. One time when Lizunka was cooking sausages and
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while her mother was out feeding the animals, something went wrong and a
fire started. Perhaps she looked out the window and became lost in the story
that unfolded in her mind. Perhaps the sausages caught fire and ignited the
nearby supply of gasoline. No one knows for sure, but Lizunka ran to find her
mother and soon the windows were spouting bright flames. The bells and the
horse drawn fire wagons came, but too late. The house and much of the
surrounding property was burned.
Lizunka could not sleep and if she did, had nightmares. They could
have rebuilt the farm with the money from the fire insurance, but they thought
it would be better for Lizunka if they returned to Star Bisnov, the home of their
ancestors, the home of their relatives and friends. Lizunka was 8 years old
when her parents bought the home where I was born, the home where my
parents live today.
Lizunka did well in school, finished seventh grade first in her class.
She loved to write her own stories.
She would not have written what was to be her own fate.
Her wedding was arranged between her parents and his parents. And
when she saw him, she knew he was not for her, yet he was. And so they
married, and at seventeen she birthed her first child. He died within two
weeks. Her second child, a little girl, lived not much longer. But the third
child was strong. She named him Damian.
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Her husband Peter loved to drink and to gamble. To discourage this
behavior, his parents bought the new couple property five miles west of Star
Bisnov. But Peter loved women as well. And he would saddle up his horse
and leave Uzunka to care for her babies, her housework, her farm chores
almost every night. He would come home drunk often, but sometimes, he
would not come home all night. Uzunka had two more strong babies, Dotsa
and Ratsa.
One night, Uzunka heard Peter's horse snorting outside her window.
But Peter was nowhere in sight. So she gathered her three children. Damian
was eleven by then, his sisters nine and six. She dressed them as warm as
she could. The snow was high. Peter's horse ran off in the snow. Good or
bad, her husband he was. She called out for him; she looked for his drunk
body. She thought he would freeze if she did not find him soon. She hoped
that the Aranka river would be frozen solid. Instead, the river that separated
her from town had broken ice floating. It was hip high. She carried Damian
first on her back for fifty yards wading through the frozen water and ice,
careful to keep her son dry. Then she returned for Datsa and once again for
Ratsa, hoping her husband was alive, hoping she was in time to save him.
Her wet clothes began to freeze on her body as she walked to her own
parents' home where she collapsed from frostbite and exhaustion.
Her husband, meanwhile, come to find out, was asleep and warm in
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another woman's bed.
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A Mythic Homeland
February 22-23, 1984
Kikinda, Yugoslavia

The next morning, I set off for Kikinda, the home of my namesake, the
grandmother I never met.
As I exited the train station, I saw a prosperous town. I'd heard it had
grown to fifty thousand people . I ignored the pain from my last operation and
strolled downtown where store windows displayed all kinds of products and
there were no lines in front of these stores. The people were well dressed,
and there were many cars of different types on the road. The homes looked
big; through the windows, I could see they were well furnished, and looked
safe and warm.
At the plaza, there was an open market where vegetables, meat,
Italian shoes, gold, crystal, clothing, even oranges were sold. I'd never seen
such a display of wealth and prosperity. I was not surprised to encounter
people from Star Bisnov selling their Romanian wares. They were pleased to
see me, but did not ask questions. I saw friends of my in-laws who invited
me to stay in their home.
They were required to receive approval from the police department to
allow me to stay in their home. I did not want to draw attention to myself, let
alone register with the police department, but they insisted. In Romania, you
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were required to report any time you spoke with a foreigner, but this was
Yugoslavia where I assumed people could come and go as they pleased.
Their home was large and brick with a gate like my parents' home.
The kitchen, however, had three stoves: electric, gas, and wood. They had
an indoor bathroom with a toilet, but they also had an outhouse. They
explained that the woman's mother would not use the toilet in the bathroom;
to do this would dishonor the home. My parents felt the same way; they
would never allow a toilet in their home.
They spoke of going to the Adriatic coast on vacation. They had
bananas and oranges clearly displayed in a bowl. I was taken back by their
wealth and could only hope that one day, I would be so fortunate.
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Back to the United Nations
Monday, February 24, 1984
Belgrade, Yugoslavia

As I entered Astoria Hotel, the desk clerk handed me a formal-looking
envelope from the United Nations. My appointment with the office manager
was set for the next day, Monday at 2 PM. If I could convince this man to
give me political asylum here and now, I could make Kikinda my home. Soon
they would allow me to send for Micky and Anton. Later my father, my
mother and brother would join me.
The office manager was a proper-looking Yugoslavian with a
mustache. His desk was immaculate, his tone serious.
"I am sorry we cannot do more for you here. Our policy does not allow
us to process your political asylum application at this office. According to
your application, you would qualify except for one item, you entered
Yugoslavia on a legal visa."
"You mean regardless of how I was treated in Romania, I cannot
receive political asylum here because I had a visa to enter?"
"That's correct. However, we will provide you with a train ticket to
Vienna where you can proceed to the United Nations. There you can apply
for political refugee status and then immigration to Yugoslavia."
"That is what I want more than anything: to immigrate here, and to
bring my family here," I said.
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. . · "All right. Your next step is to get an Austrian visa. We will inform you
when your train.ticket is available. Please remain at the Astoria Hotel
throughout the work week."
I walked to the Austrian Embassy through freezing cold windy weather.
It wasn't far. After only a ten minute wait, the Austrian official glanced at my
Romanian passport and said, "We are not authorized to give visas to
Romanian citizens."
This passport that was so precious to me, this passport that allowed
me to escape Cocos lon, and the entire Romanian Securitate, was this
passport so useless here in Yugoslavia?
I returned to the clerk at the United Nations. After I explained my
dilemma, he asked me to take a seat and wait. After forty-five minutes, my
name was called and I was led into a room where a woman sat, paperwork
stacked to her shoulders and practically framing her face. She looked up,
smiled and took my hand.
"I've been advised of your situation. The Austrian Embassy has not
given you a visa. My best advice, if you really want political asylum, is to take
that train to Vienna. You might get a chance to get a visa at the border. If
not, return here and we'll see what we can do for you."
"They might give me a visa at the border?"
"Well, it is possible. Look, I don't want to discourage you. But you are
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a woman, and from the looks of you, a woman in fragile condition. There are
very few women who try this route to political freedom and even fewer women
who try alone."
I looked down at my hands.
"I can't go back now. I will do what I must."
"All right then, you are a brave woman," she said. "I admire your
courage." She stood above her paperwork, shook my hand, and walked me
to the door.
I walked slowly to my hotel, to my room, and sat down on my bed.
picked up the phone. "Is there any way I can call into Romania?" I asked.
"Yes, ma'am. What is the number?"
"59-43-95. Thank you."
Peter answered, "Hello."
"Peerie, it's your sister."
"Sis, where are you?"
"I'm in Belgrade. Everything is fine. There's been a slight change in
plans, but the Olympics will be wonderful when I get to them." I had to
assume the conversation was being monitored. Using our Slavic dialect and
carefully selecting words, I told him of the change in plans. I had to be that
careful because if the conversation was monitored as they usually were in
Romania and if my family was determined to have knowledge of my plan, it
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would be considered a criminal act on their behalf.
"And you will get to enjoy the Olympics, won't you, Sis?"
"Oh yes. I hear Micky playing the piano. Let me talk to him!"
"Micky! It's your Mom. Come talk to her!"
"How are you doing, Mommy?" he said and it hurt to hear his voice.
"Hi Micky, I'm doing fine. Don't worry," I said . "How are you?" I
asked."Oh, fine, Mommy, fine. I finished my homework already and Sylviana
is teaching me how to write down a tune I made up all by myself!"
"Good for you , Micky!"
. "Mommy, do they really have .chewing .gum there? And chocolate?"
"Yes, they do, Micky."
"Get me some, will you, Mommy?"
"Yes Micky, you bet I will. -I love you Micky. Be a good boy."
"Keep going Mommy. Keep going."
"Yes, Micky."
"But Mommy, when will you come home?"
And then the line went dead.
And I sat and cried.
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The Winter Olympics
March 1-2, 1984
Sarajevo, Yugoslavia

The work week went by, with no news of my train ticket to Vienna. I
spent much of my time in bed with head and stomach pain. Although the
·desk clerk would bring me dinner when she knew I was sick, I longed for my
mother's care and had never felt so alone.
By Friday evening, I became determined to take the train to Sarajevo.
I wanted to see this Olympic city; I wanted to see more of Yugoslavia. There
was no place better than Yugoslavia: smiles, stores filled with goods, people
with political and religious freedom and to top it off, I spoke their language.
The train trip lasted all

day~

Olympic music filled the compartments

while the passengers spoke of nothing but the games. It was as if the world
were coming together·to play and I were invited to the playground.
Sarajevo was not a disappointment. Music flooded the street where
vendors of all sorts of international foods and products crowded the
sidewalks. I went into a store, bought chewing gum and chocolate for Micky.
I spent Saturday evening and Sunday all day enjoying the sights.
Even though I could not see the Olympic events, I did see a Turkish bazaar
and the exact spot where Ferdinand was shot, provoking World War I. It was
snowing, lightly coating the entire city of Sarajevo in a lightness of spirit.
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Skyscrapers with mirrored windows reflected off one another while the
snow fell gently between them. Belgrade may have been a disappointment to
me, but Kikinda and Sarajevo made up for it. I bought two small travel bags
with an embroidered Olympic logo and "Sarajevo, 1984". They were leather,
but very light. I didn't want to carry much on. my trip to Vienna. After I placed
Micky's chewing gum and chocolate into the zippered compartment inside the
black leather bag, I set off for the train station. It was Sunday night, ten
o'clock. It seemed more like midnight, the days so short in winter.
Once again, the compartment was full. The five others looked tired
and prepared themselves for the neck-bending night ahead.
As the tFain chug-a-chugged along, I ignored the pain of the
exploratory surgery so that I could remember an entirely different train trip, a
time when I was on my way to summer health camp.
All the children who had a family history of tuberculosis were invited to
a summer health camp, eight weeks away from home.
I certainly qualified. In 1950, the year I was born, my father was
drafted into the army. They found fluid on his lung; instead of serving the
Red Army, he was sent to the hospital. There he would have died and I
would not have known my father except for the timely invention of penicillin.
People were dying from TB all around him. At midnight one night, an
announcement blared on the loudspeaker, "All those with first stage TB are
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saved." It cost us two healthy large pigs for the medicine, but in return, I
received not only my father but also a trip to camp.
On the train, I sat with my long braids and my rust colored dress. I
was nine. I wore my favorite vest: green and wooly with two love birds
looking at each other on an olive branch. /looked at my brown sandals. In
Timisoara, the city children boarded the train laughing in their bright T shirts
and shorts. They called me "Eiisabeta" and asked if I didn't want to take off
my vest. Perspiring, I shook my head as I stared back at my brown sandals.
This was my first trip outside of Star Bisnov; I didn't know that castles
and valleys of wild flowers existed anywhere outside story books, but the
train window proved otherwise.
The lady at camp handed me a sky blue uniform with a detachable
white collar, long sleeved but short. I cried: Then she even handed me
underwear. No one had ever seen my knees. Now they were going to see
my underwear. Seeing my distress, the lady did her best to find me a longer
uniform. When I had it on, she took my rust dress and my vest with the love
birds sitting on an olive branch, put them in a cotton bag, pulled the cord,
placed a tag on it and threw it in a mountain of cotton bags.
Soon, though, I was hiking with all the children, hiking, swimming and
playing in clean crisp air you could taste with your nose, in streams you could
drink from, water you could see through, not like the water in Star Bisnov.
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Sometimes we would lunch among the wild flowers.
When the eight weeks were up, when the cotton bag was returned to
me, how could I put on this dress? It was long, itchy, and all my new found
friends would laugh at me.
When I saw my mother, I told her I hated my dress, my only dress; I
begged for a shorter dress, a softer dress, maybe even a sky blue dress.

Around midnight, the conductor arrived to check tickets. He was
accompanied by a policeman. Half an hour later, the policeman returned and
asked me to follow him. He led me to a compartment at the other end of the
car, closed and locked the door behind me.
"Your identification please."
I handed him my passport. He stuck it in his coat pocket. He turned
out the light and reached for me.
"No, No, please No. I am very sick. You don't want me. Please. I'm
sick. I've had surgery."
"Oh, but I do so want you."
"I'll show you my scar," I said.
"Yes your scar and so much more." He was pulling me to him,
slobbering on my neck, putting his hand where it had no business.
I was screaming though I knew the roar of the train steep and steady
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covered every trace of my cries.
A knock came at the door. "Open up! There's a emergency in the
number two car!" The policeman ignored this and kept trying to undress me
but the knock became louder, more insistent. I thought the door would break
from the pounding . I hoped it would. Finally the policeman, cursing and
buckling his belt, opened the door. He left with the conductor.
When they were out of sight, I ran down the narrow corridor
soundlessly , back to my compartment, stripped of dignity and my passport.
The woman next to me woke as I opened the sliding door. "Are you OK?"
she asked. "Are you sick?"
I was short of breath, could not speak.
I bit my lower lip and closed my eyes, trying to contain my loud
breathing. I knew better than to say anything negative of any policeman. But
I was in Yugoslavia. I thought I could trust even policemen. I just nodded my
head and whispered, "I'm OK, I'm OK."
Soon the policeman was back in the doorway, motioning for me to
follow him. I wrapped my arms around myself, shook my head back and
forth.
The woman next to me said, "When a policeman asks you to go, you'd
better go." But my body would not have budged even if I would have wanted
it to. I sat tense and motionless.
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He left after a time. My body began to shake. My teeth chattered as if
telling a story of their own. How will I get my passport back? How?
At 3 AM, I saw the conductor walk by our compartment. I jumped up
and caught up with him.
"Excuse me, sir, the policeman who was with you, he still has my
passport."
"That's none of my business."
"Oh, but sir, I'm lost without my passport."
"Well, he's asleep now anyway. You'll have to wait until he wakes up."
Holding onto the rail, I walked slowly holding toward the compartment
where the policeman had taken me. The door flew open and a young woman
bolted as if the gates of hell had just been opened. Her eyes wild, she pulled
on the skirt of her dress as if willing it to stay down. She clasped at her
breasts with her other hand as if trying to prove ownership of her own body.
I moved to the side as she bumped into me, unawares. Then I too
hurried back to my seat in terror.
It was 8:30 when the train pulled into Belgrade. The conductor and the
policeman were nowhere to be seen.
I stepped off the train, no passport. I looked around the station.
Where is he? When the policeman suddenly appeared directly in front of me,
my body stood confused not knowing whether to show relief or terror. The
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policeman pulled out my passport from his coat pocket, threw it on the
ground, turned and was gone.
I picked it up in a hurry, tucked it in my inside coat pocket and ran.
thanked God quietly.
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. Back to the .Astoria Hotel
Monday, March 3, 1984
Belgrade, Yugoslavia

My hotel room looked like home, a place to be alone, a place with a
bed, a pillow and a lock on the door. I curled up on my bed, still holding my
passport, and wanted nothing but sleep.
The knock on the door jarred me awake. There stood two women who
I recognized from the hotel cafeteria as ethnic German from Romania.
Following the advise of the United Nations, I had avoided all contact with
them. Yet there they stood.
"We're heading down to the cafe now for lunch. Would you like to join
us?" one of them asked in Romanian.
I agreed without thinking.
"We thought that maybe you were Romanian. Just from the looks of
you."
"Yes," said the other one, "and you looked so lonely."
These women looked to be fifty five or sixty years old. Over lunch,
Rutha and Johana told me of their escape from Romania. They had crossed
the Lunga swamp on foot. I knew of the place since it was only twenty miles
from Star Bisnov.
"There were eight of us and we went at night during a storm," Rutha
said. "It was the best time to cross because the noise of the bamboo covered
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the noise of our feet. Many have been shot trying to cross the border, but I've
also heard there have been border guards shot by those escaping. It is a
perilous place, what with the darkness, the noise of the bamboo and guard
dogs .. Ha, but we did it. .. And was it worth it.. . Johana & I are both going to
immigrate to West Germany where our children are. I haven't seen my
daughter Sophia in 7 years. She's just given birth to my granddaughter and
nothing can hold me back now."
"Oh," I said. "I am so happy for you. There is nothing more
important than being with your children, is there?" I asked, knowing the
answer, feeling it in my gut.
"Oh no, There is much wonder in the world, but once you've held your
own baby in your arms, all else is out of focus ."
"Yes," I said, and looked down at my goulash. If they know my story, if
they knew I'd left Micky at home, would they blame me? Perhaps. And no
doubt, many blamed me. Certainly without knowing the pressure I was
under, certainly without understanding the circumstances, all would blame
me. To look only for a better life, I would be a fool to leave my child behind
even for a short time. To my town, to my parents, and maybe even to Micky,
it must look like I have abandoned him for my own good. I mustn't even think
about this . Soon, he will be with me. Then I will explain everything to anyone
who will listen; then perhaps they will blame me less.
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Just then, a blond, good-looking young mao approached our table.
"Hello Kirby," both Johana and Ruth a said simultaneously. "Come meet our
new friend. Kirby, this is ... what was your name?"
"Eiisabeta."
"So pleased to meet you, Elisabeta. Won't you come to Sweden with
me?"
The two women laughed. "He's always saying that. Don't worry, you'll
get use.d to it, " said Johana.
"Well, if not, I'll just leave you these two books you were interested in
along with an invitation to dinner. All three of you. Downtown, I hear there's
an incredible French restaurantthatshouldrt't be missed ."
"What do you say, Elisabeta?" asked Rutha.
"Oh no, thank you," I said. "I haven't been feeling well and I'm really
not up to taking the tram downtown."
"Oh, well, in that case," said Kirby. "Let's go to that Yugoslavian joint
just down the block. Could you walk that far?"
"Yes, I guess I could," I said.
"Fine. Let's meet in the lobby 8:30 tonight," Kirby said and strode on
up the stairs.
"Kirby is such a joker," Rutha said.
"Yes, he's outrageous, but he has a kind heart," Johana said.
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"Can you trust him?" I asked, not even sure if I trusted these women.
"Oh, yes. His mother was here not too long ago. We even met her.
You see, she had to come from New York to get Kirby out of Romanian
prison. Apparently he was an exchange student living in Bucharest. He'd
brought in all these Western books, you know, books about Ceausescu,
about human rights, that sort of thing. Well, of course, the Securitate
wouldn't stand for that and sent him to prison. Luckily, his mother came
loaded with dollars to arrange for his release. She must have left him plenty
of money because now, he takes any of us Romanian refugees out for
dinner, gives us books to read, and tells us he will take us with him to
Sweden. That's where .he.'s from. · I guess his mother moved to New York
from there."
"Well, I think I will go with you tonight. But, for now, I'd like to head
back to my room for a rest," I said.
I climbed the stairs. As I walked past the reception area, the desk
clerk handed me a plain white envelope. Inside, I found my train ticket to
Vienna. The reservation was for the next evening at 10:30 PM.

Eight thirty found me in the lobby with Rutha and Johana. They told
me that Kirby would meet us at the restaurant. As we set out the three of us,
I couldn't help but tell them of my train ticket.
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"Oh, that's exactly what the U.N. did for Tanya," said Rutha .
"Yes, they couldn't give her a visa to Austria, but they did give her a
train ticket and wished her luck . . She left over a week ago and she hasn't
been back. You'll have to look for her when you get to Vienna ."
"Well, Vienna is a big city." .
"Yes, but she's Bulgarian and she's in the same situation as you. She
crossed with a legal Yugoslavian visa and wanted to immigrate to the United
States to be near her children. You could find her," she said.
We entered the restaurant. It was dark, at first, but once the eyes
adjusted, it appealed to me. The dark wood, the bar with the drinks lined up
color coded and the music reminded me of comfort. And comfort had been
out of my reach for so long. I took a deep breath.
Kirby sat at a table with eight or nine Romanian men. He'd reserved
us a table for three near the window. As soon as we sat down, he came over
to us and said to me, "What are your ten favorite Yugoslavian songs?"
"Why?" I asked.
"Why? Well, because, the musicians are waiting to play your favorite
ten songs. Think about it. I'll be right back."
Rutha said "Go ahead, Elisabeta. He's already paid for them."
"You must be joking," I said . I wasn't about to put myself in this young
man's debt any more that I already was. But Rutha & Johana insisted and
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since I in fact love Yugoslavian music (my parent's radio was always tuned to
the Belgrade station), I suggested a song to Kirby when he returned. The five
musicians, each with a different instrument came to our table along with a
woman singer. She was dressed in traditional Yugoslavian costume with
hand woven vest and skirt. When they played the song I'd requested, I again
felt comforted. They asked me for another request, but I was too
embarrassed to ask. The singer chose a melancholy tune that I'd never
heard before, though I was familiar with the Yugoslavian songs from my era,
my father's era and my grandfather's era . When she began to sing "I left
without saying goodbye," I felt exposed, naked . Did this singer know my
story?
It was not long after this song that the singer disappeared for a few
moments and returned wearing a short black sequined dress. The back of
the dress was open to her waist. The atmosphere changed for me from
comfort to anxiety. The musicians began to play dancing music and soon all
the men (for there were only men in this restaurant except for the three of us
women and the singer) began tapping their feet, singing, laughing, drinking,
immersing themselves in the moment and in the music. They were having a
grand time caressing the singer, stuffing money into her scanty costume. I
thought unexpectedly that it was a shame it wasn't her in the train, rather than
me. Of course policemen don't offer money for their caresses. Or are they
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caresses at all. Any of them. And I. could not wish that policeman on anyone
and I banished the thought from my mind.
When they began the Yugoslavian tradition of throwing the glasses
across the room along with their cares, I asked if we could go back to the
hotel.
When I got back to the hotel, I called home; all I wanted to know was
that they were safe .
"How are you doing, Mommy?" Micky asked again .
Then he asked if there was Coca Cola in the stores.
What a child knows is what I needed to know. He saw life as an
adventure. He saw me searching for a life with chocolate and chewing gum
and Coca Cola. He believed that because I was away, that soon he would
have that life and be with me too:
I'd worried about Micky since he was born. And now that he was nine
years old, I still worried. I feared he could not exist without me. Yet I had to
be apart from him now to be certain I could be with him later. And yet, six
weeks is forever in a mother's mind .
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The Train
March 4th, 1984
Belgrade, Yugoslavia to Vienna, Austria

Kirby insisted on accompanying Rutha, Johana, and me to the train
station. Many border patrol and policemen were boarding the train. I studied
each one to see if I recognized the policeman. The train itself looked almost
empty. Why a night train of all things?
Rutha and Johana tried to cheer me on. "Eiisabeta, don't worry. Look
how much older we are than you. It's worth it, what you're doing. Don't forget
how bad it is in Romania ... Don't you ever forget that." I looked at them and
willed their courage to me. "And look for Tanya. She's there. The U. N. sent
her to the same place you're going," they insisted.
Before I stepped on the train, Kirby tried one last time, "Come to
Sweden . My country would be proud to adopt you ." I smiled flatly and
stepped on the train. Then I stepped off again.
Nauseous, and ill at ease, I shook my head and looked down.
"Go on, go on," the women said while they gently helped me back up
that big step. My mind whirled with endless questions. Why was I getting on
a train to leave Yugoslavia? I had never envisioned going further west than
Belgrade. What do the Austrian border guards do to those with no visa?
What if I get sick? I tried to calm myself reminding myself that the U.N.
officials told me this was the only way to immigrate to Yugoslavia.
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As the train took off, I was shaking. My assigned berth was located in
the middle of the car where an older woman sat alone. ,
"Good evening," I said, my voice trembling, but so was hers when she
responded. When she saw how I struggled with my suitcases, she offered to
help me put them up on the luggage rack. She looked at my expression and
offered her version of empathy. "I know. It is so hard to leave. Did you see
my son and his baby getting off the train?" Without waiting for a reply, she
continued, "His wife left him last month. I can't be here to take care of that
grandbaby. I have to go to Vienna to work. I'm a nurse and I can't retire until
next year. Life can be so difficult." Her eyes were shiny as if she were about
to cry or perhaps she never stopped crying. I had in fact bumped into a man
with a baby in his arms in the corridor.
"Yes. It can be," I whispered.
"And where are you headed, dear lady?"
I told her my problem. The United Nations had given me this train
ticket to Vienna, but I had no visa to cross the border.
We introduced ourselves and talked on into the night, exchanging new
and old information about our lives. Her name was Draga.
"You know, I have seen Romanian people like you trying to get across
this border before, and they get sent back. I have an idea. It might work. I
think it will work. Now you say you have had surgery recently . May I see the
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scar?"
"Yes, of course," I said and pulled up my blouse a little on the side.
"Oh," she said. "Am I glad you told me about that. At the border
crossing town of Maribor, when the Austrian border officer comes to check
our passports, I will tell him that you are my niece and you require special
treatment at the hospital where I work. Please do as I say. We will have to
show him your fresh scar to further convince him. I've traveled on this train
so often that the conductors and border guards know me. I am positive this is
going to work. Are you willing to try?"
"Well," I said. "It's certainly worth a try."
She opened the sliding door, stuck her head out into the corridor to
see if she could see the conductor. She sat down for five minutes and looked
again. "They're coming this way," she said. She sat down, looking out the
window into the approaching dawn. She checked the corridor again. "Only
two more compartments, and they'll be here."
The door slid open. "Guten Morgen, Lieben Frauen. Passe bitte." He
nodded and smiled at Draga as if to an old friend.
I handed him my passport.
"Eine Rumanin?" he asked. "Und kein Visum?"
I saw myself returning to Belgrade, but Draga stood up, and whispered
to the officer. Then she looked at me, put her hand on my blouse and raised
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it just enough to show the pink jagged crossbars and kept speaking German
to him. He said something back to her then. He looked at the scar, looked at
Draga, shook his head and said something in German, opened my passport
and stamped it.
"Auf Wiedersehen," the officer said as he closed the door.
Draga's face was beaming light. It was as if she'd helped someone
she'd known all her life.
"Thank you Draga. I don't understand how you did that. You are so
kind. I can't believe this." I hugged her but over her shoulder I saw the
reflection of my face in the glass door to the corridor. The wrinkle in my
forehead told me I felt more than just relief. I remembered the officer at the
U.N . "If the border officials do not allow you to cross, come back to us and
we'll see what we can do further for you." That opportunity faded.
"What's wrong, Elisabeta?" Draga asked.
"Oh, Draga, I don't mean to seem ungrateful. I am grateful. God must
have sent you to be here today in this compartment. It's just...it's just I don't
speak any German. I don't know where I'm going or what is waiting for me. I
feel lost."
"Where do you have to go?"
I handed her the piece of paper the Belgrade U.N. had given me.
"When we get to Vienna, I'll show you where the taxis are. You know,
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I stay with a very nice family. Let me give you their number so you can reach
me if you need any further help. I wish I had time to go with you, but I have to
be to work as soon as possible."
She wrote her name and telephone number on the back of the paper
and gave it to me.
Draga fell softly asleep. As I watched her breathe, I calculated the
odds of meeting her, the odds of her knowing the conductor, the odds of her
convincing him to do the unheard of for me. There was courage in those
odds. The sun began to rise and as my thoughts drifted to Micky, my gaze
shifted to the window, to the shifting unknown .
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Unknown Territory
March 4th 1984
Vienna, Austria

The train pulled into the station. While Draga helped me with my
luggage, she said, "Every Saturday I go home to Belgrade with heavy
luggage and return to Vienna Monday morning with empty bags."
I didn't know what she meant. What could Austria possibly have to
offer that Yugoslavia didn't? Why would she be carrying goods back to the
land of plenty?
"Do you have money for a taxi?" Drag a asked.
"Yes, I do. Thank you for asking," I said.
She led me to a taxi stand, read the address of the U.N. to the driver,
handed me back my paper, embraced me.
"Thank you Draga. I can never thank you enough," I said .
The taxi driver tried to talk to me several times before he realized I was
a foreigner. Indeed, it was the first time in my life that I was a complete
foreigner. I could not speak a word of German and had no feel for Austrian
customs. Vienna appeared busy, even this early in the morning. The
billboards advertising beer and cigarettes looked themselves to be out of
place next to the historic brick buildings with sculptured lions roaring at their
entrances.
The taxi driver didn't mind taking American dollars, thirty of them and
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left me on what appeared to be an abandoned street I just stood there for a
moment, my bags at my feet, paper in hand. It was just me now, no
protectors, no guards, no guides. I thought of Micky.
Alongside a long wall with a small portal were two guards in white
uniforms and tan turbans. One of them motioned to me, as if he knew what I
was looking for and said "Bonjour Madam. Suivez moi, s'il vous plait". I
understood French, a required subject in high school. He was asking me to
follow him.
He led me across a cobblestone courtyard into a small building. Here
he told me to leave my luggage and sign a register. In return, I was given a
pass to go to a circular high-rise building next door. When I opened the door,
I immediately recognized the room from the Yugoslavian television we
watched in Star Bisnov: a round room with a large circular desk in the middle,
and people of many origins and ethnic backgrounds sitting and standing
about. I placed my pass on a table and found a place to sit. I looked into the
faces of those around me and saw maps, the lines and wrinkles and curves
defining the details of journeys I could only imagine. Some of the women had
their faces covered, their journeys a mystery.
We all turned to watch the tall well-dressed man enter the room. He
stood in the center of our circle, leaning just for a moment on one of the
desks. He made a wide sweeping gesture with his hands that seemed to
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include all of us and then pointed to himself as if he wanted all of us to follow
him. He led us to an enormous elevator. I'd never seen anything like it. All
forty-five or fifty of us fit in without even touching each other. The elevator ran
as smooth as a Swiss watch and moved us to the fifteenth floor. Here a
woman greeted us and began a sort of quiz: "Sprechen sie deutsh? Polisch?
Russische?, ... " I listened closely for a language I understood. Russian was

the first one I recognized. We, of course, had been obligated to learn Russian
in school. We never used the language among ourselves, were always
suspicious of anyone we heard speaking Russian.
We were then divided into groups according to a language we could
understand and ,taken to smaller rooms to waitto be interviewed. When my
turn came, the questions began: reasons for defecting, political affiliations,
family background, personal identification, languages spoken, information
about individual family members. Although the woman who interviewed me
was obviously impressed by my story and my journey, instead of giving me a
train pass back to Yugoslavia, she said, "You look like a decent sort. Do you
think it's worth what you're doing?" She didn't pause long enough for me to
respond . "This is just the beginning and you don't look strong. Hard times are
ahead of you. Fighting for freedom has a high price. Venturing into the
western world is not without consequences. This is something men usually
do, not women . After they have political asylum, a place to live and a way to
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provide for their families, then they apply for their families to follow them." She
wrinkled her forehead. "Sometimes it takes years and years. You say you
have a child. Are you capable of such effort?" Again , she gave me no time to
answer. "I think you'd do well to reconsider. Return to Romania while your
visa is still good. Send your husband here."
"Anton? No, you don't understand. My husband would never risk
himself for me," I said, without thinking of how cruel that sounded. "Well, or
rather, my husband is not at risk himself right now in Romania. He doesn't
feel the pressure I do. He hasn't been threatened with prison. I can't even
consider asking him. We are not close in that way."
She raised her eyebrows. ,"Very well," she said. "You might change
your mind later." She pressed her lips together as if sealing in something of
her own, and then she stamped my documents. "Take these to the Vienna
police station," she said. Of course, I could not read the documents. They
were in German, but still I felt elated to be one stamp closer to settling in
Kikinda, one stamp closer to Micky and a new life.
I returned to the spot where the taxi had left me early that morning, the
guards with their turbans behind me. It was late afternoon. All was quiet as I
waited for a taxi.

I wondered why that woman was concerned about me, why

she told me to turn around at this point. I'd certainly be arrested if I was to
return to Romania with an Austrian stamp on my passport. That advice was
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valid for others, no doubt, but I was strong· in many ways and for some reason,

I found myself thinking about my girlfriends back in Star Bisnov...

There

were eight of us girls on the block, born miraculously in the same year, 1950.
We walked to school together, knew the gates, the chickens, the sidewalk on
our half hour trek to school. Year after year, it was the same gates, the same
but different chickens and turkeys picking at the sidewalks. School was
important to our parents. Therefore we were important as we trekked to
school and back.
Coming home, we sang songs, the ones we knew and liked. We
laughed the laugh of teenage girls; we chatted about teachers, about boys,
about what we could do about not growing up. The neighbors said they could
hear us coming the minute we got out of school. They could hear us, and I
could hear my family's animals crying from hunger. Most of my girlfriends had

a grandma at home to take care of the home and the animals while the
parents worked in the collective. I rushed home to care for the animals and
get dinner started.
If I finished my chores, my homework and helping Peter with his

homework, I could go outside and play. If it were still light enough, we loved
to go to the field and play stick ball. This is one game we could play with or
rather against the boys. The batter puts the wooden barrel-shaped puck
(about 3 inches tall) on a wooden T, swings the stick, hits the puck and at the
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same time throws the stick just as far as it will go. While the opposing team
chases the puck and brings it back to the wooden T, the teammates run out
on to the field, and gather as many sticks as they can. The first team to
gather all the sticks back to the batting station wins. It's no secret that a boy's
arms are stronger than a girl's starting at a fairly young age. And it was
somewhat of a dangerous sport what with these flying bats. One girlfriend got
hit in the mouth. She still has the scar. And another has her scar hidden
beneath her dark hair. The risk made the winning complete. And the eight of
us girls, we were strong together and we wanted to win. And we did win, not
every time of course, but often enough, and that gave us the chance to sing
our victory songs side by side, arm in arm, til we reached our home block.
I would be in Vienna only a day or two, then return to Yugoslavia to
settle in with my family.
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Police Station
Same Day: March 4th, 1984
Vienna, Austria

At the police station, the officer took my documents and led me to a
small room where he pressed my thumb and each finger on an ink pad and
then on a form of some sort. Next he taped the document that I had received
at the U.N. on the front of a folder and had me sign several documents I could
not read. After that, I was taken to another Austrian officer who interviewed
me in Russian and asked me to return the next morning at eight.
"Where can I stay?" I asked.
"I'm sorry. I have no idea," he said.
I picked up my Sarajevo bags and headed out to once again find a taxi.
I realized that my stash of dollars was rapidly diminishing. The taxi driver
spoke some French and took me to a hotel he said was nice and not "trop
cher."
The hotel clerk did not speak French or Russian or Serbo-Croatian.
laid all my remaining dollars on the counter. He took $35 and left me $5, just
enough to return to the police station in the morning where they would sign the
appropriate documents and give me a train ticket back to Belgrade.
I went for a walk that evening. It was cold, but the Viennese seemed
used to it. They spoke in loud voices, honked their horns, laughed out loud.
There was a large pedestrian zone with cathedrals, museums, and jewelry
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shops with gold shimmering displays. A cafe on every corner held people
meticulously dressed, eating sacher torte and cafe mit sahne . The men wore
gold watches at the very base of their articulate hands. The women wore
gloves that matched their shoes that matched their handbags. The stores
were packed with every imaginable item. It was as if they had not the slightest
care, born in a world that allowed them to speak, to work, to live as they
pleased. It was a different world. I could not help thinking how lucky they
were: no oppression, no intimidation, no fear. Everything about them
suggested happiness. Judging by the way they walked and the way they
smiled at each other, you would have thought they were all newlyweds.
But I was out of place, foreign. Alii wanted was to get back to
Yugoslavia, get the right to settle there and look for opportunities in Kikinda.
imagined my boy growing up in a free country, with all the milk, chocolate and
lemons he wanted.
When I got to my hotel room, I tried to call Draga, but the woman who
answered the phone hung up when she could not understand me.
The next morning I returned to the police station, my documents in
hand. But instead of issuing me a train ticket, an officer led me to a courtyard
where a white van waited. The driver got out of the van and threw my luggage
into the back, as trash into a truck. Then he motioned for me to get into the
back seat. A wire mesh separated me from him. He locked the doors. He
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held my documents in a folder. I looked out the windows. Perhaps he was
taking me to the Romanian embassy. Perhaps this was my last look at
freedom. On Radio Free Europe, I'd heard that these things happen.
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Treiskirchen Refuge Camp
March 5th 1984
Just outside Vienna, Austria

After forty-five minutes, our van pulled up to an iron gate. A guard
stepped out from his warm shelter, exchanged a few words with the driver,
and opened the gate. The driver unlocked my door, pulled out my luggage
and dropped them to the ground. He motioned for me to pick them up and led
me to a door. The building looked abandoned: dark, run-down, prison-like.
He opened the door with a key dangling from his hip. As he led me up the
stairs, I struggled with my luggage that became heavier with each step while
he stepped lightly, empty handed. I had to stop often . I was bleeding; my
scar hurt. I was out of breath. He waited impatiently for me. We climbed five
flights of stairs.
Another locked door, the policeman pushed a loud buzzer and an eye
peered at us through a viewer.
The door opened to a large room with a high ceiling. There were desks
around the perimeter facing the center. The driver of the van pushed me
inside. I knew the driver worked for the Vienna police department, but I had
no idea who these men behind the desks worked for.
I waited for an explanation.
No one spoke to me.
One officer came and picked up my bags, threw them in the corner.
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Then he, without saying a word, reached into a bucket-, took a handful of white
powder; grabbed my right hand, and put the powder in my palm. I looked at
my hand. He closed my hand. He pointed down the hall, rubbing his hands
together. I set off down the corridor. One side was lined with small windows,
the other with doors opened to women curiously looking at me. I was a one
woman parade .
"Czech? Polish? Albanian? Romanian?" they asked .
"Romanian," I said.
The officer who had asked me to wash my hands was standing in the
office door way. He screamed something in German. I hurried to the
bathroom. There was a long wall of sinks and only a few women there.
I hurried back to the office where the officer pressed my clean fingers
on a black ink pad and on an official looking document.
He led me to another officer on the other side of the room. This officer
spoke German ; we communicated through a Russian interpreter.
"Tell me about you family ... What are your political affiliations? ... Did
you experience any harassment in Romania? ... Are there other reasons why
you would defect from Romania? ... Are you certain you want to defect? ... "
While I was answering these questions, I could not help wondering who these
people were and where I was. "Well, in that case, you will stay here for
several days while we check into any criminal records . I must warn you not to
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speak to other Romanians .. Romanian Securitate are not easy to spot."
· An assistant typed up the entire interview as we spoke.
"Your passport will not be returned to. you. In its place, you will receive
a new refugee identification before you leave."
He then picked up my luggage and led me to another room, another
officer. This man took my hands and extended them out in front of me . In my
arms, he placed a blanket, a pillow, a sheet, a roll of toilet paper, a tube of
toothpaste, a toothbrush, aluminum plate, an aluminum cup and a spoon. He
led me back to the corridor and into one of the rooms. There he dropped my
luggage and left.
There were. nine women. They stopped what they were doing to look at
me. Since no one said anything, I said "Dobar Den" ('hello' in Bulgarian so
that I would not identify myself as Romanian). One woman stepped forward.

"Dobar Den. My name is Tanya," she said. She was middle-aged; her eyes
held kindness in their corners as she smiled.
"Tanya ... are you the Tanya who was just last week at the Belgrade
United Nations?"
"Yes," she said . "How did you know?" She was of medium height,
dark hair and an intelligent look.
"You won't believe this, but Johana and Rutha told me to look for you ," I
said, but again I wondered at the odds.
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"Welcome to Treiskirchen," -she said.
Tanya picked up my bags and made room for them in the over-packed
closet. She led me to a cot. "This one's not taken . You can put your things
here," she said, showing me an empty part of a closet. As I put the suitcase
down, I thought of the chocolate and chewing gum in the zippered pocket.
I unloaded my new belongings and sat down next to them .
"It's not as bad as it seems," Tanya said.
I looked at her. Where does her hope come from? I wondered, but
instead , I asked , "Where exactly are we?"
"This is Treiskirchen Refugee Camp. This building is the quarantine
building. We are· restricted to .our rooms, . corridor and the bathrooms. Two
weeks is the maximum stay here, but most don't have to stay that long, just
however long it takes to verify our documents. Did you come here with a valid
passport?"
"Yes, I did. Romanian."
"So did I. Mine's Bulgarian. We are lucky. It won't take them long to
look into our backgrounds."
"What are they looking for? Why do we have to be here and for how
long? I don't like it. I am not a 'political refugee', how could I be? I was never
involved in politics," I said without taking a breath.
"Well," Tanya said. "Do you like the regime in your country? Do you
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approve of the government in Romania?"
"Oh, Tanya, it is so bad there. How could I like it? I hate it," I said.
"You see, that is a political statement. That is exactly why you and I are
here. They need to check our backgrounds."
"What are they looking for?" I asked :
"Any sort of criminal activity. Many refugees arrive here without any
documents at all. Who would know what their criminal records look like?"
"Oh. So, I guess they will be contacting Romania."
"Yes, verifying your place of birth, where you work, things like that."
"Do you think there are criminals here? I mean, not political refugees
like you and I, but murderers and scoundrels?"
"Oh yes, when the Austrian police find refugees-in-hiding, they bring
them here to check into their identity and background. And so most of the
people are here voluntarily, but there are those who were brought here against
their will."
"Tanya, I'm so tired. I don't know if I can take this. I thought I would
get a signature and return to Yugoslavia today ... "
"Why in the world would you want to return to Yugoslavia?" Tanya
asked.
Just then, I noticed several of the other women were laughing
hysterically, falling down on their beds, holding their sides. One woman sat
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there crying.
"What is going on with them?" I asked .
Tanya took my hand and led me to the barred window where there was
a jagged opening. "These women are Polish. To get them through this time,
they lower down a string and someone, I don't know who, attaches a bottle of
vodka. They drink a lot."
I looked around me. The walls, the floor, and the ceilings were almost
identical: bare concrete spotted with moisture. The floor, however, had a
drain.

The smell was dark vodka and cold cement. Thank God Micky did not

have to see this. There was a radiator by the window. I touched it. It too was
cold.
"Achtung! Achtung! Essen! Essen!"
The loud sound made me jump. I hadn't noticed the speakers above
the door.
"Don't worry, they're just announcing lunch," Tanya said . "Now,
remember to take your china plate," and she flicked her finger on my
aluminum plate, "and your elegant best silver," and she pointed to my spoon.
"Not to mention your crystal glass," and she tapped my aluminum cup with the
spoon.
"No knife, no fork," I said. "So this is jail."
Tanya led me out to the corridor. There were people from other rooms,
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lining up. A door opened and we: all filed down one level to the cafeteria. I got
separated from Tanya. When I held out my plate, I was served some salad, a
piece of dark bread, and watery soup but they immediately mixed together. It
was too unappealing. I was hungry, though, and ate the bread. Guards were
everywhere, watching.
"I meant to tell you to pass on the soup," Tanya said , finding me in the
crowd.
After the meal, everyone got up and went to the long row of sinks
where they washed their aluminum plate, cup and their spoon and headed for
the door. A guard opened it. We were led back upstairs to our rooms.
Tanya and I talked a!l afternoon .and late into the night. She knew all
about the situation in Romania; in Bulgaria, it was worse. I told her of my
family, my home town, and my reasons for leaving my home land. I recited
Bulgarian poetry and sang songs of my ancestors. She whispered to me her
life as a medical doctor, how she was caught twice trying to cross the
Bulgarian border, how she was beaten with clubs and thrown in jail and how
her narrow escape led her here. I told her I wanted to return to Yugoslavia.
She told me I was crazy.
Finally we drifted off to sleep. I woke up screaming. In my utter
exhaustion, I didn't know if I was awake or asleep, alive or already dead.
There was a bright light in my eyes and when I screamed, a man's face
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replaced the light. But then, Tanya was suddenly there, beside the man.
"Elisa beta, they're just checking on you. Don't worry. , It's bed check," Tanya
said.
"Bed check? What is bed check?" I asked, wide awake.
"Well, they just make sure you are in your bed and that there's no one
in there with you."
"You must be joking."
"No. Some men have been caught crawling into women's beds. And
some people do try and escape from here. But don't worry," Tanya said.
"And go back to sleep."
The Polish women were snori11g loudly.
I didn't sleep much that night, but I had one vivid dream. I was crawling
down a dark tunnel. I could not see in front of me or behind me, but I knew
which way to crawl: forward. My knees ached, but forward I crawled. It was
the strangest sensation, as though I were being guided and could not see
beyond where I was. I knew that I was not alone. But when I woke, this
knowledge fought with my doubt and it dawned on me that I may not see
Micky for some time.
I was writing in my journal when one of the Polish women got up and
dressed herself. Why would she be getting up early? She picked up two
enormous aluminum cans from behind the closet and went out the door. She
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returned with the cans, one filled with a dark steaming liquid, the other with
soft white liquid. She went out the door again and returned with a box of
breakfast rolls. Tanya told me that they rotated this breakfast responsibility
among themselves.
Going to the bathroom was a necessity. The corridors were filled with
people waiting their turn.
When I returned to my room, Tanya was folding up her sheet. "What
are you doing?" I asked .
"They just called my name over the loudspeaker. Didn't you hear it?
I'm supposed to bring all my belongings down the hall to the office."
"Tanya, don't go. Don't leave me here," I said.
"Lizunka, you're a strong woman . You will survive."
I couldn't look at her as I went to hug her. I was embarrassed by my
attachment to someone I'd just met yesterday. Yesterday? No, it couldn't
have been yesterday.
I lay down on my bed, staring at the patterns of moisture on the
concrete ceiling. Three more names were announced over the loudspeaker
and three of the Polish women began packing their belongings, rattling their
cups and plates and spoons. The familiar numbing of the area just between
my eyes, just above my nose signaled the coming migraine.
After the door closed, one of the women brought over a bottle of vodka,
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pointed at it and then at me. I shook my head, buttried to look grateful. She
glared at me and took a big swig in front of me. I closed my eyes, held my
hand to my head, tried not to move. Amid the cold of the room and the chill of
the women, I tortured myself with heavy thoughts, guilt laden thoughts. How
could I have left Micky? How long will it be until I see him? But when I slept, I
was cold and I dreamed of Grandma March.

March is the month of fire.
We could not wait for March 1st. When darkness fell, the
fire would rise up. Directly in front of my house, all the
adults and all the children would gather dried up com stalks,
light them and before long, a huge and bright bonfire would
begin low to the earth, and then stretch above our heads
and reach toward the eternal sky. We were hoping
Grandma March would notice. We knew without looking the
smoke and light from other fires around us. We had our
eyes on the fire before us. And we danced about the fire
softly chanting at first "Grandma March, tonight we build our
fires to warm you. Tomorrow, Grandma March, come and
warm us in tum." We were tired of the cold days and nights,
tired of the snow, ready to trade in our ice skates and pale
snowmen for bright wild poppies of spring. We wanted to
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welcome the warm days; we prayed for the warmth
Grandma March could bring us. Soon, of course, our soft ·
chanting became louder and louder until we were screaming
at the top of our lungs "Grandma March, tonight we build our
fires to warm you. Tomorrow, Grandma March, come and
warm us in tum." Every March night, until/ate in the night,
we sang and danced around our fire ,

I woke up, my head somewhat cleared and I knew what I would do. I'd
go get my passport and head home. That officer at the U.N. had been right.
I had no business here.
I headed down to the office and asked if I could speak to the man who
had interviewed me just the day before. He agreed to see me.
"I would like my passport back. I've made a mistake and I shouldn't be
here." I explained to him my plan: I would use my passport to get back into
Yugoslavia. In Yugoslavia, I'd throw away my passport since I would be
thrown immediately in jail because of the Austrian stamp. I'd claim I lost mine
and I'll get a new one from the Romanian embassy in Belgrade.
"And so you think you will just head back to Romania, like that? Look,
I know this isn't a pleasant place to be. But it's only for a few more days.
Your plan would fail. I think you know that. If you were to return to Romania
now, you would not see your family; you would see prison."
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"I can't stand it another hour. Prison couldn't be worse than here."
He looked at me as if I were a mere child. "Well, I don't know about
that, but I do know that this is only temporary. And if you were to leave now,
do you think you could try again next year? No. The U.N . has already
invested substantial time in your case. If you give up now, you'll never have
another chance for political asylum . You can't play around with the U.N.
Now go back to your room. Your situation will change ."
I went back to my room. As I paced the floor, I thought of Micky, his
hand wrapped around the cup of lemonade. He's a fragile child . I thought of
my brother, my parents . But if I did return to Romania, perhaps I would not
see them.
That night, I woke to a ringing metal sound, and voices. I sat up and
realized my roommates were outside our door. The corridor was full of Polish
refugees banging their aluminum plates against the hall radiators shouting
"Political asylum: Down with Jaruzelski, Viva Walesa." They were shaking
their fists, stomping their feet, and threatening the officers. This went on for a
good twenty or thirty minutes until the officers began pushing refugees back
in their rooms and locking the doors. The women in my room were still
talking loudly and banging their spoons on their plates until the sun came up.
Four days passed. My mind went numb.
"Eiisabeta Volshkov!" the loud speaker shouted. I jumped up,
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gathered my things and headed out the door. A guard in the corridor directed
me to the office where a an officer interviewed me once again. I repeated the
answers I knew so well.
"Congratulations, you are a brave and courageous woman. The U. N.
has reviewed your file and has granted you refugee status. Things will be a
great deal better and easier for you from now on. We know this place isn't
very pleasant, but it is the safest for refugees. Your refugee status gives you
the opportunity to live and eat freely on the refugee camp premises and to
receive emergency medical care. Take this document with you. Don't lose
it.

II

"Thank you. Thank you," I said as.I looked over the document. It was
in German.
"I want to warn you, though. There are Romanian Securitate even
here in this compound searching for defectors. Be very cautious who you get
friendly with. Your next goal is of course political asylum in a particular
country. Once you have this, you will have the legal right to work, to
citizenship, social medicine, free education and financial help until you start
working. Good luck, and welcome to the free world." When he said "free
world", he smiled as if he couldn't help himself, as if he had said that exact
phrase hundreds of times and as if he were surprised at his own smile.
I took in the free air and let it out. I looked at my Sarajevo bags.
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"Now the guard right outside this door will escort you to Building C-4
where you will be assigned a new room. Then you will get your picture ID,
complete physical and immigration applications.
"Thank you again. I don't know what to say."
"Thank you is enough."
I shook his hand, picked up my bags and headed out the door.

The bright sunlight hit me hard. My eyes had forgotten such
brightness. And the snow fell through the sunlight, cold , pure and bright.
There was still snow on the ground, but Grandma March had not forgotten
me.
Inside Building C-4, an officer issued another set of bedding, eating
utensils, and led me to my new dorm room. He told me to go to Building C-3
to pick up my picture ID in the afternoon. The mood was lighter. The
windows were even open to catch the noon day air. My roommates smiled at
me. I wasn't sure where they were from , but felt no hurry to find out.
I was free now to walk around the campus. Several concrete blocks,
not unlike the communist buildings I'd helped design, were scattered about as
dice on a gambling board. I'd heard this place had been a prison during
World War II. A high metal fence surrounded the building. Barbed wire ran
along the top. There was only one gate in or out, the one that I'd entered in
that white van.
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Treiskirchen was crowded and as I walked around, I heard many
languages, some I recognized, some I did not. Polish, however was by far
the most common . When I overheard Romanian and was tempted to
introduce myself, I remembered the warnings of the officer and took no
chances. Everyone was dressed warmly and well dressed. These refugees
were not poor. The men were all clean-shaven, as if they had shaved that
very day. In Romania, men shave once or twice a week so most men have
shadows of beards at any given time. Even here, the Czechs were the best
dressed and the Poles were second. In Timisoara, when Polish or Czech
tourists came to visit, Romanians would stand around their car, hoping they
would have clothes to sell . .
The loud speaker rang "Achtung! Achtung! Essen! Essen!''
retrieved my plate, cup and spoon, followed the crowd to the cafeteria.
After lunch, I went to get my identification. There were people
standing in all sorts of lines pel-mel. The signs were written in German. After
some trial and error, I found the line for picture IDs. And so this was my new
identification, my new passport in a way. It looked like a driver's license, a
small picture with my name, country of origin and the address of the refugee
camp and my birth date.
Then I was told I needed an immigration application, but not where to
get one. Eventually I overheard an officer speaking Russian.
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"Excuse me, where do I find an immigration application?" I asked.
"It all depends who your sponsor is."
"Sponsor? I don't know anything about a sponsor. I only want to
emigrate to Yugoslavia."
"Yugoslavia? No such thing, dear. You're in the wrong place: Next,
please."
I moved to the side and stood still. I wandered about the room until I
heard Serbo-Croatian coming from a side room. Someone had just opened
the door and I walked in.
There was a young man red in the face standing, intently leaning over
a desk towards an officer. "You don't seem to understand. I escaped from
Yugoslavian prison and had to hide in the forest for two weeks ... Those
Yugoslavians, they could care less about us Albanians ... I'll tell you what, it
doesn't matter to me which country I immigrate to so long as it's not
Yugoslavia." He turned and headed for the door.
The officer shrugged, sighed, motioned for me to sit.
"Hello, I'm Elisabeta Volshkov," I said in Serbo Croatian. "I would like
to fill out an application."
"Certainly, Madam," and he smiled. He was in his mid-fifties. He
pulled out an application.
"Am I in the right place? I'm Romanian and I want to immigrate to
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. Yugoslavia. Someone told me there's no such possibility."
"You are in the right place, don't worry. It is true that you cannot
immigrate to Yugoslavia. However, there are better opportunities available to
you through the U.N." He told me that he himself was Yugoslavian, that he
had migrated to Austria after World War II and had since then worked for the
U.N.
"I cannot immigrate to Yugoslavia? But the U.N. in Belgrade sent me
here to do that very thing. Are you certain?"
"There must have been some sort of misunderstanding. Let me show
you the list of countries that are accepting political refugees."
"You don't understand.. .1don't care about any other country .... "
At that moment, the young Albanian who had apparently been listening
from the doorway came in front of me, grabbed me by the shoulders and
shook me shouting, "What did you say? Yugoslavia? You're Yugoslavian?
And you heard everything I said. Who are you anyway?"
The officer jumped up and pulled the Albanian away. "She's not
Yugoslavian . She's Romanian . Calm down. She's no threat to you."
The Albanian looked at the officer, looked at me, backed away, but
said, "I'll be watching you.

Very closely, believe me, very closely." He

walked quickly away.
"I am terribly sorry, Madam. Sometimes people are pretty desperate
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when they arrive here. And so afraid. I will make sure that you are
transferred to a different campus just as soon as possible. And, please, don't
leave this campus by yourself. That man is angry and afraid. It's a deadly
combination."
"Yes, I see that," I said and touched my shoulders.
"You must protect yourself. No one is responsible for you here. If
something were to happen, your family would never know."
"Oh," I said and I thought of Mickey's hands curled tight around his
lemonade cup.
"Now, let me show you the list. There's Austria, Sweden, Germany,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand and the United States. You can apply to
any of these countries."
I studied the list. "No Yugoslavia. There's no Yugoslavia."
"Why would you choose Yugoslavia over all these free countries?"
"Yugoslavia. I speak the language and I would be close to home."
"Austria is also not far from Romania. With your religious and minority
background, you would no doubt be given the right to stay. In two or three
months, your husband and son could join you," he said.
"But I don't speak the language and don't know anyone here. Kikinda
is full of people from my town year around."
"This is just another lesson for you to learn. One's plans and ideas
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change when you get on a journey like this."
I stared at the floor. "Well, I guess I have no choice. All right," I said .
I filled out the application for Austria and returned to my room . I should have
gone with Kirby to Sweden, I thought. There were men coming and going to
visit my roommates. I was afraid every time I heard a male voice that it would
be the Albanian's.
I decided to skip dinner and lie down on my bunk. Immediately I knew
what I should do. As soon as possible, I would go to the Yugoslavian
Embassy in Vienna. I would be extra cautious. There I could find out what
the trouble was. After all, why would the U.N. in Belgrade send me here if
they knew full well I could not immigrate to Yugoslavia? Despite my
experience with the policeman in the train and the advice I was receiving not
to choose Yugoslavia, still there was something so strong that pulled me
there.
The next morning, I looked for Tanya. She was nowhere to be seen.
The line to use the bathroom stretched down a very long corridor. Refugees
were everywhere, but no Tanya.
That day, I was required to take the physical, which mainly consisted
of waiting in line: the X ray line, the blood test line, the urine test line.
While I was waiting in line, I felt a hand grab my elbow and there in my
face was the Albanian. "So here you are. I finally found you," he said in
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Serbo-Croatian.
He pulled me outside and into the men's dormitory, took me up two
flights of stairs and pushed me inside a room, closed the door. Yugoslavian
music was coming from speakers in the corner and there were eight men who
turned to look at me. I turned back to reach for the doorknob, but one of
them blocked my way.
"We are honored by your presence, Madam," he said and reached for
my hand about to kiss it. "We are Albanians from the Kosova region in
Yugoslavia." I couldn't help wondering why a Yugoslavian would defect.
Just then, the Albanian opened the door and another man followed
him in. This man said, "Are you from Romania?" in Romanian .
"Yes I am," I repiied in Romanian . "I don't understand what these
people want from me."
"This man thinks you are a threat to him . He is trying to escape
Yugoslavia and he heard you want to immigrate to Yugoslavia. He's running
from the Yugoslavian government and doesn't want them to know where he
is."
"I'm not a threat. I have no idea who he is and I can't go to Yugoslavia
anyway. I had to apply to Austria. I have nothing to do with him. I don't even
know his name."
The Romanian then spoke to the Albanian man in English. The
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· Albanian's face loosened and then even smiled. His entire demeanor
changed. "I'm sorry for being so rude," he said in Serbo-Croatian. "Please, if
you overheard any details, please tell no one."
"I do promise," I said; anxious to leave the room.
"I'm glad you're not applying for Yugoslavia. It would have been a big
mistake."
I grabbed the doorknob and escaped as quickly as possible. However,
the Romanian man who had served as interpreter followed me and wanted to
know how I'd escaped Romania.
At that moment, the loudspeaker rang out "Achtung! Achtung! Essen!
Essenr' I excused myself and returned to my room.
I spent the afternoon in line for more tests. I overheard a conversation
in Russian. Some refugees had been waiting for seven years in this place,
waiting for a chance to be accepted by a western country. These refugees
lacked political reasons for defecting and they also lacked sponsors.
The next day, I finally finished the physical. At the last stop, each one
of us was told where to go next. Some were to remain at Treiskirchen, others
were going elsewhere. The directions were given in German, and people
seemed to be gathering according to the color of the last paper we received .
Mine was lime green and I saw no one with a lime green paper. A
clerk arrived and told me in Russian to return to my dormitory, collect my
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things and wait outside my room. Where to now, I thought, where to?
I'd just set my bags down when the Romanian man I'd met the day
before approached me. "Did you hear what happened yesterday?" he asked .
"My roommates, eight Romanian men, who have been my roommates for
four months, well, sometimes they would wait outside the gate for Austrians
to come and give them work. Yesterday, a van pulled up and the driver said
he had work for Romanian men. They all got in except one. Now we have
word they were taken to the Romanian embassy in Vienna. Can you believe
that?" He was frightened with the kind of fear that is contagious. I felt myself
shudder.
"No," I said. "I'm sorry."
"They were such fine men. They swam the Danube to escape
Romania. They swam between bullets. Two of their friends' bodies are still
in the river. These were brave men, fine men. And even right now, perhaps
as we speak, they are being beaten or tortured. And what for, I ask you, what
for?" The man sat down on the curb, put his hands over his face and wept
loudly. His body shook.
I sat down next to him not sure what to do. A young couple walked
right up to me. They were holding hands, but in each of their free hands, I
saw a lime green paper.
I turned to the man next to me and said, "Look, I've got to go now. I'm
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so sorry for you. I'm so sorry."
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Paradise Unknown
March 12'\ 1984
Bad Kreutzen, Austria
"It looks like a puzzle," she said, "with only two pieces. But
the pieces just don't fit together."

A white van pulled up to the curb. The driver put our luggage in the
back and opened the door for us. Inside, a woman sat her head bent and
resting in her hands. I took my place next to her while the young couple sat
behind us.
When I asked the woman next to me if she spoke Russian, she
nodded. I introduced myself and she immediately told me her story. Dora
was six months pregnant and had recently left her lover and her children
behind in Poland. She tipped her head back as her eyes closed and tears
flowed from the outer corners. I wished I had a tissue to offer her. She said
she could not bear to be torn from her friends with whom she had escaped
the tyranny of the communist regime.
Our van was pulling out of Treiskirchen and heading out to the
countryside, flat and uninteresting. But soon rolling hills covered with trees of
all sorts served as backdrop to castles and cows that punctuated my view.
I closed my eyes and saw the green of the rolling hills turn to a jagged
orange color, an uneasiness near panic. I was flailing inwardly, a fish just
pulled from the sea after having been baited by a life of ease, a life without
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pressure, a life without communism riding my back. And now I floundered on
_the deck of the fishing boat, alive and flailing but with a most uncertain future.
Would I be too small a catch? Would they throw me out to sea unprotected
and alone or would I be thrown as a common casualty on to the pile of dead
fish? Orange fish .
-And I opened my eyes and saw we were climbing a hill, twisting and
turning past neat white houses with tended gardens next to firewood
chopped, stacked and sorted according to size and shape. A stream ran
contrary to our van, but we followed •ts path. Trees on both sides rose and
met somewhere above me, conversing and making sense of all I could not
see. What kind of refugee. camp would be on this road?
We turned into a driveway and drove up to a small hotel with flowers in
each window. After the van driver unloaded our suitcases, a couple
approached. I looked around at the open fields and flowers of yellow poking
out here and there. The crisp mountain air pushed just a hint of a breeze as
if trying to whisper the unknown to me, but I could not comprehend. Yet I
saw a small chapel just next to the hotel.
"Maria," the woman said. Pointing to herself, she took my hand and
looked at me in the eyes as if I were not a throw away.
She led me upstairs, down a narrow hallway to a private room with a
wooden floor and a small Oriental rug. The bed was dressed in a light blue
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.· comforter and a wooden headboard. There was a small table and chair
.where I could write and the lace curtain behind it gently framed the Austrian
countryside. · It was a gentle place .
Morning brought soft filtered light through lace curtains while sounds of
metal keys in wooden locks echoed down wooden hallways. As I pulled the
thick feather comforter up to my chin, a knock at the door disturbed my
thoughts.
It was Dora in tears saying that all she wanted to do was return to
Treiskirchen to be with her friends. I dressed quickly and we headed down
the stairs where Maria ushered us into a small dining room to a square table
with a lace tablecloth and four white. flowers in a blue and white vase. The
kaiser rolls, orange juice, coffee , butter and jam were arranged as if there
were no other way to arrange them: the kaiser rolls casually touching each
other, the butter in neat rectangles.
Maria wore her dark hair back no nonsense, but there was no hiding
her beauty. She was confident and muscular in a feminine way. She didn't
waste a movement, not a tapping of a foot, not even a glance. She moved as
if choreographed, a dance of efficiency and grace. And she smiled as if born
for this dance of service.
After our breakfast, Maria drew us a map and pointed us up a pathway
that seemed to lead towards a castle . She wiggled her finger on her hand,
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, pointed to us and then up the hill. And so Dora and I headed up the hill
prepared to fill out forms and ask permission to return to Treiskirchen. During
breakfast, Dora had convinced me that the predictable prison-like existence
· at Treiskirchen was preferable to the unknown.
We found the building marked on the map to be a refugee camp. At
least a hundred refugees, mainly men but some women and children, waited
in a sort of gentle purgatory, not knowing where their homeland would be,
only knowing where it would not be.
The man in the office who fortunately spoke Russian, told us that we
could not return to Treiskirchen, but that the U.N. would pay for our room,
board, and medical expenses while we waited for permission to immigrate to
the country to which we'd applied. Dora was so upset by this news that she
quickly filled out the required forms and left for the privacy of her room:
I expressed to him my gratitude, for I was completely without funds at
this point, but I also explained that I had applied to Austria simply because of
the proximity to Romania and that my goal was to immigrate to Yugoslavia.
The man replied that although he personally could not help me, he could
arrange for transportation to the Yugoslavian Embassy in Vienna if I so
desired.
As I turned to find an open place to fill out forms, a man presented
himself and asked if I was Romanian. It was my accent while speaking
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Russian that had given me away no doubt. As I felt myself hesitate to trust
him, he introduced.himself as "Dr. Pospesco." He introduced me to other
Romanians in the room who were waiting for the mailman to make his daily
appearance. A woman named Rota mentioned that there was a picture of
her group in the Austrian newspaper.
"I'll show you the article if you like," she said. "The headline reads,
"Twenty Escape Romania in Back of Truck."
I couldn't resist hearing the story. We went outside and sat on a
bench to enjoy the enchanted valley beyond.
"It was in December of last year, December sixth, to be exact," she
began. "My husband and .I had been. pressured. by the Securitate for too
long. We felt we could no longer survive there so we began to look for a way
out. My husband is an international truck driver so it was only natural that we
chose a truck as our means of escape. We told a few close friends. Soon
there were over twenty people begging us to take them with us, offering us
great sums of money for a chance at freedom. My husband thought that
since we were risking everything already, why not risk just a little more and
get paid for it? So, after much preparation, under the cover of darkness,
twenty of us including myself and our two children crawled into the back of
the truck and hid among the crates. We brought blankets, but not enough.
You have no idea how cold the back of a truck can get when there is snow on
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the ground.!'
"Where did you leave from?" I asked, thinking I would have gladly
joined such an escapade myself.
"From Bucharest. We planned to drive all the way to West Germany,"
she said.
'The West German government is generous to political refugees. They offer
1200 OM a month and provide room and board for life. At least that is what
we've heard. Anyway, we were cold. It was very dark in the truck, no toilets
obviously. With twenty of us; it was not long before the smell became
unbearable. After twelve hours, we stopped at the Romanian/Hungarian
border. There we sat for six hours . . We could hear only muted voices, the
sound of our fate decided by strangers. We were dead quiet. Apparently
they'd discovered our truck was not properly balanced. The border guards
wanted to open it up and rearrange crates. My husband had to convince
them that he was in too much of a hurry and that the balance wouldn't be a
problem. He convinced them with money, of course," she said. "Lots of
money. And at the same time, he had to appear at ease with his co-drivers .
You know, on international routes, two co-drivers are required. Michael didn't
trust our co-drivers so he didn't tell them of any plan to defect."
"So those two drivers did not even know about the people in the
back?" I asked.
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"No, •t wasn't until we arrived in Austria that we could stand it no
longer. It'd been forty eight hours; The smell was overpowering; the
darkness and the cold were too much even for the adults, let alone the
children. And so when Michael stopped for gas and we figured we were in
Austria, we banged on the door for him to let us out. Two or three at a time,
we came out and agreed to meet back at the truck in twenty minutes.
"However, the police saw us. Disheveled and disoriented, we were a
peculiar sight. They arrested us in groups until we were all together at the
police station. We were afraid we'd be turned back. We were all telling
different stories except the two co-drivers. They just stood there in silence,
shocked. The police took us to Treiskirchen.."
"And the two co-drivers?" I asked .
"Well, they, of course, were unprepared to defect. They were offered
political asylum just like us,. but they had wives and children in Bucharest. To
defect takes planning as you well know. Since they were international truck
drivers, they undoubtedly had stashes of foreign products in their apartments
that the Securitate would pounce on and convict the family. This excuse
would allow the Romanian government to hold the families there in prison, a
thought apparently unbearable to the co-drivers. So they returned to
Bucharest to face a public trial, humiliation and prison themselves for an
unlimited time."
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I didn't know what to say. I was grateful that I did not bring anyone
down when .I escaped. No, the only casualty was me, I thought. But the
desperation, this I understood. The sacrifice of friends, the risk of prison,
letting children endure days of smelly darkness in a moving target, this I
understood because I too knew the tactics of the Romanian Securitate.
The very next day, a white van took me in my best blue dress to the
Yugoslavian embassy in downtown Vienna. After only one hour's wait, I was
able to plead tny case.
"My husband and I are both professionals and our son Micky has a
talent for music. We will work hard to make you proud of us. You will never
regret for a moment giving .us the right to immigrate to your country," I said.
The official nodded, opened his mouth as if to speak, but I continued.
"I am deeply attached to Yugoslavia. My great-grandmother was
raised there and she brought me up with stories of Serbia. It is my life dream
to become a citizen of Yugoslavia;" I said.
"I am very impressed and moved by your sincere feelings for
Yugoslavia," he said. "Some of our own citizens don't feel as passionate for
our country as you. The reality is, it would take seven years for you to be
granted Yugoslavian citizenship. Until then, you couldn't have your husband
or your son join you. Unemployment rate is high. It's a wonderful place,
Yugoslavia, but suited for peop1e with money. Yugoslavs are spread all over
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the world looking for a way to save money, hoping one day to return to
Yugoslavia. You have an opportunity to find a job in one of the western
countries. When you earn enough money, come back to us, and we would
be happy to talk to you then." ,
"Then there is absolutely no chance I could immigrate to Yugoslavia
now?" I asked.
"No, madam. I'm sorry."
I walked out into the street, my confidence elsewhere, my blue dress
hanging on me. What next? My scar ached while the white van took me
back to Bad Kreutzen . When I arrived, I wrote a letter to the officials in
Belgrade, Yugoslavia explaining my love for Yugoslavia and my intention to
immigrate. I enclosed a photo of Micky and myself, but even as I mailed it, I
did not expect a response.
Days passed. My hands empty, my thoughts flipping about, I had no
one to confide in, and no one to decide with me what was to be my fate. Now
that Yugoslavia was out of the question, I was forced to consider the other
countries: Austria, Sweden, Germany, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and
the United States. Yet I knew so little about any of them. In Romania, we'd
been taught to fear foreigners, especially westerners and to think of them as
mysterious, odd, almost aliens. In fact, I was stunned to see these Austrians
work their land in much the same fashion as we did in Star Bisnov. I was
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surprised to see smoke come out their -chimneys in-the same way it does in
Star Bisnov. But life was different in Austria. The air itself was lighter, more
breathable and fear was not an every-moment concern of the citizens.
Two weeks passed. The locals.of Bad Kreuzen would dress in their
traditional green suede Austrian embroidered shortalls and call "Gruss Gott''
to each other and even to me. In the evenings they would gather in our hotel,
to drink beer and to sing their oom pah songs. I worked with Maria in the
garden. She gave me keys to the kitchen so that I could serve a refugee a
sandwich if the kitchen were closed. They trusted me. Paradise could not
have been more physically beautiful. What with purple, yellow and white wild
flowers speckled about, waterfalls no one had dreamed of, and green green
ferns and vines all calling touch me,· touch me, it was all I could do to sit on a
bench and reach for them with my eyes.
But with no money, no family, no home, no homeland, these bubbling
creeks were almost a sham. I hadn't received one letter from home.
I went to the chapel to pray, but as I bent my head, I saw my hands,
my empty hands. How long must I wait to see Micky again? How innocent
I'd been to be lured away from my home, my family, my language and
customs. I wanted only to return home. Yet because of my foolishness, I
was alone, isolated and unable to make a decision. What did I know of these
foreign western countries? I wanted only to be with my son. I was
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floundering in my own indecision as if I were the fisherman regarding my own
self, unable to decide if I ought to be thrown back or put on ice. Where is that
measuring stick? Where is the scale? Who can decide for me?
And I tossed and flipped about on the deck in my bed until one
morning I woke up too weak to get out of bed. Dora came into my room.
"Please fetch Maria," I said. "I'm bleeding."
"Oh, it's that time of the month?" Dora asked.
"No," I said. "Please fetch Maria." I hated for Maria to see me like this
not to mention the ruined sheets. I wanted to tell her I was sorry for the
trouble, but she was gone. I heard an ambulance coming and nothing more.
I woke up in the hospital. The clock said midnight. The rain beat the
'
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window. Where is Mother to say what is raining? Her approach to rain was
never just water dropping from the ski but rather "it's raining bell peppers," or
paprika or corn, depending on the season's crops. I thought of Micky. My
womb was bleeding.
Micky, nine years old, and I'm in an Austrian hospital. Micky and his
little boy hands far away. My blood flowing from me. The separation, the
womb, Micky from my body bleeds. Forgive me, Micky.
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Adelia .
April 15th 1984
Amstetten, Austria

No one knows or understands completely what it is that
causes an intense feminine friendship to develop. The
atmospheric conditions must be set and the personalities
must interact in a most specific manner.

I woke up again to hospital walls and to the sound of corn. It is corn,
isn't it Mother? Mother always said it was corn, didn't she, unless, of course it
was something else. But instead of Mother's voice, I heard a deep moan.
In the bed next to me was 'a woman holding her back in great pain.
Though my head was spinning and the corn falling, the woman's moan pulled
me to her. I massaged her back, as if in some strange dream, careful not to
disturb the bandage that covered the length of her spine. She kept saying
softly, "Danke, Danke," as if I were doing some great service.
After she went to sleep, I returned to my bed. Corn, it was definitely
corn and I remembered my aunt turning her corn-shucking machine and the
corn flying out one side and the cobs were falling down and she was
sweating. She would feed the kernels of corn to the chickens and the cobs to
the pigs.
I woke up when a woman, tall and distinguished in her sixties with her
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silver hair resting purposely just above her shoulders, walked in and sat on
the bed next to mine. But I wanted to tell her, please don't disturb that
woman in her bed; she just got to sleep and she's been in pain, but it was too
late.
"Guten morgan, Anna Marie," she said. They carried on a
conversation in German. Some time later, the woman sitting on the bed
turned to me and asked, "Sprechen sie Englisch? Polish? Serbo-Croatian?"
I nodded my head, "Ja govorin Serbo-Croatian."
The woman introduced herself as Adelia and thanked me for
massaging Anna Marie's back.
When three doctors came to my bed, Adelia could see that we spoke
no common language and offered to interpret for me. The doctors asked me

.·' '
questions about my medical history and speculated that my condition would
require surgery. Adelia translated the medical jargon seemingly without effort
and after the doctors finished questioning me, Adelia spoke to one of the
doctors in Hungarian, a language I recognized, but did not speak. Then she
sat quietly on Anna Marie's bed.
Adelia then told me it was time for her medication and asked me to
join her in her room. Since she said it wasn't far, I decided to go.
The formation of a feminine friendship is somewhat
mysterious because sometimes when the conditions are just
right and you would expect a friendship to occur, it does not;
and other times when you least expect, it happens.
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As we walked down the hall, I held on to the railing to steady myself.
Nurses smiled and greeted Adelia as if she were some goddess from ancient
history with her sky blue robe and slippers defining her deity. I felt myself
almost invisible, just a sort of appendage, in my ghostly hospital garb.
Adelia turned to me and said in Serbo-Croatian, the language of
Yugoslavia, the language few Austrians would know, "I can never understand
these people. Their broken German disturbs me so. I have been teaching
Austrians their own German language for forty-two years, but they never
seem able to use it properly." This struck me as a cold burst of air on a warm
afternoon.
Adelia's room was unlike any hospital room I'd ever seen. It was a
large studio complete with a couch, telev,sion, coffee maker, telephone, and
private bath. However, the drapes were closed, the smell musty, the only
light coming from a small lamp in the corner.
A nurse brought in a tray with water and various pills of different sizes
and shapes. Adelia turned her back to me, swallowed and drank, swallowed
and drank.
After the nurse left, Adelia said, "I notice you are a little uncomfortable;
perhaps you would prefer the lounge or a little brighter place. I am
accustomed to keeping the drapes drawn because my mother, who died two
years ago, was always hiding from the outside world. I think you will
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understand when you learn more about tne."
Adelia opened her closet, pulled out an emerald green robe and
slippers to match. She excused herself, stepped into .her bathroom and five
minutes later appeared in green, with hair freshly arranged and lipstick red,
bright and glossy. She looked like Christmas, bright yet sophisticated.
The lounge was as light as her room was dark. The window
overlooked a garden where the trees and flowers could have been a painting
of spring, except the artist was just a little too exact in the

details ~

Adelia

pulled a long silver cigarette holder and a pack of cigarettes from her robe.
She offered me one, but I declined.
And in no time at aft" the codler personality may press down
on the warm until the warm breaks through in a spinning
motion and then the stories begin.
"Elisa beta, I would like to be your friend, -I have decided," she stated as
if by official decree. "I was touched by your kindness towards Anna Marie.
She used to be a student of mine. You are very sick yourself and you were
up massaging her back. When the doctors said that you are from a refugee
camp, a flood of memories came back to me. I believe I can help you. Tell
me, which part of Yugoslavia are you from?" she asked.
"I am from Romania, from a town near the Yugoslavian and Hungarian
borders."
"What a surprise, I was sure you were from Yugoslavia . You speak
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Serbian so well; I would never have guessed: I have .been to Romania
several times for 'Gerovital' treatments at the Ana Asian Institute in
Bucharest, a beautiful city. Well, let me tell you a little about myself. I think
we have something in common."
"In common?" I asked.
"Yes, you will see. My family name is Korosh; I grew up in Zagreb,
Yugoslavia. My mother was Jewish and taught us to speak German because
it was her favorite language. My father was Hungarian and so we learned
that language as well. All the children in town loved my father because he
allowed them into our movie theater even if they did not have enough money
to pay admission. And I had a !ittle brother, Johann." Her eyes narrowed
when she spoke his name.
"When World War II broke out, we destroyed the family records along
with anything that would define us as even remotely Jewish . Even though the
Nazis could find no proof of my mother's heritage, we were deported to
Auschwitz. As a means of determining whether we were Jewish, my brother
was forced to participate in the massacres. The Nazis apparently believed
that if he were not Jewish, he would have no trouble killing Jews. Though we
have no details, we were told he died within a week. We were kept an
additional week and then mysteriously let go. We managed to enter Austria
by convincing the border guards that we were Germans. In Austria, where no
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one knew us, we existed by hiding, keeping quietly to ourselves." ·
"I have never been any place that would compare to Auschwitz," I said.

"1 ... "
"Perhaps not, but you are a political refugee. I was also," Adena
insisted.
She leaned back and lit up another cigarette. I thought of SS in Action, a
book I had diligently tried to read because of its historic value. But the printed
words used to describe Nazi crimes were too shocking, too debilitating to
even read; to endure the reality of those words was inconceivable. As I
struggled to find a word, a look, or some sort of response, she shook her
head and said that she didn't want.syq1pathy. She said there was a reason I
needed to know her background, and more mysteriously, there was a reason
for the two of us to have met.
"I taught German and became close to many victims of World War II.
Some of them had lost both parents. I try, but I cannot understand war at all.
The leaders have disagreements and start wars that the people fight with the
blood of their beloved sons and fathers and for what? The people are rarely
better off after the war than before the war. World War II, for instance, ended
with lines being drawn. Communism starts here, ends there. War is decisive
for a refugee. I admire all of you refugees fleeing from oppression.
"But Elisabeta," she said. "Why you? It is so dangerous for women to
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travel alone and look at your poor health. Surely someone else could have
made this journey for you."
"No," I explained. "It had to be me. I must admit, I didn't think it would
be such an ordeal. I expected to cross the Yugoslavian border, get political
asylum, send for my husband and son, and settle there in Kikinda. Kikinda is
not more that 20 km from my home town. Instead I was sent to Treiskirchen
refugee camp and then to Bad Kreuzen and they tell me I cannot immigrate
to Yugoslavia. I know my health is not good, but on my death bed, I would
regret not having taken this opportunity for a free life and a better life for my
family. And so far, it seems like invisible hands are helping me, Adelia,
though I don't know where they are leading me."
Adelia's eyes opened wide and she tapped her cigarette more than
once. "Hmmm ... Yugoslavia ... " she said. She looked at her watch and
pronounced it lunch time, time to return to our hospital rooms. But she
somehow looked brighter and more alive when she asked me to join her
again in the afternoon.
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Spin me a tale
April 1-rh 1984
Amstetten Hospital

And the stories about childbirth, about death and personal
property will be passed back and forth, back and forth in a
circular motion faster and faster until the stories are told and
the bond is formed.

When I walked into the hospital lounge, I saw Adelia sitting by the
window in much the same position I'd left her. Her silver cigarette holder
rested between two perfectly manicured fingers. When she saw me, she
hardly moved, just looked at me as if I were a student returning from a
bathroom break that was a bit too long.
"Are you missing your family?" she asked.
"Yes, my son Micky most of all, but I'm glad he can't see me in such
poor health. I thought that if I could escape the communist system, his life
would be dramatically better. He's nine years old, still such a little boy, so
trusting. He's been in a school for children gifted in music. Oh, to hear him
play, it's magic for me, true magic."
"Is he your only child?"
I told her that he was my only child, since my first-born died after only
four days. She said she would like to hear about that if I wanted to tell her.
Since I hadn't spoken of my first little baby for so long, I hesitated, but I did
tell her about him ...
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My due date was October 3rd, 1970. I was twenty-years old, a ;
newlywed university student. Childbirth was still somewhat of a mystery to
me since I was the first among my close friends to become pregnant. And
close friends would have been my source of information.
Nothing at all happened until October 15th. There was some blood,
not too much and pains in my abdomen. My husband took me to the
Maternity Hospital, but since he was not allowed to stay, he returned to his
studies.
I was put into a smock and taken to a large room. There were fifty or
sixty single beds and almost all of the beds held two women in various stages
of labor. Some were silent; some were moaning; moving side to side in the
limited space.
I took my place beside a woman named Magdalena. She was not yet
in great pain and moved over to make

a place for me. My contractions were

getting gentler, and I thought perhaps I'd already been through the worst of it.

Soon Magdalena began moaning and holding her back. I rubbed her
back as best I could, and I told her "Everything will be all right. " It seemed
like the right thing to say.
She kept saying, "No More Children, No More Children, No More
Children" as if this mantra would ease her pain.
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As I called out for the doctor, the nurse, anyone, it dawned on me that
many women were calling out the very same words, ·asking for the same
invisible people. Magdalena was holding her breath; like she was pushing
her baby out with her own might. I didn't know if this was right or wrong.
Finally a nurse moved her to a gurney.
"Can I go with her?" I asked.
The nurse looked at me as if I'd lost my mind.
"No. She is going to the delivery room," she said and motioned for me
to get back in bed.
My pains had stopped all together. There was however a liquid
leaking out between my legs. I had no idea if this were right or wrong. I told
the nurse who brought me food that evening. She simply nodded, wrote
something down and left.
By morning, I had a new bed mate. She was of Hungarian descent
and did not speak much Romanian. Two doctors came into the labor room
the next morning. They did not speak to any of us women, but wrote things
down on their charts and left.
After I had been in this room for two days, I was moved to a smaller
room with twenty beds. The smell was overpowering: blood mixed with
chlorine. In the room were women with complications.
"What is that nurse doing to that poor woman?" I asked my bed-mate,
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pointing to a woman screaming in pain.
"Her baby died last night and now the nurse is trying to squeeze out
the baby by pushing and pulling on the outside of the abdomen. I don't see
how it'll ever work though, because the door is closed if you know what I
mean."
"You mean the baby doesn't come out after it dies?" I asked.
"Not always. There was a woman over there in the comer who died
last night. She died with her dead baby inside her."
I curled up on my side, tried to close my eyes, tried to imagine myself
somewhere else. But the sounds of women in pain made my eyes open
again.
When the nurse brought my dinner, I said, "I can't feel my baby move
anymore. I'm afraid something is wrong. May I see my doctor?" I knew I had

a doctor. Every female student at the university had the same gynecologist.
She just wrote something down and left.
For eight more days 'I stayed in this room. I saw women give birth to
dead babies. I saw women die trying to. But I never saw a doctor.
Not until October 25th, in the middle of the night, I heard a male voice
say, "Elisa beta Volshkov."
I tried to sit up. My fingernails had turned black. My lips, my bed mate
told me were blue and swollen.
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He put me on a gurney and took me to a small private room.
"Hm.:.let's see what's wrong here ... OK, I'm going to put this IV in your
arm and induce your labor."
In nine and a half hours, I gave birth to a full term baby boy. The cord
was wrapped three times around his neck, but his little hand held it so it
would not choke him. He wasn't crying, but he was moving. The doctor took
my baby boy before I could touch him. It was as if the most intimate
possession of mine had been stolen, as if my very insides had been ripped
out and taken from me. I became hollow.
I was taken to another room. This room also had twenty beds, most of
them filled with two women. But these women were asleep or resting and
there was a peaceful quality to this room.
The nurse put a number on me. I was number 154.
After dinner, the nurses brought babies to their mothers. But they did
not bring me my baby. I asked my nurse, "Where is my baby?" She just
wrote something down and left.
Too weak to get up, I was torn and bleeding.
While my bed mate held her baby close and let him suckle her breast,
I curled to my side. My arms empty, my breasts seemed to swell and to cry
for my baby boy.
The next day, I asked again for my baby and was told, "There's a
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problem with your baby. We can't bring him. He's not ready for food yet."
For four days, I watched others receive their babies. Magdalena came
to my bed one day. She could not have her baby either because his belly
button had become infected. Mothers were not allowed to go home with their
babies until the belly button had healed. Mothers were not allowed to care
for belly buttons, only nurses and doctors.
On the fourth day, I was strong enough to stand. I made my way
down the hall, holding tight to the bannister, down the four flights of stairs to
the nursery. I saw my doctor in the hallway.
"Doctor, I came

t~

see my baby. Everyone else has their babies three

times a day. Why am I not shown mine?"
"Well, we're expecting some medication from Bucharest. Your baby
was born with an enlarged heart."
"Can I see him?"
He was there in an incubator. When /looked in, his eyes saw mine
and the corners of his mouth upturned. They say an infant's smile is just gas.
So they say.
"You can't stay in here," a doctor said to me. "Too much risk of
infection. You better go."
The next morning, the nurse came into the dormitory and asked, "Who
is #154?"
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"I am, " I said.
"I'm sorry. Your baby has died," she said blankly and turned to leave.
I never held my baby.
I saw him once. He smiled at me.
The biggest tragedy -~-#- ~-
Our r'-""r~.e-Y,
for a woman
_7_ _
Wrt.<.r art"
is the loss
of her child.
She wears black
for the rest
of her life
Lives and breatheftallowed bf3/
a hollow world
rl.. ~
"''?'~
no lip sticlf
But a baby
no

~~~

Thy wilt bf3/fione,
the loss of a baby
o-weartfv
is too ordinary
arui11-'
. d
no black reqwre~. z. ~ -· _
U'l/r~ef'l/.

In our culture, if a woman loses a child who is three years or older, she
wears only black clothes for the rest of her life. Everyone knows her tragedy.

But if a woman lost a baby, no one mentioned it. It was just too common of
an event.
The next day, a doctor came to investigate my baby's death. He took
me to a private room and said, "Don't let anyone fool you. Your baby should
be alive today. This was a deliberate thing done to you just because you are
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not a communist party member. You needed a cesarian operation. The
doctors do not perform cesarians on non-party members. For this reason,
you have lost your baby."

----------I blamed my mother for not bribing the doctor sooner, but she was
adamant.
"I didn't want to insult your mother-in law. You know tradition calls for her to
wait in the waiting room and give bribes to the doctors and nurses so they will
check on you, bring news and treat any emergency. You are no longer
"Nakov". You are "Volshkov."
"Yes, Mother. I know. It was my mother-in-law's duty, a duty she did
not fulfill. I almost died. My baby did die. No one bribed for me until it was
too late."
"I didn't know," she said. "It was only when a woman in the plaza
spoke of a doctor, a good doctor and one who would take bribes that I
decided to go to the hospital and try to get word to him. You can imagine
how difficult it was for me, not speaking fluent Romanian and you know how
self important those doctors are."
"Yes, Mother."
"It's just not right to have to give birth in a hospital. You need home
and a good midwife. I'll never understand why they insist women give birth in
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hospitals. " · .

When I noticed that Adelia had tears on her cheeks, I felt sorry for
having unleashed unhappiness on her. And so, I told her about Micky, how
he is the center of my being, how much I loved Micky the first time I saw him,
and how concerned I was for his every breath.
"Well, I've always found that a child reflects the mother. Micky must
be extraordinary," she said as she wiped the mascara off her cheeks.
Time passed quickly. It was dark outside, but still we took our time
and spoke of our childhoods, Romanian and Yugoslavian.
"Eiisabeta, I hope you don't mind me asking, but how are you
managing financially?" she asked.
"Well, I sold a set of gold jewelry just last week. I hated to do it since it
was a gift from my parents, but I needed the money for stamps, paper,
toothpaste, you know personal things. I wanted to send some chocolate to
Micky too."
"How did you sell it?"
"I took a bus to Amstetten, where I spotted a jewelry store with an
Omega sign out in front. The owner wore a top hat and he seemed quite
proper."
"How much did he pay you?"
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"Eighty schillings per gram, I think."
"Too bad you had to do that."
"Yes, but I'm glad I had something to sell since I have no way to make
money here."
Adelia gave me a hug. "I look forward to seeing you tomorrow."
As we stepped into the hallway, the full moon regarded us in what
could have been amusement or perhaps tender concern.
"Adelia, do you know of the full moon and its magic?" I asked.
"No," she said. "Tell me."
"When I was nine, I wanted more than anything else in the world a
wristwatch. My girlfriends each had one. Mother told me that if I would tell
my wish to the full moon and if I'd been a good girl, then my wish would come
true. Well, the next full moon, I was leaning out the window talking to the
moon. Mother came by and patted my shoulder. The very next day, a wrist
watch waited for me on my window sill, a watch I wore for more than twenty
years. I guess I still believe in full moon magic."
Adelia hugged me again and turned away.
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Lightening
Amstetten Hospital, Austria
April 18th 1984
And once the bond is formed, the core of the friendship is
alive, illuminated by every word that zigzags between the
two.

The next day, Adelia came into my room, chatting with the chief doctor
in Hungarian.
In Serbo-Croatian, she turned to me, "Good news, Elisabeta. They
say that so long as you continue to improve, you may not need surgery after
all. They want to watch you for one more day and then release you."
"Oh, that is good news. Thank you Adelia. Please thank the doctors
as well."
''They say it's important for you to stay in the area for a while."
I nodded, wondering where I would go and when I would go wherever
that was.
While Adelia conversed with Ana Marie, I took out a pen and wrote a
letter to Micky.

V:lapp!f Ft1tldag, lf1!J little son! (joa
au ten gems oM todag! I lope Cod ad!
lag goa ex:tA.a tiglt todag. I filisl I coaM
llis is tle one aH.d oH.lg biltldag OIJ !fOIJAS
I'll elfeA. Miss. We filill cdebA.ate !fOliA JJi
biAtldag iH. a frlee coant/l!f and file filii! lalfe a
big paug frOA goa, a pmtg so big it filill
Maize ap frO'- tlis oHe. 8e stwng, /vfictzg, and
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we will be togetiett SOOH..
8e Good I Lol!e (joa,
/vfo~

Adelia asked me to follow her to her room. She opened the door and
it was bright, the curtains pulled to the side, one window open, letting in
alpine air.
"I made some coffee. Would you care for some?" she asked.
"Yes, thank you, Adelia." She showed me to her wooden table. There
was a certain bounce to her step.
While she was preparing the coffee, there was a knock at the door.

HHerein, bitte, Hshe said.
I turned to look just as a man with a top hat stepped in. Adelia
exchanged a few loud German words before he took out a crumpled white
paper and unrolled it onto the wooden table before me. There was the
jewelry I'd sold him. He fastened the necklace around my neck, the bracelet
around my wrist. I watched as if detached. He even put the rings on my
fingers. After he pressed the gold earrings to my earlobes with a definitive
click, so then he closed the hospital room door.
'What have you done, Adelia?"
"This man has been my jeweler for years. I was disappointed he didn't
pay you a fair price."
I looked at the softly brushed gold on my fingers. "I can't accept a gift
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like this from you, Adelia."
"Don't mention it, please. The_pleasure is all mine. When we are
good to each other, good things follow us like a shadow that never leaves us.
Besides, this gold will never do you the good it is doing me right now. The
gold set will have a double meaning for you now: a gift from your parents and
a gift from me. Never sell it."
"I don't know what to say, Adelia. I am overwhelmed." Why would this
woman do this for me? When my parents bought this for me in Yugoslavia, I
thought it was extraordinary. I wore those earrings and necklace on this trip
knowing full well that I might sell them. Still, jewelry defines itself by the giver.
When I saw the,-gold, I remembered my parents' love.
Adelia suggested we go for a stroll outside since it was warm and
bright.
She spoke to me with rehearsed precision and sincerity, "We are all
human, Lizunka and we all get attached to material things, but these are not
the most important elements in a life. Look at you, at the courage you had to
leave your homeland. You are ambitious, but sometimes ambition is not
enough. You must know in which direction to apply your ambition.
"But I'm getting ahead of myself here," she said in the way teachers
do. "I want you to understand a little more about me, about my life after my
family, all except my brother, was released from Auschwitz." We sat down on
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a bench. "Shortly after we arrived in Austria, my father died. My mother
became increasingly despondent, blaming herself for all of our misfortunes.
The fear that everyone was searching for us became obsessive. We moved
to an apartment with a small basement that my mother made into her own
room for the next thirty-five years.
"Each time I left the apartment, it was traumatic for my mother. She
had to know every detail of my excursion: who I met, where I went. Over the
years her paranoia drove her further and further into depression and soon no
one was allowed into the house.
"I found a good job, teaching German. I also performed as a dancer at
the Moulin Rouge night club. It was while I was dancing that I met Charlie, an
American officer. He asked me if I might help him with his German since he'd
heard I was a teacher as well." She paused, smiling, looked down at her
hands. "I asked him when he wanted to start. 'Right now,' he said. 'I want
to learn numbers.' Eins, zwei, drei, but he couldn't remember them and he
asked me to write them on his hand and sign my name. Eins, zwei, drei, Adelia. He closed his hand as if it were important. We talked for hours, his
every lift of the eyebrow compelling to me. Before we said goodbye, he took
my hand and said he couldn't resist and wrote, 'one, two, three Charlie' on
my palm, and closed it as if it were important. And it was. Of course, mother
wanted to know why I was late. When I told her about Charlie, expecting her
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to be upset, she asked only if I was certain he was American. When I told
her there was no question about it, she said I should give myself some time
and in two weeks invite him to our home.
"During the day, when we were not working, we discovered the
Austrian countryside. We bought cheese and sausage and fresh kaiser rolls.
He put them in his backpack with a bottle of Austrian red wine. We'd head to
the mountains where paths and streams and blue forget-me-nots were
endless, winding, hidden, and private. We'd picnic and laugh. In no time, I
loved him, no time at all. It wasn't the kind of love you could typify in a song
or a movie; it was the only kind of love that could happen between the two of
us, a stark love,

h~s

American cutture and language wrapped around my

European customs, my regrets dampened by his resolve." She paused .
"Two weeks to love, it isn't much really in the scope of a lifetime and yet...l
have relived those moments again and again.
"The other teachers I knew were amazed to see me relaxed. I even
danced better at the club. It was as if Charlie had brought America with him.
Because this man had never had to hide from anything in his life, everything
was simple for him. And when I told him my family's story, he said we should
leave Austria and that he would help us come to America.
"After two weeks, I brought Charlie home to meet my mother. When I
opened the door, I thought I had entered the wrong apartment. The dining
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table was set in a festive way, and my mother was wearing a dress that I had
never seen before, Her fingernails were painted; her hair smoothed back and
up into an exotic twist. She was smiling. Charlie handed her a bouquet of
flowers and told her how happy he was to meet her.
"The evening passed like a lost song in the wind. Charlie told us
stories of life in America. Mother laughed and smiled as if she were on a
date.
"After he'd, left as Mother gave me a hug, she said that I made her
very happy and, by the way, didn't Charlie look like my brother?
"The very next day, Charlie told me he had to be away on one last
assignment and that in three weeks he'd return and we'd plan our trip to
America. Four weeks went by and when I saw the telegram, I knew. Charlie
had been killed in the line of duty.
"My mother returned to her paranoid depression. I had to quit both my
dancing and teaching to take care of her. She told me every move to make.
When she died two years ago, it's as if she had willed her depression to me.
I've tried to take my life several times. I've had nothing to live for, no center
to me, only vague waves of guilt, of pain , and memories."
"Eiisabeta," she said. "I don't want you to think that I blame my mother
for my depressed disposition. She chose to be a victim, to believe that the
entire world was against her. My mother trusted no one other than me and
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so her life became entirely dependent on mine and as soon as I allowed that,
she·had control of my life." Adelia seemed to need no verbal
acknowledgment of what she said, as if she'd stored this up for me over the
past few hours or perhaps the past few years.
As I searched for a way to respond to her grief, she turned the topic to
me and slowly coaxed out every detail of my escape and my motivations for
leaving communist Romania. And when I'd completed my tale, she nodded
as if accepting all that was mine and slowly she stood up, looked about
herself as if just realizing her whereabouts, and suggested we meet again the
following day.
The pressure is such that every moment is intense and
because this intensity cannot last, energy is absorbed and
spent and exchanged at tremendous speed.
The next day, Adelia wasted no time. When I met her in the lounge,
she said, "Immigration is a very serious matter, Elisabeta. To which country
have you applied?"
"I wanted to apply to Yugoslavia, but they are not accepting
immigrants. I have applied to Austria, though I'm not too fond of the idea;
Micky and his father will be able to join me soon and that is what really
matters."
"Eiisabeta, trust me, God made Austria a glorious place, but if you're
not Austrian , you are a foreigner and you die a foreigner. I know. I've taught
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in Austrian schools. You don't want your son treated the way little Austrian
boys treat foreign boys. They are especially harsh towards children from
Eastern countries.
"And Yugoslavia, I'm sorry to say is no better off. Since Tito's death,
problems have been escalating. Sooner or later, they won't be able to hide it
any longer. The childhood life you described to me in Romania is so close to
what I experienced in Yugoslavia, but the second world war poisoned those
sweet memories for me. How could my life have been sweet in a land where
leaders would ship their own citizens off to concentration camps because of
some ethnic heritage we were barely aware of? My forty-two years of
teaching has taught me one thing, one cold fact: what parents keep silent
behind the walls of their home is unveiled by their children. In Yugoslavia,
there is an abundance of hidden ethnic hatred instilled in innocent children.
am certain that one day that hatred will explode. No, your best choice, and
you are so fortunate to have this choice, is America. It's a free country built
by refugees just like yourself."
I thought at first that she was joking. After all, I was too far away from
my homeland right there in Austria. She was simply thinking of her Charlie,
not me. She didn't understand that I was not looking for the best place on
earth, but only a better one.
But she was relentless, setting herself up as the teacher, the one who
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knows. She asked what I knew about the United States and I had to admit
we had been taught very little in Romania about this far away place. I'd seen
pictures of houses decorated in green and red lights at Christmas time, but
my teachers had explained this was a trick of photography. I'd read an article
entitled "American Ladies are Super Clean." I'd also seen several John
Wayne movies and the Wild West did not appeal to me.
She said that she'd done her research, that she'd learned English and
subscribed to magazines. How could I not consider America? Adelia spoke
as if she could do anything at all with a mere blink or a nod. It was as if she
were willing her strength to me just as her mother had passed on depression
to her.
Adelia looked pale. I desperately wanted to please her. It was as if
she were giving me her life force whether I wanted it or not. "Maybe I should
go now," I said. "It's getting late."
"Yes, and I am tired," she said. "Thank you for sitting with me. You
surround me with sincerity and there is nothing more comforting."
I hugged her. "Thank you again for your gift." I looked down at the
ring on my finger. "And I appreciate all your advice."
I returned to my hospital room, lay heavy on my bed. America? I
hadn't even considered it for a minute. Austria, though , did not seem right
and Yugoslavia was out of the question.
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Ana Marie was in pain again. I massaged her back until she fell
asleep and I stepped softly back to my bed.
I woke up in the middle of the night with one thought: Lucci's brother
lives in America, someplace called Las Vegas. Who knows, maybe Adelia is
right. But what about my family? I hadn't been able to talk to them for ten
weeks. Direct dialing into Romania did not ·work and Romanian operators
would not cooperate with the Austrian operators. How could I make such a
monumental decision without speaking to my family?
And I closed my eyes.
The next morning, an ambulance waited to take me from the hospital
back to the pension. Ade'lla hugged me and whispered, "I will make
'

arrangements for you to come and' visit me. Don't forget.. .America is for you
and if you follow my advice, you Will accomplish this goal. Be careful and
remember to get plenty of rest and eat well."
It was the end of April. Even though my life stood before me as a
question mark, the landscape was coming alive in vibrant textures of silk and
lace and satin. Even though I was weak and my body ached with every curve
of the road, the shades of pink and white and yellow and blue that I saw from
the ambulance window reminded me of all that is good.
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Waiting
Bad Kreuzen
End of April 1984
Waiting. How long will I wait in this panoramic purgatory? How long
will I wait among these green hills and pink flowers for a paper, black ink on
white paper in a language I do not understand, a paper that will grant me
political asylum and with it the right to remain in Austria?
In just two days, I thought, it will be White Sunday, Micky's first
communion. All the boys and all the girls born in 1974 will gather in the rose
garden behind the church rectory. They will form a single line according to
their birth dates,, . boys_first.
When the church
bells
toll, all the ten year old
. .. '
':
'

boys dressed in their finest with their fathers on their left, godfathers 011 their
right followed by all the ten year old girls in flowing white dresses with their
mothers on their left, godmothers on their right will cross the street, all one
hundred or so of them, and enter the church for the second most sacred
event of their lives. Micky will be there, in the shoes I sent him from Kikinda.
I will not be there.
Waiting ...
A knock at the door interrupted my dark mood. As if Dora had sensed
my discomfort through our adjoining wall, she offered to massage my neck.
After she removed my necklace, I heard the gold locket touch my wooden
table followed by the chain softly curling beside it. Though my eyes were
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closed, I saw the· locket and chain doze next to one another. Butwhen I
awoke, my gaze drawn to the table, the necklace was nowhere to be seen.
When I confronted Dora, she was shocked that I would risk our friendship
with such an accusation. Gold is gold, nothing more, I thought, but could not
convince myself. I fingered my earrings and then the ring as I sat alone and
waited.

I went for long walks, studied wild flowers I'd never seen before.
stayed where I could see other people; ·1 never ventured down the paths
alone.
Waiting ...
Every day, just after lunch, the taxi would come to take me to see
Adelia. 1·told her this was far too extravagant, but she insisted that she could
afford it and to her, it was worth the expense. But Maria, ever unconvinced,
never failed to shake her head and say "No Goot, No Goot", the extent of her
English and mine whenever the taxi rolled up. I didn't blame Maria;
sometimes I too was skeptical of Adelia's motives.
But soon the rotating winds of admiration and respect
change, evolve into advice and apprehension and from there
into lightning bolts of control and even fear.

With Adelia as my self-designated private tutor, I learned U.S. history,
U.S. geography, even some English. More than that, I learned that life in
America was good, that people of all colors and races learned to live with
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each other, that equality reigned. On and on, day after day, Adelia imposed
her life on me. She pressed the United States to me, as if the country itself
were one great promise, explicitly for me. She knew what held me back and
skillfully explained that Yugoslavia was not a free place, that I had built a
mythology around my father's mother's homeland in hopes of gaining my
father's love. I'd always had authority figures in my life and for now, it was
Adelia.
After three weeks of indoctrination, I decided to change my application
from Austria to the United States. The Catholic Bishop Foundation agreed to
be my primary sponsor and my best girlfriend Lucci's brother who had
immigrated to las Vegas some years before was more than willing to be my
co-sponsor. The Red Cross assured me that once the necessary paperwork
was filed, that Micky and Anton would also receive airline tickets and the right
to immigrate to the United States. I wrote to Anton, explaining that he and
Micky would be able to follow me with refugee visas. The U.N. would even
pay for their airline tickets.
I returned to the pension to wait, to wait for who knows how long.
Many refugees were turned down by countries and were obliged to apply to a
second, third or even fourth choice. Some political refugees waited for years
to be accepted. It was not a simple thing to convince an entire country that
you, a simple refugee were worthy of them, that it was to their advantage to
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accept you.
May and June passed in paperwork and interviews. My request for
political asylum in Austria had been approved, and not long after that, I held
in my hands permission to immigrate to the United States of America. An
airline ticket to Las Vegas, Nevada would soon follow. They'd sent along
brochures written in Romanian that detailed every aspect of U.S. life.
One night, after dinner, I went to the chapel, prayed for Micky, and
went to bed early, rereading in my head the brochures of a promised land, a
land where repression and hunger and fear would be a thing of the past, a
land where Micky could grow up with promise. And if possible, who knows,
perhaps we would all return as U.S. citizens with money in our pockets and
settle in Yugoslavia, the land of my dreams.
Whatever I dreamed, it could not have been good because I saw a
medical team rush into my room and carry me out on a stretcher to an
ambulance. I was spinning lightly, so lightly spinning, falling into bottomless
space, and then, they put something in my arm and still spinning ...
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Surgery Again
Amstetten Hospital, Austria
June 25th, 1984

The doctors asked Zelda, my nurse, to explain to me in SerboCroatian that I needed surgery, that they did not know how extensive, but that
surgery would begin early the next morning. She also told me that I'd lost so
much blood that I had required a blood transfusion and that I was considered
critical.
"Zelda, may I give you my family's address just in case? I have been
granted political asylum to the U.S. and Austria, maybe someone in my family
could assume the opportunity."
She said yes. I gave her all the information and then I felt strangely at
peace, as if I didn't have to make any more decisions, as if no one was going
to take anything away from me now, as if I were absolved of my crimes. I
didn't know which section of the hospital I was in but I did know what bodies
covered in sheets meant. I prayed to the God of all healing and asked for
deliverance for my son's sake.
Morning came and they wheeled me to a small room packed with
equipment, much more equipment than in a Romanian operating room.
What did all these machines do? And where is my fami ly now when they
should be with me? And why is this table so unbearably uncomfortable? And
then I fell asleep.
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"Wake up, it's time to wake up."_ I heard the voice and tried to move
my eyelids. It was Adelia. She held a red rose for me, but when I tried to say
something, I discovered that my mouth was no longer connected to that part
that wanted to speak.
Adelia seemed pleased that I had moved. She bent down and
reassured me that my hysterectomy had gone well. She was in her sky blue
robe.
After six days, I was released from the hospital. Adelia seemed more
depressed than I'd ever seen. She spoke slowly, softly, not right for Adelia.
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The Airline Ticket.
Bad Kreuzen, Austria
July 6th, 1984 .

After a few days, I was well enough to climb the hill and wait with the
other refugees for the big event of the day: the mailman. I still had not yet
received one letter. When the mailman did call my name, I hoped to see a
letter from my husband or perhaps Micky. Instead, it was from Rota, the
Romanian immigrant who had braved the border in the back of a truck. She
along with her husband and two children were living in a small trailer
surrounded by North Dakota farmland. She said it was difficult to survive the
loneliness, the poverty and desired nothing more than to return to Europe. I
located North Dakota on the U.S. map Adelia had given me, relieved to see
Las Vegas was nowhere near North Dakota.
The next day, I received my airline ticket from Vienna to Las Vegas,
July 17th on Sabena Airlines. But July 17th was only ten days away and I did
not see how I would be physically ready for such a journey. Still it signaled
that my waiting in this panoramic paradise or was it purgatory was soon over.
In just five days, I would be taken to Maria Schutz, a town where refugees
were given last-minute advice for their new life in the United States.
I phoned Adelia, who stormed into the pension, demanding that I take
her to the refugee office. She commanded the officers to reschedule my
flight (couldn't they see I'd just had surgery?), but they would not oblige her.
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Frustrated, but undaunted, Adelia charged into the pension kitchen
and began giving orders to Maria: I did not understand German, but I knew
Adelia was trying to have my diet supplemented and I did understand the look
on Maria's face. When Adelia turned to go, I apologized to Maria as best I
knew how. "Entschultigung, Maria, entschultigung," I said.
Adelia came back into the kitchen "What are you doing, Elisabeta?
Come along, there are no apologies necessary. And keep your head up like
nobility in front of these people. Don't have it bowed. You have so much to
be proud of."
She pulled me out to the waiting taxi. "I want you to take care of
yourself, Elisabeta. Rest and prepare. Rest and prepare."
I sighed as I watched her taxi glide off among the purple and yellow
wild flowers. It was beyond cruel, I thought, to insult Maria who had been so
kind to me, who had made me feel at home. How odd it must have seemed
to Maria, to see such an impressive woman take such an interest in me, a
simple refugee. That Adelia would send a taxi for me daily, telephone to
check on my condition, and demand that my meals be supplemented ... it was
odd to me as well. But I was caught up in Adelia's turmoil and I knew that I
was somehow a part of it; I couldn't have stopped her if I had wanted to.
When the day came to pack my belongings, I pictured Micky there with
me, excited about the long plane trip, but Micky was not there. Emptiness
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surrounded me as I tucked my last possessions into my Sarajevo bags.
I hardly slept that night, so great the anticipation, the wonder, the
worry. And in the morning, I went to the chapel.
In Romanian, I wrote:

#elp Me Cod. elteA!Jtlin.g is paiH itse!IJ. I lem. a sad Metodg
eon.stan.dg o{feA an.d o{feA iH lff(f lead #elp Me to tle liglt load, Cod,
because {(!leH I too/2 in. tle llliMol, all I see is tle eelo o(J tlat sad
Me!odg le(Jleeted in. elteA!J lin.e o(J lff(f (JOCe. (foUl {(!itt is stwn.ge.t tlan.
,,,Jn.e, Cod, OHd att I {(!isl is to be lid Ofr tlis paiH(Jtd le/JAOiH. ewle.te
is lff(f bog, Cod, don. 't b.t !lle Make a Jllistal2e. 8e {(!itl /vfrel2g, please,
iH att tlat le does. .A~td please, deaA Cod, take tle sad Melodg
IJWM Me.
-Lizz!J.
But rather then taking away the sad melody, God added words to the
tune and over and over again the tune and the words played itself:
Created and grown right
Under my heart
Immortal love, eternal fear
My child, my son.
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· Five Day Stay
Maria Schutz
July 11-16, 1984

A white van pulled up in front of the pension. I settled in, my hands
resting on my sixteen day old scar.
The unknown had never held much appeal for me. Yes, I wanted
more freedom, but I thrived on the tradition, the familiar. And now the
unknown stretched before me as tradition stretched behind me.
Maria Schutz, as it turned out, was a town much like Bad Kreutzen.
Surrounded by green hills crowded with trees and long grass and sprinkled
with summertime flowers, the church stood proud in the center of a few
restaurants, post office, hotel and other buildings. The entire town stretched
two blocks which suited me just fine.
There were thirty or so other refugees. All of us had been granted
permission to immigrate to the United States of America, and it was here I
met my first American, the teacher. She tried to teach us some English, and
again I read the brochures about life in the United States and looked without
success for any mention of Las Vegas. This was a one-way ticket to a
foreign land and I was headed there alone.
Adelia called me two or three times a day. Guiding me, encouraging
me, she spoke as if she wanted part of her to go with me. "Remember what I
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told you," she'd say. "Remember to find a job as a massage therapist. Anna
Marie says you have the touch. You can support yourself in that way while
you learn English. Then you can get on with your engineering career," she'd
say. "Remember, the willingness to risk is the willingness to succeed." And
then again, "I'm so proud of you." And then, "Some things you'll like and
some things you won't, but always try and try your best, your hardest." And
always she'd say, "You will hear from me soon."
How could one woman have so much pain, loneliness and illness and
yet be so convincing, so certain of life, so overwhelmingly strong? And how
did this woman, this force come to rule my life? And what kind of woman
would she have been without the torment of the Nazis so many years ago?
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Aboard the 747
Vienna Austria to Last Vegas, Nevada
July 1Th, 1984

One more time, a white van pulled up in front of me. As I handed my
Sarajevo bags to the driver, I thought this might just be the last white van I
ever enter.

I will no longer be a refugee with no home; I will be an immigrant

and soon a United States citizen.
The morning was cloudless and the hills more beautiful than I'd ever
noticed. To think I could have settled here in Austria. What if I should have,
but it was too late to even consider that now. But what if Adelia were wrong.
No, I refused to contemplate that and a surge of courage swept over me, and
I looked out the window and in my mind , I thanked all those who had gotten
me so far. I thanked Rada for saying I could believe in my dreams; I thanked
the U.N. in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, for giving me the train ticket; I thanked
Rutha and Johana for making me step on that train; I thanked Draga for
tricking the Austrian border guard; I thanked Tanya for having hope in
Treiskirchen Refugee Camp; I thanked the United Nations for footing my
hospital bill and for allowing me a chance to immigrate; I thanked Adelia for
her advice and I thanked Maria for her kindness and then I thanked my God
the Creator for somehow allowing these forces into my life. Without them, I
didn't know who or where I would be, but certainly not in a white van on my
way to the most coveted country in the world.
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The van driver unloaded my bags. They were considerably lighter
than they used to be. My sponsors had told me I would not need heavy
clothes in Las Vegas so I'd given away my sweaters and my heavy leather
coat to other refugees.
Waiting in the airport for our "Reisedocumenten," the other refugees
chatted nervously. Doctors, lawyers, teachers in their own country, who
would they be on the new frontier? Without knowing the language, what
chance would a refugee have? What chance did I have? The travel
document looked much different from my Romanian passport I had given up
in Treiskirchen; this political refugee's 'passport' was grey with two black
stripes across the upper left corner.
As we walked down the aisle of that Boeing 74 7, we refugees stood
out among the other passengers. Not only were many of us crying, but we
carried our sealed refugee file, a white plastic bag with a large blue logo
portraying the earth's latitude and longitude lines and the words "ICM/CIM
Intergovernmental Committee for Migration" in three languages: French,
Italian and English. We were told to keep this file visible at all times. As if
that weren't enough, we all wore a refugee identification tag on our shirts or
jackets; we were conspicuous.
I'd flown before, although granted not on such a large plane. I did not
sleep. Instead, I pictured Micky: Micky with this hands around the lemonade
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cup, Micky with his fingers on the piano, Micky with lots of chocolate and
chewing gum, Micky in the United States of America with his Mommy and
Daddy. As I looked down at the Atlantic Ocean, I remembered how it looked
on the globe at school, a vast blueness; you could stretch your whole hand
across it and there was America, over there, a land we never studied, a land I
knew so little about. We chased the sun all day, the longest day literally of
my life and in a way, the most important.
After customs at the Kennedy airport, all my fellow file carriers seemed
to dissipate in separate directions. I was left standing among strangers who
spoke only a foreign language, and words lit up on boards that told me
nothing. I went to the first airline employee I saw. showed her my ticket for
Las Vegas, pointed to my refugee identification tag and shrugged my
shoulders. She looked at me puzzled and hurried away.
When I heard a man shout "Eiisabeta Volshkov! Elisabeta Volshkov!,"
I went to the sound of the voice and he explained in Russian that he was the
representative from my 'primary sponsor, the Catholic church. He led me
through the endless maze of terminals to the appropriate gate for my flight to
Las Vegas. After he left me, I sat in stunned silence. It was as if the
vastness of the airport sucked me in through the turbines of a 74 7 engine and
spit me out. I thought about Adelia and wondered what she had done to me.
I was the only refugee on my flight from New York to Las Vegas. I
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knew I was not required to change planes again so I decided to stay awake,
determined not to miss Las Vegas. Since I'd already been awake for 18
hours, I could manage a few more. I thought about Micky. I thought about
Star Bisnov. I fell asleep and dreamed of Treiskirchen, the bed check. I
woke up with a start and saw the light above my head beaming in on me.
The plane was taking off again and I had not gotten off in Las Vegas where
Lucci's brother would meet me. I screamed in Romanian, "Stop this plane! I
have to get off in Las Vegas!"
Two stewardesses came to calm me, but in my exhaustion, I could not
understand. They were pushing me to sit down, but the plane was taking off
and they were not stopping it and I was fighting them off. They kept saying
"It's OK; it's OK," and I kept saying "No OK. NO OK." I'd taken the risk; I'd
done the journey and now just at the last minute, I'd fallen asleep and missed
it all. A Russian-speaking man came and said, "Calm down, Madam; this
stop was not Las Vegas. It was Phoenix, Arizona. We have another hour of
flying before we land in Las Vegas."
"Phoenix? What is Phoenix?" I asked. I knew about the bird.
"It's a city in Arizona. Don't worry. You haven't missed a thing," he
said.
When I finally started coming to my senses, the stares and amused
looks from those around me would have pressed my eyes closed again,
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except that I would not allow it. I was afraid I would miss Las Vegas ... again .
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Touchdown
Las Vegas, Nevada
July 18th, 1984

As if by an intense updraft, Adelia had pulled me into the
swirling motion of her memories, her life and her fascination
for the United States. Though she was no longer physically
with me, still/ rotated in the winds of her stories and when
the plane touched down, I didn't know about the debris; I
didn't know about the destruction that would follow.

I could see the lights of Las Vegas long before we touched down.
What would this city hold for me? And how long until my family would make
their descent into this bright city? It was only a matter of paperwork until we
will be together, I thought.
Lucci's brother, lonel; his wife Doina and their little son Christopher
greeted and hugged me in the way only a best friend's family can. I had
arrived in the United States of America with a flood of unsorted raw emotions.
There was also a representative from my primary sponsor, the Catholic
Church. Businesslike, but not unfriendly, she had some papers for me to fill
out and sign on the spot. She informed me that I would receive $200 in the
mail very soon to help me get started and that once I was employed, I would
be expected to reimburse the money the Church had advanced to cover my
ticket from Austria.
"Oh yes, I will pay back everyone," I assured her. I was so grateful for
all that had been done for me, so grateful to be away from the hounding
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Securitate.
Doina and lonelled me to what they said was a gambling machine. It
was a huge silver robot. They had me place a coin in a slot and pull the arm
down. I watched the cherries and lemons go around and wondered what my
new life would bring: a lemon, a cherry and a pineapple apparently.
We collected my luggage, my faithful Sarajevo bags, and stepped
through a pair of glass doors into a room that was unbearably hot. "Let's go
outside," I said automatically, but lonellaughed and pointed up to the moon.
To the moon? This was outside? The air was so hot and so dry that I wasn't
certain how to breathe.
They led me to their car, and asked me if I'd like to see the city or go
straight home. ·I was exhausted, and even though I could tell they were
enjoying the surprise element of my every glance, I asked to go home, or
rather to their home. On the way, lonel explained that not everyone liked Las
Vegas, but they had grown accustomed to it and rather enjoyed the place. I
saw an electronic thermometer display showing 112 degrees Fahrenheit, 44
Celsius.
As I walked up the stairs to their apartment, I went slowly and tried to
find my balance, my breath. When Doina asked if I was all right, I assured
her that I was "just tired." After all, I didn't want to burden this family any
more than my mere presence would.
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Though their apartment was clean and neat, it felt foreign; the front
door opened directly into the living room rather than into the hallway. To
accommodate me, Doina & lone! had moved into this three bedroom
apartment recently, and so even before I arrived, I was indebted to them.
A rumbling noise was coming from some sort of generator in the wall.
While Doina was explaining that air conditioners were required day and night,
suddenly her face lit up and she said she had a surprise for me. When she
returned with a handful of letters: letters from my mother, from my father,
from my brother, from Lucci, I was overwhelmed. I inhaled their fragrance, I
drank the aroma; home was right here in my hands. I sat there in the chair in
the living room and read each one swiftly, lettingJhe current run over my
body. I laughed when I read Peter's and I absorbed courage from my father's
letters, but when I read my mother's, I broke down and wept the waters of
home. My mother could not believe I'd abandon my family, yet at the same
time, my mother missed me as a part of herself. It dawned on me that the
pain of separation she described was parallel to the pain I felt when I thought
of Micky, my son, my boy. And there were no letters from Micky. And there
were no letters from Anton. I consciously put that knowledge aside and once
again picked up each letter, read each word for word for word, not missing a
nuance.
Sleep came quickly. The next thing I heard was what must have been
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a telephone though ·it was not the Sling Sling I knew. Doina brought the
phone to me. Adelia was relieved to hear my voice and characteristically
gave me advice, "Give yourself time," she said. "Don't jump to conclusions
about what you don't know."
Indeed, there was so much I did not know that I retreated to my room
to reread what I knew, the words of my homeland.
In the afternoon, Doina wanted to take me shopping. Shopping in
Romania meant waiting in long lines for perhaps a few items; shopping at
Vons, I discovered, meant rows and rows of boxes and bottles, all colors and
sizes. In Romania, shoppers were fortunate if they left a store with a few
items in a sack; here people pushed carts full of products. What were all
these things and who would have use of such an assortment? The
vegetables were so clean and so bright in color that I could only suppose they
were artificial. I wandered away from Doina down manicured rows of meat
wrapped in plastic, ice cream in colored cardboard, cheeses of all shapes
and color. I wiped the tears away, feeling foolish and foreign.
"But Doina," I said. "Don't you feel guilty? I mean there are starving
children in Romania ... " but she was busy loading her boxes and bottles on
some sort of conveyor belt. Maybe she didn't hear me, I thought, but it didn't
make sense. In Romania, all sorts of agricultural products grew, but these
were exported and unavailable to Romanian citizens. Here where it was
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obviously too .hot to-grow a thing, there was an excess of everything. How
could this be? I wanted to ask Doina, but she was getting out her money,
fifty-one dollars. I quickly calculated that I would need to work for a month
and a. half in

Roman~

to earn the equivalent of fifty one dollars. A sort of

doom settled on me. Well, I thought, perhaps the salaries will compensate
and I too will push a cart full of boxes and bottles and ice cream.
· The salesperson looked at me; smiled and said something in English.
I was alarmed and asked Doina who this woman was and how she could
know me. Doina explained that smiling salespeople were customary. In
Romania, a salesperson would never smile, least of all to a complete
stranger.
As soon as we got home, I asked Doina to explain the expenses of
living in the United States: housing, fopd, health insurance, car, car
insurance. On and on went the list and it was not at all like those brochures
had said. And then I turned to my letters and puzzled over the screaming
void: no letter from Anton. I had my problems with him, but he was the father
of my only child. Surely he will not pass up this opportunity, surely .... but what
with that air conditioner constantly groaning, I could hardly think. I couldn't
understand how Doina and lonel could live here what with the heat outdoors
and the artificial noisy cool inside.
lonel took me to Circus Circus and I saw the drink, the gambling, and
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the artificial illumination of the city. And so, this is the United States, I
thought. And I remembered the letters I'd received from North Dakota and
New York. lonel helped me fill out an application for a cafeteria bussing job.
There were other Romanian refugees doin.g this kind of work and I swallowed
the lump of pride in my throat that wondered "and what of my education?" As
an engineer, this was not my dream job, but with my lack of English, I would
be grateful for this job. But when lonel told me I would receive $3.25 an hour,
I did the math in my head, remembering the expenses Doina had outlined for
me and I began to worry.
But I heard Adelia's voice, strong and steady, "Be patient.. .. leaves do
not grow on bare branches without light, without love. Be patient Lizunka and
you will find your place."
"It's Anton," Doina said. "He's calling you collect," and there was a
catch in her voice when she said the word "collect," but I ran for the phone.
It'd been five months since I'd heard his voice and that voice brought
back to me whatever positive attachment that remained between us. I asked
him how he was and how was Micky and I asked if he'd received my letters.
He had and I said I hadn't yet received any from them, but he didn't respond
to that. Instead, he said he was sorry for my health problems.
"This journey has been much more than I expected, Anton, and alii
really want is to be with you and Micky and I'm not sure what to do .... " I said,
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but was jnterrupted by a shrill woman's voice, a voice. that stung my ear and
numbed it.
'You have abandoned your family," the voice said. "I don't understand
why-Anton is even bothering to talk to you. We'll send your Micky to you. But
Anton, no, you will not have Anton. We are getting married, tell her, Anton,
tell her.... "
And when Anton got back on the line and confirmed what the woman
had said, the world enclosed me and the space I took up became smaller and
smaller until I could barely breathe. There was no light. My heart beat
erratically and sweat beaded my forehead and Doina tried to comfort me as I
told her all that came .to me: my love for Micky, my loss of a husband I did
not love yet was attached to for all those years and how would I survive? And
would they really send me Micky? Anton and his family love Micky, how will
they let him go? And if I do not have Micky, what am I doing here? I have
separated myself from all that belongs to me, my heritage, my life, all that I
belong to. My life has ended; survival, a mere animal's existence, is all that
remains.
I told Doina about my surgeries and she agreed that bussing tables
would be too physical for me until I had healed. The next day, she took me to
the Nevada welfare department where they told me I was eligible for $168 a
month and emergency medical care for up to eighteen months or until I got a
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job. This was not enough to begin to contribute to the rent and food bill.
I wanted to go back to Romania. I talked with lonel and Doina, but
they said I would be sent to prison if I returned to Romania. I even wrote to
former U.S. Ambassador to Romania, David Funderburk, and he responded
immediately saying, "The crack down on deserters is extreme." And that's
what I was, a deserter. I'd left all that was important to me to come to a
desert and mourn.
I wrote a letter to my husband,

Deru.est ..A~t.tOil,
~ou sa~ ~ou rue ~tot wi~tiRg to @mo-e tRe

eou~tt~ . CWR.at W~t I sa~ ex.eept tRat ifr ~ou put Mi~~
fri~t. ~ou wi~~ Rot Rao-e to tRi~ twiee. Do eO'eA.~tRi~tg
~ou ea~~., just as I a~~t, to get Ri~~t out otr t:?o~~ta~tia. Itr
~ou decide to

do otRe.liATiSe, I iz~tokT I W~t't stop

~ou.

But p~ease, froA. tRe saize otr oM Oil~~ eRiW., p~ease
do11.'t ~t Mieiz~ SUfrfreA.. I ho111 we Rao-e oM
difrfreA.aees a11.d ~ou tree~ MY frG~~ti~~ iKteA.freA.es, but
a111a~ fr.k.O~~t tRe~~~. a~td tRe oW twditio~t, pmaps we Wll
gw111 stwll.geA.. Hease tRi~ about it O'eJ.Y Ra.ld a11.d do
eO'eJ.YtRi~tg to izeep oM frGM.i~~ togetReA.. I 11.eO'e.l hw it
wouW. taize so ~11.g, but I p.k.OM.ise I 111i~~ do MY utlt\.OSt,
MY best to 114!lize tRi~ wom frOl tRe tR.lee otr us.
-Lizu11.iza
But weeks later, when I saw my name printed on the envelope, the
print my husband used for formal business, I knew it was all over.
"Why would I send Micky to America, while you are sick and have no
job? How would I know what kind of life he would have there? I'm not going
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to send him to a place I know nothing about. I know I can provide a living for
him here and I know the woman I'm with will take care of him. We are
moving in with her.... "
The pull of a mother toward her son is inexplicable. There's
so much to do, so much that's important and yet that desire
to see, to touch, to hear that voice change is stronger, more
important than the rest. A boy changes incessantly. A
mother must see it happen to believe it is her son, not
another's. A son is her, yet not her. An image of her yet not
the same. A son is supposed to be separate, yet he is not.
The physical pull, the invisible urge ·to see his hands, his
smile is too strong. I must see him, how can I not? It's as if
all centrifugal forces lead to him, as if all winds blow in his
direction, as if he were due north and I a magnet. How to
hold myself from him.
I know Micky is not the center of the universe.
I know this in my head.
But the other part of me knows something different, as if he
were still in my womb, he is my responsibility, my life blood,
my life force and our fate is intertwined. We were separated
at his birth and again we were not.
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Is he well?. Did he eat right? Lose weight? Gain weight?
Does he have friends? Who are they? Are they good boys?
And what about girls? He knows nothing of girls... Who will
tell him? Will he be teased? And will he be strong? And
who wiiUove him, cook for him? Who will
protect him?
But according to my passport, I could return to Austria any time before
November 14th keeping my status as a political refugee. I wrote to Adelia and
asked her to loan me the six hundred dollars I'd need for the flight. With that
hope, I survived each day, yet I felt more and more indebted to Doina and
loneL It would have been so much easier for Anton to immigrate. Since he
would come with a refugee visa under my political asylum, the UN would
supply his airline ticket and he could even have returned to Romania without
consequences. I, however, could never return to Romania because I had
defected.

The response from Adelia came, but alas no money enclosed. "You
are not the only mother who suffers for her child," she wrote and I could
almost hear her voice saying, "I do not recommend Austria in any case and if
you choose jail in Romania, would you consider that an accomplishment?
Stay there and fight. You will be Micky's hero one day. He will have more
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respect for you if you stay there than if you had been with him in a place with
no present and no future. Always keep in mind how difficult your life was with
your husband. Living in an abusive home is very destructive and damaging
to a child. That's not what life is about. Be strong. Dramatic changes require
sacrifice and endurance. Take care of your health and sooner or later
everything else will fall into place.

I'm not feeling well and your situation is

not helping me any either. I'm waiting to hear better news. I love you,
Adelia."
Adelia, Adelia, why did I ever listen to you? At least in Austria, I was
closer physically and spiritually to my son. Here the earth is grey and lifeless,
the only brightness artificial. .
But letters began to pour in, letters from friends and family saying that I
was already their hero, that I should never turn back, and that one day Micky
would be with me.
But I could no longer stand to have Doina and lonel feed and support
me and so I did what many do in times of desperation, I turned to God and to
his representative, the church.
Doina told me there was a Yugoslavian church in town. The priest was
kind on the telephone and offered to come and visit me. He said that Las
Vegas was not the best place for a Romanian structural engineer to find
work, but that he had contacts in Los Angeles, California. Perhaps I would
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like to go there and do babysitting in exchange for room and board until my
English skills allowed me to get a more satisfying job.
This was the only option I had, a way to begin to earn some money
without being dependent on Doina and lonel. Besides, I'd heard much food
was grown in California so there was bound to be farm land and a weather
more suited to my needs.
The priest made arrangements for me to stay with a Romanian woman
for a few days while his friend, a priest in Los Angeles, would help me find a
babysitting position . My only goal was to support myself, without
inconveniencing anyone.
I bought a bus ticket with my first welfare check.
And the hot desert wind whispered, "Be patient, Lizunka, it'll be a
•

:

I

~

matter of time and time is merely a human preoccupation; life depends not on
time."
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Welcome Los Angeles, California
August 1984-

The seat directly behind the bus driver was open. I did not want to
miss the Los Angeles Grand Central Bus Depot and I had no idea how far it
was from Las Vegas. We drove for miles and miles, for hours and hours
without stopping, through a vastness I never would have contemplated.
Among the living there only seemed to be strange looking cactus, no trees,
no birds, nothing green in the least. I remembered the John Wayne movies
I'd seen in our movie theater in Star Bisnov and half expected the Duke
himself to come galloping up to our bus. Soon, I knew I would see the
beautiful farms of California, where

~II

the fruits and vegetables of Las Vegas

come from. But soon stretched into later, much, much later. Did God live
here, in this vastness? Could his presence really be felt in a place such as
this, a place devoid of life, of hope itself? Can good exist among such death?

When we reached a populated area, rather than farms stretching in
every direction, I saw homes and hotels and other buildings. I couldn't help
but admire the striking architecture, the likes of which did not exist in
Romania. There were some trees and some greenery which immediately
relaxed some inner part of me, the part that depends on the color of natural
green to prove that there is life. At each stop, I showed the bus driver my
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ticket and at each.stop, he shook his· head in a way that ·seemed to me
patient and good hearted. Still ·l showed him my ticket at each stop and still
he shook his head.
Finally though, finally, the bus pulled into the largest depot I'd seen
and the driver parked the bus, turned off the engine, turned to me and
pointed to my ticket, nodding. I thanked him, "thank you very much," English
words I knew I would need.
The bus station was limitless. If you knew where you wanted to go
and if you could read the large electronic signs, you could go there. I went to
a telephone, as the priest in Las Vegas had instructed me to do. I had the
telephone number to call, and I had some American money, but I had never
used an American pay phone before. Though I tried , I could not get the
money and the number punched in the correct sequence. The operator
came on the line and somehow she eventually understood what I wanted to
do and connected me with Veronica. How ironic, I thought, a structural
engineer who can't work a simple telephone ...
I had never been so fond of the Romanian language as when I heard
Veronica. She told me to take a bus to Santa Ana, and although I was
exhausted, hoping that my traveling for the day was complete, I inhaled,
picked up my bags and looked more intently at the electronic boards. The
English alphabet was different from any that I .knew; how would they spell
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what sounds like "Santa Ana"? .As it turns out, I ·found the line to buy a ticket
and the salesperson dire.cted me to tane #4 ..
Tired, but excited to be away from Las Vegas and hopefully making
progress toward a new life, I was delighted to see that the seat directly
behind the driver was open. I had no idea how far it would be to Santa Ana
so at each stop, I showed the bus driver my ticket. But he was distracted;
there were so many people getting on and off the bus, asking him questions
and trying to find the proper change. I was afraid he would forget about me
and even though he was obviously not pleased with me; I continued to show
him my ticket at each stop and he continued to say "no," but his tone seemed
to change from an.noyance to disgust and then when I showed him my ticket,
he said "Yes" and pointed to the door. I said my English, "Thank you very
much," and headed down the stairs off the bus. To my horror, he took off
without retrieving my Sarajevo bags. The bus was out of sight and so I took a
breath and looked around. There was no one outside to greet me. I pulled
my sweater to me and lifted my chin, a trick my father had taught me. But
inside, there was no one, just a lone security guard and a young girl in the
ticket office. I showed her my ticket and she shook her head and moved her
pointed finger back and fo.rth saying what I could not understand. I thought
she was saying I was at the wrong place and it dawned on me that the bus
driver had simply tired of me and let me loose.
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I was so exhausted by this time that I sat down on the wood bench,
pulled my knees together and tried to consider my next move, but alii could
see was Micky's face and how I'd disappointed him, how I'd said goodbye
thinking we'd be together in six weeks time and now it'd been ... how long?
Anton was right; Micky was better off at home in Romania. It'd already been
six months and who knows when I would see him again. I was nothing in this
huge universe called U.S.A., nothing but someone who could not even ride a
bus or make a phone call, nothing .. and I put my arm on the wooden arm of
the bench and cried an exhausted nothingness kind of cry. The security
guard came with two policemen. They were kind and spoke softly to me.
gave them Veronica's phone number and tried to. explain about my missing
luggage. One of them used his own money to call Veronica and he talked
with her for a while, apparently explaining where I was. The other officer, as
if by moon magic, appeared carrying my Sarajevo bags and smiling.
Soon, a big old American car pulled up and a woman got out saying
my name to me. She was very thin and looked to be near my age. She
opened the back seat car door for me and climbed in after me. She said she
was terribly sorry, but I'd gotten off at the wrong station. There was a man
driving and a woman in the passenger seat who introduced themselves in
Romanian and then there was silence.
When we arrived at Veronica's apartment, it was as if she couldn't wait
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to tell me that the man who drove the car was her ex-husband, and the
woman was his new wife. It turned out that Veronica and her ex-husband
had three children together and when life became unbearable for them in
Romania, the husband had taken the risk to escape. He found his way to the
United States while Veronica took care of the three boys and waited for their
visas to be approved. When Veronica and the boys did arrive at the LA
airport, they were greeted by this man who was her husband, but he was not
alone. With him, was his girlfriend and their eight month old baby. When I
asked Veronica about her children, she cried as she explained that he had
taken them immediately, saying that he and his new wife could support them
financially while she could not. I cried too .as I listened to her sadness, our
tears nothing in a sea of nothingness. Veronica worked two shifts a day
cleaning a convalescent home with the hope that someday she would prove
herself worthy to care for her own children. I wanted nothing more than to
sleep, to shut out pain, hers and mine, but then her tone changed and she
said she was grateful to be out of Romania, that she was thankful to her
husband for that, and that even though life was not easy here in Santa Ana, it
was far better than being watched and hunted by the Securitate. "Our boys
have a better future now," she said . And then she said, "Just be patient,
Elisabeta, don't lose hope ... " and I remembered Tanya had said almost the
identical words to me six months ago in Treiskirchen. And I wondered where
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do these women get their hope?
**** *****
I slept on the couch and in the morning put in a call to the Yugoslavian
priest who had been recommended by the priest in Las Vegas. It was as if
my entire life hung on a fishing line, invisible, thin, but somehow

strong~

This

priest, however, was a rough man; I could tell by the tone of his voice. I tried
to explain that I didn't have a car or enough money for a taxi, but he insisted
that I come to him, that he did not make house calls.
Veronica did not have a car. She did not know anyone who did
except, of course, her ex-husband. In the morning, she suggested the
phonebook, and so for two days, I called every number whose last name
ended in "ch", "ov", or "off", looking for anyone who might speak SerboCroatian, Bulgarian or Russian. Though I remembered the advise from the
United Nations not to speak to Romanian strangers, I didn't know if that
advise still held true here in the United States. Many hung up on me; I didn't
blame them. I was begging from strangers. Who would have thought that to
be a refugee meant to lie your life out flat and open? "Life is tenuous," I
thought. And fishing line doesn't always hold . And please don't tell Anton I'm
calling strangers from the phone book, asking for a ride to church. How
would I ever get my Micky?
But finally, there was a kind voice with children's merriment as
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background, a woman's voice speaking Serbo-Croatian with a
Czechoslovakian accent. She knew of this priest and offered to have her
husband pick me up on his way home from work. I was relieved since I didn't
want to burden Veronica any longer.
The priest was rougher in person than he was on the telephone. "Do
you have a car? A place to stay? Do you have money?" were the questions
I could only answer to the negative.
"Well, I told my friend in Vegas we could help you with a minimum
wage job at McDonald's, but if you don't have a car or a place to stay, I don't
know what to tell you and I don't know what my friend told you either," he
said.
"I was told a cleaning or baby-sitting job would be available in
exchange for room and board," I said.
Perhaps he felt sorry for me because he was silent for a time and
looked out the window. He asked me to call him the next morning and he'd
see what he could do.
The man who had driven me to the church invited me to dinner at his
home and it was a pleasure to meet his wife and children. I spent the night
on their couch, my Sarajevo bags next to me.
The next day, the priest had good news. He'd found me a position
cooking, cleaning and painting in exchange for room and board for two weeks
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in Long Beach. The Yugoslavian family would pick me up around 9 PM.
Since the Czech family were leaving for the weekend at 8 PM, arrangements
were made for me to meet my new employers in front of the community gate.
And so, I shook their hands, hugged the children. Behind a random
name in the phone book can hide a family such as this. I thanked them for
their generosity.
At eight in the evening, I stood in front of the iron gate in my white
pants as we'd agreed so that they could recognize me easily with my
Sarajevo bags at my side. It was soon dark and yet my new employers did
not come. After two hours, I remembered the red-haired woman with the
Canadian trench coat in Bucharest, the one who never came and I wondered
if this too was some sort of trick, that I was waiting for someone who would
never come. The only person who would help me now would be Veronica,
but where would I find a phone and how would I get it to work? I waited until
eleven and was about to leave the iron gate when a large American car rolled
up and a man apologized in Serbo-Croatian, saying there had been an
accident on the freeway. I drew in a breath, grabbed my bags and got in the
car. He introduced his wife and daughter to me, but both of them seemed
entrapped in their own unhappy world and barely acknowledged me.
They owned a small store that needed cleaning and paint. And so I
cleaned and painted and cooked for two weeks. I was not afraid of hard
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work. I was glad my body had healed enough to allow me this. Apparently
they were pleased with me because they reccommended me to another
Yugoslavian family with two small children in Newport Beach who were willing
to pay me ten dollars a day. This family took me home like a new kitchen
gadget.
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A Kitchen Gadget
Newport Beach, California, USA
Fall1984

Each year, on September fJh, hundreds from our town begin
a pilgrimage to the Catholic cathedral of Radna. I went on
this pilgrimage many times, but the first time I was only eight
years old with tiny braids in my hair, my grandma and
grandpa at my side.

Ten dollars a day, how long would it take me to save for a ticket back
to Europe?
The hours were long, from the moment the baby woke up, which as
every parent knows is far too early, until the household was asleep and the
dishes were done. The tasks included meeting all the needs of the children,
cooking and cleaning, serving guests of which they had many. Every
moment was filled, every complete thought interrupted with the needs and
desires of others. My soul exhausted itself in simply trying to maintain itself.
lonel forwarded my letters from Las Vegas and I received many from
refugees scattered around the United States, asking me for advice, or
begging me to find them a job, or telling me flat out that they were heading
back to Europe. There was a letter from a friend of mine in Romania,
describing a deal I could make with the government. If I would write an article
for the newspaper saying how miserable the West was, that they in return
would allow me to live peacefully with no punishment. But every Romanian
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refugee had heard of this scam. Once the article was published, the author
would be sent to prison to pay for the act of defection.
But when I read the letter from Adelia that once again told me to keep
my courage up, that was it. How could she tell me that, she who had the
money and the power to bring me back to Europe where I belong? I gave up
writing letters; I gave up journaling. Whatever strength I had at the end of the
day, I gave it up to prayer and meditation while I contemplated my old friend,
my only friend now, the moon.
On this pilgrimage, we walked all day while the horses
pulled wagons full of sausage, grapes and cookies, old
people and children too young to walk.
We walked three days, praying and singing and dedicating
ourselves to our faith. At night we stayed in prearranged
towns where the townspeople would be out at the entrance
of their town waiting for us. Fifteen or so of us would stay in
one of their homes. They served us dinner and let us spend
the night and in the morning, we would walk again, walk and
pray and sing.
I thought about Micky, how much easier, how much more lovely it is to
care for your own child rather than someone else's.
The work days were long, but the weekend was even longer. The
family made it clear that they did not want me there, so I would go for a walk.
Sometimes I walked for hours at a time. Once I sat on a bench and was
shooed off by the owner like a dog. In Star Bisnov, every house has a bench
that anyone can sit on whenever they like.
I'd never been more alone. In Bad Kreuzen, I had Maria and Adelia to
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care for me, to confide in. And though I suffered then from the separation
from Micky, I was not alone. Now I was an alien on foreign soil; every
American look, every American gesture, every American word was an oddity
to me. As I contemplated the powers that cannot be seen, a strange
transformation began to take place. I became more tolerant instead of less.
Instead of resenting the endless demands of the family, I almost welcomed
them. It was almost as if the humiliation of the situation brought me to a
different place, where time was frozen and the tasks repetitive and I
somehow changed, accepting my low station in life and pretending in a way
that it was not the most difficult, that this too was life. I was grim, no doubt,
but no longer panicked.
The last night of the pilgrimage, we stayed in Lipova. Hills
covered in fruit trees, monasteries and old ruins meant fun
for us girls. ··
September £1h, the Radna Cathedral welcomes all Roman
Catholics from Western Romania. Hungarians, Germans,
Croatians and Paltene all bring their own priest with them
and the services follow each other one after another, all day
long. We girls were sent to collect pine seeds, the ones that
looked like 'Virgin Mary's Tears' and it was a shame if one of
us had her period that day because she would be excluded
from that adventure.

At a dinner party one evening, there was a Yugoslavian family who
took an interest in me and asked me where I was from. They were from an
area not far from Star Bisnov and they said they knew of a Romanain couple
who would probably like to meet me.
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"Certainly," I said, but the family I worke.d for would not allow me to
have guests in their home. They did, however, let me use their telephone
and I arranged to meet this couple outside on the stairs in front of the house.
This older couple had been educated in France, and had become
missionaries together at an early age. When they asked all about me, I told
them about Micky, how the separation from him was more painful than a knife
between my shoulder blades. They came to visit me often and on the nights
they did not come, they called me at nine sharp to tell me they were sitting
around the kitchen table praying for me. I drew strength from them and saw
myself continue to change. "There is a reason for you to be here," they said
as I'd heard from so many sources along the way. "You don't understand
now, but someday you will." I had heard that before. "Pain teaches what we
may not want to know, but what we need to know," they said. "Surrender to
your Creator," they said, "and it will become plain to you." And then they
offered to loan me $2500 so that I could buy a car and get to night school and
learn English. Their generosity overwhelmed me. They said I could pay
them back whenever I wanted. I told them that what I really wanted was to
return to Europe, to be closer to Micky, whatever it took, but they would not
hear of it. To return from where I came was not what I'd intended, to be
certain, but what choice did I have?
One night, the missionaries told me of a counselor named Sally who
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knew of my situation. This woman, who I'd never met, suggested I move in
with her so that I would have an opportunity to attend the vocational training
school and learn English. When I gave my employers two weeks notice, the
woman of the house became almost hysterical.
A kitchen gadget does not walk away, no matter how she is treated.

In Radna, people excitedly tell of miracles, miracles
that happened on other pilgrimages and miracles that
happened that very day. Some people walk on their knees
from down the road, up the 150 steps to the cathedral and
down the front aisle asking for healing of themselves or of
someone they love. I saw the blood on the stone steps and
I saw several times a mother carry her sick child in her arms
as she prayed and t;;limbed those 150 steps on her knees.
And I thought that woman must love that child in a way I'll
never understand, but the truth is, now I understand.
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Sally
Los Angeles
Winter of 1984

I sat on the stairs of the house, the stairs where the missionary couple
had counseled me and I thought about my life so far in the United States. In
Las Vegas, I could not bear the climate or being a burden. Now in Southern
California, although I was supporting myself, I'd become a robot, performing
my duties, nodding but not smiling.
Now with my Sarajevo bags beside me, I was once again on my way to
something new. And I longed for the stability of my old life.

December 1sth - 241h the Devetnicite,
The days of the Nine Novenas
Every evening after supper during the devetniciti, the
nine evenings before Christmas Eve, the women and girls of
the block would go to a designated neighbor's home to pray.
These prayers were taken seriously, but as a girl it was quite
boring and difficult to sit in one place for one to two hours at
a time. Sometimes one of us would be called on to lead the
prayer "Our Father, which art in heaven, ... " and we did not
dare make an error or we would hear about it when we got
home. But there were always goodies waiting for us girls
after the prayers were complete.

The missionary couple drove up right on time and as they did, the
woman of the house came out to the porch to once again beg me to stay, but
the missionary couple ushered me gently but quickly into their car. I was
grateful that I would never have to see that woman again, that I would never
have to hear her give me orders in my beloved Serbo-Croatian, that I would
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never have to return to this spot.
I was not however prepared for downtown Los Angeles. The trash, the
homeless, the old women pushing shopping carts full of plastic bags that
seemed to be full of more plastic and trash and tell me, is this what I was to
become? But as I thought this, the voices of the missionaries were telling me
not to be discouraged, that everything was going to work out for me.
Sally and her daughter were waiting in an old white VW at the
designated corner. The missionary couple spoke some English and
introduced me to Sally. They hugged me and told me their offer to buy me a
car was still good.
Sally's daughter insisted I sit in the front seat. This car felt more like
the Romanian cars I was used to, but the freeways were like nothing in
Romania.
December 241h, Christmas Eve
The boys start their rounds on Christmas eve early in the
morning, dressed as shepherds with a sheepskin coat inside
out. They carry a bell with them so you can hear them as
they open up the gate to your courtyard. If you invite them
in, they file in two by two, each carrying a wooden stable
they call "Bethlehem" that each boy made himself and they
will follow you to the room you wish for them to perform.
Some of the "Bethlehems" are quite intricate with sheep and
cows and Arabic figures they carved themselves and as they
place their stables on your table, the children of your home
admire their handiwork. The boys sing a few songs while
they act out a small drama. Only the fathers are allowed to
carry the baby boys whose participation is symbolic, until
they too learn to sing. When the boys have completed their
singing and their acting, you give them a few coins in their
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bank and you put walnuts, apples, candy in a special cotton
bag that they carry.
Sally's house was full of busyness, yet oddly not all that full of noise.
Children of all ages ran about and grown women and men speaking silent
languages with their hands. At first, I was simply overwhelmed with the
commotion and the flurry of faces. I couldn't fathom who all these people
were but slowly over the days and weeks that followed, I began to
understand. Sally lived with three of her own children, some of them adopted
and six grandchildren, but there were also many refugees and most of them
were deaf. I was considered a lucky one among them because of my ability
to hear. Some of the deaf refugees did not know any sign language. Some
of the girl refugees were obviously pregnant.
But Sally smiled constantly. She seemed to thrive on the commotion
and love all those around her. She had two refrigerators always full for
anyone who was hungry and when anyone asked about tomorrow, she had a
certain confidence about her, "God took care of me today; he'll take care of
me tomorrow," and then she'd shrug her shoulders, as if that were the least of
her concerns.
But I couldn't understand that at first. All I ever knew about family life,
about life in general was put on hold. Was this a family and how did I
possibly belong?
Christmas Eve
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In the evening as my family stepped outside our gate,
we'd begin singing a Christmas song and soon other
neighbors would join in and we would all be singing as we
walked the three miles to church. Whenever we came to a
break in our song, we would hear other groups singing other
songs and that would remind us of what we wanted to sing
next. The echo of our voices reflecting off the snow in the
dark made us feel strong, united and well, almost fearless.

But Sally smiled and she took me to the vocational training school that
she directed. Refugees came to learn English and to learn a skill; this was
survival training for refugees. Sally brought home many who had no place to
live.
And what had I done? I'd left my well-established home. I'd left my
son and my parents to come here to the bottom of the very bottom. What
had I done? I was a failure, this was clear. I'd abandoned my family, and
now I could not even support myself, let alone prove myself worthy of
supporting Micky. And for the second time in my life, I wondered if there was
any sense in continuing to exist.
The news from home was never good. Anton sold Micky's piano, of all
things, and took him out of his music school for gifted children to put him in
the elementary school at Star Bisnov. He was no longer staying with my
brother during the week. Not only that, but I learned that he had developed
high blood pressure. The doctors were puzzled, but I understood. My Micky,
I left him and for what?
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Winter in Los Angeles came without his white blanket, without his icy
lakes, without his skates. Micky's father would not sign the document that
would allow the refugee visa to be processed so that our son, my son could
join me.
A possessive man clings to what power he keeps carefully at his
fingertips. Anton was the man who loved me, who loved Micky and yet did
not hesitate to beat us both and then would tum and kiss us. He could
conceal his rawness by blending in, by making you feel sorry for him, by
blinding you to the terror he held for those close to him.
Anton was in control. It was his way or no way. He was a child, a
grown up strong and powerful child.
I should not have been surprised that once he decided to stay in
Romania, that he would hold Micky against his will. He thrived on power and
the idea that he could inflict so much pain on me and on Micky by simply
refusing to sign a paper proved too much of a temptation.
To think Micky lived under the power of Anton.
Micky won't even want chocolate by the time he gets out. It used to be

so easy to make him happy. And then /left him. It must have felt like
abandonment, the kind of hurt that is circular like a quick spinning tornado
that appears to move deeper and deeper yet only spins viciously.

But Sally made my lunch, led me to her VW bug and off we'd go to
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school, migraine or not. Christmas came and the lights and celebration
reminded me of the joy I used to know. Presents crowded into Sally's home;
there were more presents than refugees. I decided to send Adelia a
Season's Greetings card since I hadn't written to her in several months.

In our church, everyone had a specific place to sit.
There was a place for us girls, a place for the boys, and my
mother always sat next to her sister in the fourth row from
the front. My father was a/ways in the balcony next to the
organist singing his heart out. His voice was so strong and
so compelling that I always felt protected by that unseen
voice.
I began to apply myself at school. I learned English in the morning
and technical drafting in the evening. It was a relief to my emotional being to
exercise my intellect, to remind myself that I could still think even when to feel
meant to feel pain.
"Mom ... " the little boy said and I turned but it wasn't for me. In my own
Slavic dialect, the word for "Mom" sounded exactly like that. In each boy's
tears, I saw my son's and in each boy's laugh, I longed for Micky. His
absense was an open sore. Each toy shop, each little voice, each pregnant
woman brushed that sore open wider.
The card I'd sent to Adelia came back to me. Sally noticed that the
box was checked, the box next to "deceased" and according to my dictionary,
that meant dead. I could not believe that. I got out every phone number I
had for Adelia: the hospital, her old condo, her new condo, but I could not
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locate her and I had to accept the fact that Adelia, the one who had pushed
me towards the United States, the one who had cured my loneliness in Bad
Kreuzen, the one who had swept me up into the power of her strength, her
suffering and her weaknesses, this one had left me, intentionally or not, I
could not know.
1985
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I packed my bags. I was returning to Romania. I decided I would tum
myself in. At least I would be able to have a glimpse of Micky from behind
the prison gates. Sally said no. She took me on a long ride in her car,
driving without destination, just talking. I could understand most of her
English. "No,• she said over and over. No Romania.
But in a few days, I put my bags again by the door, begging for help to
return to Romania.
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When we arrived home after our Christmas Eve service,
there would always be gypsies with violins and with beautiful
voices, with their own music that asked God to bless our
family and asked God to bring us health and prosperity.
Sometimes they'd sing in Romanian and sometimes in
Paltensk. Father would always have a drink or two with the
gypsies and toast to their good fortune as well and then
Mother would bring out .her Christmas cookies; to tum
gypsies away Christmas Eve would be a sin.
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A New Year
Los Angeles
January 1985

Dec 31 51, the last day of the year
At a special church service late in the evening on the
last day of the year, the priest announces how many men
and how many women have died that year, how many boys
and how many girls were born that year. Then there are
prayers of regret and acceptance of the old year followed by
songs of new hope for the new year. Of course, there are
parties and we indulged in the New Year's Eve food cooked
only for this day.

I went to church with Sally. It was a small church arid for the first time
in my life, I began to study the Bible page by page and I wondered about
those promises such as "All things work together for good for those who love
God and live according to His purposes." Could God keep promises for me
specifically or were these promises more general? Were we misinterpreting
faith? How could I get more faith? I looked at Sally and she was smiling.
I decided to attend a massage therapy school as Adelia had
suggested. Within a few months, I had a certificate, and thanks to the
director's recommendation, I got a job as a licenced masseuse at a Beverly
Hills salon. I did not know that material wealth existed to this extreme.
Sometimes when I visited the ladies in their mansions with fifteen bathrooms,
elevators, full time gardeners, housekeepers, chauffeurs and limousines, I
could not understand how evening gowns that cost $13,000 and shoes that
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cost $3000 could co-exist on -the same earth where my grief began with three
hundred and fifty dollars ... American.
Very early in the morning, at the crack of the first day of the
new year, boys, again, boys only, go door to door with a
long willow stick and they call out blessings for each family
for the new year. The boys come to your bedroom and tap
their willow stick on your comforter and say: "From year to
year, may you discover more and more health, may your
sheep double in number, may you have barrels and barrels
of wine at your fingertips, banks loaded with your cash, may
your house be full of children and your sty always full of
pigs." The teenage girls get an extra blessing: they expect
teenage boys to come to their bedroom with perfume and
they expect the boys to apply the perfume on them as they
pretend to doze. Such are the fresh wishes for the fresh
new year.
But these women's lives were hectic. They tortured their bodies for
the perfect look: starving weight loss programs, face lifts, breast implants,
liposuction, flying overseas to London or Paris for just the right hair style or
evening gown. "I feel like killing myself," they'd say. "I have gained two
pounds. Can't you do something about it with massage?" was the typical
question. Their dispair was so intense, sometimes I imagined they suffered
as much as I for my child.
To relieve stress, I wrote letters, journals, and more letters. I arranged
for Micky's father to bring Micky to our apartment in the city every weekend
so I could talk to him on the telephone. And I endured. I was surprised at the
strength in my hands as I massaged, more surprised at the strength I saw in
the words I wrote.
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And the sad melody became stronger:
Created and grown right
Under my heart
Immortal love, eternal fear
My child, · my son.
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2000: One Last Letter to Adelia
M~ deoust ..Ad.eUa.

It Ras beeR Sixteu ~ems siKCe I toclz MY (rilSt step Oll..AMeJ.iCGM. sot~.
Sillee. I got MY (rilSt ~at Los Ofegas Gild tRougRt iiiiMeiiiatelJj tRat tR.ellip
li10S a lllistw_ Gild tRat 111Rat ~ou Rad toW. 11te about tR.e. U!tited States 111as
rotRi...g otRe.t tRail b<lllt~ Gild fl1iSltrut tRi~!U.J- But llOO, li1RClt I liTiS~ ts tRat
just tJOl a IIIDM.eJlt Ol t111o, I couW. joiK Dllee. ClQClill tR.e SIITilti...g MYSfeAY Ofr ~ow.
pAeseJtee.. ..A...d. I 1110UW. tty. a~t~ug~ it oouW. be ditrfyiet.l~t. I oouW. tty to
t~ ~au tJOl aU tR.e. ti~~te Gild ~ ~au spat e.oKOiltCillQ 11te to iWI\igA.ate to
tR.e. Ullited States Ofr ..AMe.liea.
5ust I MUSt tell ~au t~~ tRat tJOl {JiO'e to...g ~ems. I .tegkfited eO'&
lll.eetilll.J ~au. 5-Dl illstead Ofr a COUiltty Ofr iWI\icprutts P.i~e 11te 111omi...g togetRe.t
tJOl a bett& @.itye., as ~ou Rad pwaused, I tJOI.IRd ..AWiOOKS so eRtle.ilekd ill
tR.e.il Oll1ll plioote .at&iat 111oilii tRat I did rot see ~ I 1110Utd exist, @.et ato...e.
eO'& RaO'e a plioote oolW. Ofr MY OIITR•
..Add@.a, I AeMe.llb& llOii1 tRat ~Oil did li10lll lite tR.e begillllilll.J IITOUW. be
ditrfyiet.ltt; p&Raps I 111as too qt.tie£ to dtaa7 OOMCP.usiOilS.
I Met SaUy, a IITOIIIOil ~au IITOUW. r.ou-e. a IITOMClll w~ a Rea.u as mde. as
tR.e. ..Atbtie. OceruL SR.e 111l0te to ~. eO'a ~dat Qe.aga..., ttyi...g
to tJi...d. SOIIte. 111a~ tJOl us to get Mie£y out Ofr QOIII!lllia. But stiPl 111e Rad to
1110rt tJOl..AiltOil'S SiQilatllle.
It li10S M~ 104 , 1009, a~ {JiO'e ~ems atyt& fd alliO'ed, .&.... I
li10S staii.Cii...g beRillCi tR.e rope ~~...g Oil to tRat rope, 1110itillg to see MY Mie£y,
tR.e. boy I did rot illteii.Ci to ~O'e tJOl ~ ~ tRait a tyw IIIOiltRs. I ~ R.e.
oouW. be ofu "He passe....ge.ts 111m deptalli...g Gild MY ~es 111m tosi...g tR.e.il
(JOCUS. tyeal c'-oudi...g MY leaSOil. SoMe.Oile li10S ~illl.J MY Oiw Gild as I
pus~ Ri111. out Ofr MY IIKlY· I Rerud a de.ep ootee., a lltOll's Ooiee. ~· "MDIIlMY.
do...'t pus~ 11te 0111a~. It's ~~~.e. ... "I ~ 11p Gild t~ a soc tJODt ta~t ~ou...g
lltOk IITas sa~illl.J. UI SOk1 you li~t ~· MDIIlMY. but I coutd.it't ~it tRAoug~
tR£. CJOOd ~ tyaSfe.L n ..A...d. tb R£. added ill tR.e pecu.P.ial lll!llllleJ. I ~
too 111eU, u<Pioo ate ~au doi...g. MDIIlMY9" Mie.ey li10S a@.a.ost tJiuteu ~ems

oW..
5-iO'e bg ~ems 111itRout Ri~~t. ..Ade.t@.a, rt iS a pAiee. I 1110UW. lleO'& RaO'e
paid. ;5lO'e yems iS irDlelt& ill tR.e P.itye Ofr a MOtRe.t Gild a e.Ritci I did llot
lee.Ogllize RiiiL
..AiltOil OOlite 111it~ Mie£y. <Pie te(yt tR.e IITOIIIOil R.e. te(yt 11te tJOl ill ~pes
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tRat lATe eoutd be a {J<lMity ago.illl bl.tt tRe IIIOI.IKds llTe.te too deep (JOl tRat. O!ll
MO.Uiage. aUot.red Ri111. a~ OiSa Gild tReit lATe ditroleed. quietty. Oddbj
~R~ ..Ailtoll Pnte.tll'tDllied MY good frlielt!i SaUy.
1?Ltt Micl2y llTOS ReaP.illQ lltediei~~.e (JOl~~~e. ~iS QAOOk up llt!llllle.tl Ris
UOieel Ris SUDttg tee~tGge. Rewis llTe.te pl<X>fr to Me tRat God iS good. Micl2y
llTOS so exened at Ris llellT ..AIIIf.liWil Pin-e tRat eltell I llTOS abP.e. to see to glo.y
an- Ra.tb!llQeJS Gild ~a~ tRrougR Ris eyes.
Ollty eigRt 114.0RtRs ao-te.t Re a.uittedl tRe A.eOoluti011. .statted ill QOIIlOilia.
I llelte.t tRougRt I ooutd Pitte. to see tRe otteltRADil1 an- OUl dietatol Ceausesell.
Micl2y ruui I joi!led Rwc.dwis an- otRe.t QOM!llli<lMS at tRe &ty ~au ill Los
..AilQdes~ abk at Wst to seAe.allt 'Doollll1itR eo.u.tllkiSII\, lollQ lltte 5w.dow.. "
a CAy tRat llTollW. Ratte Meallt ye.rus an- i~~tpAiSOilMellt ill QDittDilia. ~ou llTOilhl
Ratte joi!led ill llTitR llS, I ~~ ..Adello.. I ll7iSR yoo eouW. Ratte.
B'y ..August au- 1000 I God Rad pW.eed so IIUlllY ..AIIIf.lie<l!IS ill MY patR
~~tRo ellCOUlaged Gild suppolted Me tRat I OOilllot elte.~t be.Qill to te.U yoo aboLtt
tRe.... Let Me say I tRougRI tRat ~~tReit Micl2y Gild I llTe.te llatumP.iz.ed as ..AIIIf.liWil
eitize.llS, Gil bot so irW Wll elte.tlWfiz.e, I tllldeJ.stood tRat ll1Rat I Ratte
.te.eeitted irlOIIt tRe. altd irlOIIt yoo iS irGl guate.t tRail I eouW. elte.t gitte ill leti.Wl.
I tooe YOUl aduiee, ..Adelta. Sooll an-te.t I a.uitted. I bee.clMe a
ee.tti{Jied MOSSaQe tRe.tapi.st aitd llTOS abl.e to e.Glll $40/h IATRik I ~
&gfisl ..Aitd tReit I llTOS able to letUlJl to MY ellQiltWillQ eatee.t at MelheU
DougPns llTRele I beea...e. Gil ailCWrrt lll(lll(ln-ae.tUlillQ PiaiSOII. e.llQiltW.. ~oo
1110UW. Ratte beell plOOd an- 111e. It II10S tRe.te I 111.et MY 'CRatP.ie', a IIUlll lltlleR fi~
you deselibed, Qe.lle.lOllS altd ~~titRol.tt irea.L ~e gatte.MY SOil Micl2y a piallo.
CWe 11te.te ll'tOllied ill100'3.
..Aitd tReit ill 1001-. tRe lltGl ~ ~~W.Oia altd I iiiUIIed.iatehj
~e.ted tRat yoo said tRat tRe etRilie Ratted eMbedded ill eRiP.d.te.!t ~~touW o~~.e
day ~Pnde.. ..Aitd ill1999, MY beloo-ed ~ugos@.aOia 11tOS beillQ tolll apa.tt. !lot
ollP.y (JiOIIt ~~titRill, bLtt a@so irlOIIt llTitRout altd tRis, ..Ade.Ual I a... gtad yoo eouW.
1tot see. B'Ltt yoo~~te.te AigRt; ~ugosW.Oia llTOS 1t0 p@.aee to settP.e., at te.ast 1tot
Qlly tilltf. SOOil.
TRrudz yoo, ..Add@.a, (JOl YOUl aduiee. I cb.'t i2wllT llTRe.te I ~~tooW. be
llTitRout yoo, bl.tt ee.ttaillty !lot ill tRe COMO-olt au- tRis RoMe e.~tjoyillQ tRe rrle.e.do...
an- tRis bd altd tRe too-e. an- MY 'CRa..Pie' altd MY Micl2y.
CWrtR @.ao-e,
1

l..iz!.IIUza

